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PREFACE

This book is largely a distillation of expertise contributed
by others, both professional and amateur. )t is based on their
thousands of hours of work to determine safe and effective
ways of protecting ourselves and building our stations. The
author recognizes that the deep experts  pave the way for us
and encourages the reader to follow up with the references
and resources listed in the book. There is much more to this
subject than could ever be included in this relatively
introductory book.

Along with those who developed the know-how, the author
is most appreciative of the reviewers and other sources who
contributed to this book: Ron Block, NR B; Dale Svetanoff,
WA ENA; Jim Brown, K YC; Joel (allas, W ZR; Alan
Applegate, K1BG; DX Engineering; and the ARRL Lab staff.
Any remaining errors are those of the author.

A caution to the reader — the practices and
recommendations in this book are not guaranteed to prevent
damage to equipment or insure personal safety. )t is the
responsibility of the station builder to comply with all
applicable standards and regulations, use adequately rated
and listed materials, and maintain the station and equipment
properly. )f you are unsure of your ability to do the job
correctly, hire a professional to perform or inspect your
work. Where electricity is concerned, there is no substitute
for careful work, attention to detail, and personal vigilance.
Switch to safety!



(. Ward Silver, N1AX
St. Charles, Missouri
February 



ABOUT ARRL

The seed for Amateur Radio was planted in the s, when
Guglielmo Marconi began his experiments in wireless
telegraphy. Soon he was joined by dozens, then hundreds, of
others who were enthusiastic about sending and receiving
messages through the air — some with a commercial
interest, but others solely out of a love for this new
communications medium. The United States government
began licensing Amateur Radio operators in .

By , there were thousands of Amateur Radio operators
— hams — in the United States. (iram Percy Maxim, a
leading (artford, Connecticut inventor and industrialist, saw
the need for an organization to unify this fledgling group of
radio experimenters. )n May  he founded the American
Radio Relay League ARRL  to meet that need.

ARRL is the national association for Amateur Radio in the
US. Today, with approximately ,  members, ARRL
numbers within its ranks the vast majority of active radio
amateurs in the nation and has a proud history of
achievement as the standard-bearer in amateur affairs.
ARRL s underpinnings as Amateur Radio s witness, partner,
and forum are defined by five pillars: Public Service,
Advocacy, Education, Technology, and Membership. ARRL is
also )nternational Secretariat for the )nternational Amateur
Radio Union, which is made up of similar societies in 
countries around the world.



ARRL’s Mission Statement: To advance the art, science,
and enjoyment of Amateur Radio.

ARRL’s Vision Statement: As the national association for
Amateur Radio in the United States, ARRL:

Supports the awareness and growth of Amateur Radio
worldwide;

Advocates for meaningful access to radio spectrum;
Strives for every member to get involved, get active, and get

on the air;
Encourages radio experimentation and, through its

members, advances radio technology and education; and
Organizes and trains volunteers to serve their communities

by providing public service and emergency communications.

At ARRL headquarters in the (artford, Connecticut suburb
of Newington, the staff helps serve the needs of members.
ARRL publishes the monthly journal QST and an interactive
digital version of QST, as well as newsletters and many
publications covering all aspects of Amateur Radio. )ts
headquarters station, W AW, transmits bulletins of interest
to radio amateurs and Morse code practice sessions. ARRL
also coordinates an extensive field organization, which
includes volunteers who provide technical information and
other support services for radio amateurs as well as
communications for public service activities. )n addition,
ARRL represents US radio amateurs to the Federal
Communications Commission and other government
agencies in the US and abroad.



Membership in ARRL means much more than receiving
QST each month. )n addition to the services already
described, ARRL offers membership services on a personal
level, such as the Technical )nformation Service, where
members can get answers — by phone, e-mail, or the ARRL
website — to all their technical and operating questions.

A bona fide interest in Amateur Radio is the only essential
qualification of membership; an Amateur Radio license is not
a prerequisite, although full voting membership is granted
only to licensed radio amateurs in the US. Full ARRL
membership gives you a voice in how the affairs of the
organization are governed. ARRL policy is set by a Board of
Directors one from each of  Divisions . Each year, one-
third of the ARRL Board of Directors stands for election by
the full members they represent. The day-to-day operation of
ARRL (Q is managed by a Chief Executive Officer and
his/her staff.

Join ARRL Today! No matter what aspect of Amateur
Radio attracts you, ARRL membership is relevant and
important. There would be no Amateur Radio as we know it
today were it not for ARRL. We would be happy to welcome
you as a member! Join online at www.arrl.org/join. For
more information about ARRL and answers to any questions
you may have about Amateur Radio, write or call:

ARRL — The national association for Amateur Radio®

 Main Street
Newington CT -
Tel: - -
FAX: - -
e-mail: hq@arrl.org

http://www.arrl.org/join
mailto:hq@arrl.org


www.arrl.org
Prospective new radio amateurs call toll-free :

- -NEW (AM - -
You can also contact ARRL via e-mail at

newham@arrl.org
or check out the ARRL website at www.arrl.org

http://www.arrl.org
mailto:newham@arrl.org
http://www.arrl.org


Chapter 

Why )s This Book Needed?

Why )s This Book Needed?
When writing this book, ) thought about my own

experiences starting out with a simple station and wondering
why grounding seemed to be so important. My radio had a
two-wire ac power cord but my vacuum-tube voltmeter had
a three-wire power cord. ) didn t really think a lot about it
but ) noticed that connections to a ground rod were shown
frequently in the ARRL (andbook and books on antennas.

There was a ground terminal on the back of my transceiver.
The lightning arrestor ) purchased had a screw for attaching
a ground wire. The books and articles had lots of drawings
and pictures showing quite a variety of ways to connect
equipment to the ground rod. There was rarely much of an
explanation about what the ground rod was actually for or
what the consequences of not having one might be —
safety  was mentioned a lot. So ) shrugged my shoulders,

took it on faith that running a wire of some sort from my
radio and antenna to a ground rod was Something A (am
Should Do, and just did it. ) didn t notice any benefits or
drawbacks from making the connection and when the wire
came loose from the transceiver on occasion, that didn t
seem to matter either.

From years of operating and building all kinds of different



stations, the functions of a ground rod and the connections
between the equipment enclosures became clearer to me. As
a professional engineer, ) learned about shielding and
bonding, why the various ground connections were
necessary, and the differences between them. Over the years,
) built up a set of techniques that worked reliably — at
home, at Field Day, in a mobile station, in basements and on
upper floors, even setting up a temporary station during my

 trip to Brazil as a World Radiosport Team
Championship competitor.

)t took me years to understand how all the various things
we call grounding  really worked. From years of reading
online forums and magazine articles, it became clear there
was a lot of confusion about what grounding was intended to
accomplish and how to do it. So in the January  issue of
QST ) published the first of a series of three (ands-On
Radio  (OR  columns, starting with The Myth of the RF
Ground.  The series explained some of the differences in
ground connections and why the ground connection had
different functions. Those columns generated more
correspondence than any other topics during the  years of
(OR. ) realized ) d just scratched the surface and that is the
story of how this book got its start.

Who )s This Book For?
) am imagining the reader as someone building a station

and who wants to do grounding right.  This might be your
first station or perhaps you are reconfiguring your shack.
Maybe you are getting ready for a portable or mobile
operation? Or perhaps you have moved to a location where



lightning is common. And there is always the unpleasant
discovery that your station has an RF hot spot  usually right
at the microphone!  which needs to be done away with. We ll
talk about all of those things in the following chapters.

)f you are an experienced ham, maybe even an engineer or
electrician, ) hope you discover some tidbits of information
that make your life easier and your station work better. And )
hope you ll share some of your discoveries with me so ) can
add them to this book s website: www.arrl.org/grounding-
and-bonding-for-the-amateur. Amateur Radio has always
valued hams teaching hams, so take the time to teach other
hams about grounding and bonding, won t you?

.  What Are Grounding and Bonding?
The word grounding  — meaning a connection to the

Earth — is casually applied to so many different purposes in
Amateur Radio, it s no wonder there are many opinions and
misconceptions about it. Bonding  is a less familiar term to
most amateurs. )n the electrical sense, bonding simply means
to connect together  so that voltage differences between

pieces of equipment are minimized. Figure .  gives a couple
of examples of each type of connection commonly found in
an amateur s home station.

http://www.arrl.org/grounding-and-bonding-for-the-amateur


The techniques and materials needed for those connections
depend on whether we are talking about ac safety, lightning
protection, or RF signals. Techniques that address only one
area of concern might not work for another. Clearly, this can
be confusing to amateurs just trying to build a station that
operates properly and safely. This book attempts to bring
together basic information and best practices together for
the amateur from various sources.

As much as possible, this book will use standard terms.
This will enable the reader to refer to standards, guidebooks,
and references with a minimum of confusion. Amateurs
often use terms inconsistently, so this book may use language
differently from how we are accustomed. As we progress
through the book, alternate definitions or terms will be
included. Regardless, ) will try to use terms in a consistent
way.

This book is not a textbook trying to present a theory of



grounding,  nor is it a cookbook list of directions for all
possible station configurations. )t does not replace national
standards or local building codes — those will always take
precedence over the guidelines presented here. You ll be
expected to know or learn how to work safely with the
materials and tools that will be discussed.

Grounding and bonding can be made to sound complex
and difficult but it doesn t have to be that way! Professional
station designers and safety engineers have spent uncounted
hours finding the best ways to protect equipment and
operators. By following their standard practices in your
station, you can get the benefit of their experiences without
having to become an expert yourself. What is important is
that you have a grasp of the fundamentals so that you can
find a way to do the right thing in the many different
circumstances of Amateur Radio.

The chapters begin with the basics, including why these
issues are important. After that, you ll learn the terms, the
reasons for common practices, and the standards that guide
them. Then we ll cover in more details the three basic
functions accomplished by grounding and bonding — ac
power safety, lightning protection, and controlling the RF
voltages and currents in your station. Where references such
as websites and articles are available, they ll be listed so you
can dive in even deeper if you want.

Once you are equipped with some background, examples of
good practices will be provided to use in your station. These
will be presented so you can see how to apply the principles
to your own station in similar circumstances.

The goal is to help you build a better and more effective
station that is protected against common hazards and
experiences a minimum of problems from the RF signals it



radiates. )f you re ready, let s begin.

Why Are Grounding and Bonding
)mportant?

There are three needs we are trying to satisfy:
• AC safety: protect against shock hazards from ac-powered

equipment by providing a safe path for current when a fault
occurs in wiring or insulation.

• Lightning protection: keep all equipment at the same
voltage during transients and surges from lightning and
dissipate the lightning s charge in the Earth, routing it away
from equipment.

• RF management: prevent unwanted RF currents and
voltages from disrupting the normal functions of equipment
also known as RF interference or RF) .
Each of these needs will be discussed in the following

chapters, including ways of checking that your station
construction will do the job. AC safety protections can, for
example, be confirmed or verified by performing simple tests
of protective circuit components such as GFC) circuit
breakers or by an inspection, such as from a licensed
electrician. Lightning protection and RF control can t really
be tested short of actual experience. The time-tested
approach is to follow practices that have been shown to work
and then perform an inspection to be sure the work has been
done correctly.

)n most instances, you will also need to comply with local
building and electrical codes when installing an antenna,
tower, and feed lines. While these codes often incur extra
expense and effort, following them helps prevent unsafe



practices and lowers the risks of property damage. Your
building permit and insurance may require inspection by
licensed electricians, as well.

The goal of this book is to help you satisfy all of those
requirements with a minimum of expense and engineering. A
station constructed this way is more likely to operate safely,
for longer, and with fewer disruptions and problems. As a
result, you ll be able to spend more time on the air and less
time troubleshooting.

Why )s Grounding  So Complicated?
The very word — grounding — means a lot of different

things depending on who you re talking to and what you re
talking about. )sn t grounding just connecting equipment to
the Earth? That is certainly one definition of grounding. The
British use the terms earthing  and protective earth
conductor  which are more exact references to what the
connection is for. But the layer of soil and rock at the Earth s
surface is not a magic zero-voltage point into which we can
pour any amount of electric charge where it safely
disappears! The current s strength and frequency, soil
characteristics, whether it is wet or dry, the length of the
path to the Earth connection and through the soil — all of
these affect what our equipment experiences at the ground
connection. Figure .  shows a few of the different things
that get involved when talking about ground.  As you can
see, there are lots of choices!



• To the electrician, ground  connections in your residence
are a way of mitigating or protecting  against ac shock
hazards and short circuits in equipment.

• )n the ac power grid, the utility uses ground  connections
along the power lines to stabilize voltage in the ac power
system. This is done for lightning safety and when a fault or
power system imbalance occurs.

• Ground rods outside your residence and the connections
between them help minimize the damage a lightning stroke
can do in your house or station.

• To an antenna system builder, the term ground  might
refer to a counterpoise  that gives RF current a path back to
the feed point without flowing in the soil.

• Circuit designers and station builders refer to ground  as
a common reference voltage — there are three different



schematic symbols for these connections!
The more different ways the word ground  is used, the

more different functions a ground  connection is expected
to perform, creating a pretty tall order for one piece of wire!

)t is tempting to just give up, run a wire to a pipe or ground
rod, and hope for the best! Most complex problems, though,
can be addressed by breaking the problem down into
different smaller problems that are easier to deal with. The
problem of simultaneously providing power safety,
protecting against lightning, and managing the effects of RF
fields can be approached this way, too.

)t is important to realize that grounding and bonding deal
with voltages and currents spanning a very wide range of
frequencies and wavelengths. Figure .  shows how big that
range is. Basic electrical safety concerns involve power-grid
frequencies of  –  (z where wavelengths are  – 
million meters! The energy of a lightning stroke is centered
around  M(z, spread out from dc to  M(z or higher. For
amateurs, RF current and voltage management involve
frequencies from MF into the V(F/U(F region. Amateur
station wiring practices also affect tiny received signals of a
few microvolts all the way to the kilo-amp and kilo-volt
pulses of lightning.



With such a wide variety of signals involved, no one-size-
fits-all technique satisfies every need in every circumstance.
By being aware of the different needs, though, you can
understand each ground  connection from the various
points of view that are involved.

Seeing the Station as a System
As you read this book and try out the techniques it

describes, you ll start to view your station as a big,
interconnected system and not just as individual pieces of
equipment and antennas. That s just how it behaves, too,
especially at audio and RF. Connections made for ac safety
can have an effect on how audio and RF flows around your
shack, for example. By understanding each type of
connection, you ll be able to build a better system that
behaves the way you expect it to. You will also begin to see
that good practices for ac safety, audio, lightning, and RF
management all work together.

.  Materials — An )ntroduction



This book will provide examples and guidelines for making
grounding and bonding connections. You may wonder about
why certain sizes or metals are used, often heavier and more
expensive  than seems justified at first glance. )n many cases,
these are the sizes specified by the National Electrical Code
or other industry standards. Those materials are chosen
based on the hard-won experience of engineers and
electricians over many years. They design systems to last for
years, withstand overload and extreme events, and still
protect life and property.

You may choose to use other materials for reasons of
expense or convenience — that s natural for amateurs who
don t have large construction budgets. )t is important,
though, to understand when you are varying from
recommended practices and what the possible consequences
might be. Be educated, be wise, and be safe.

This is an excellent time to take a tour of your local
building supply store s electrical aisles. Familiarize yourself
with the various clamps, terminals, wires, compounds, and
so forth. The store may have a how-to  book on ac wiring
practices for the layman — a good addition to your reference
library. While you are at the store, check to see whether they
have flashing in the roofing department. Speaking of the
library, you should also be familiar with the sections on
electrical practices and electronics in Dewey Decimal
Classification section . !

You will often find that materials purchased for electronics
use are available at much lower cost at farm or rural supply
stores or anywhere they are sold in volume. )f you can obtain
them through a contractor or other business that buys in
volume, even better. Surplus materials outlets are another
possibility, if you don t mind having to hunt for what you



want and buy in odd quantities or by the pound.
Another tip is to buy in quantity, particularly crimp

terminals or Anderson Powerpole connectors. A bag of 
may cost a few dollars more but having what you need on-
hand when you need it makes a project much faster to
complete and saves trips to the hardware store!

Conductors at (igh Current
One common question is why such heavy wires are used for

grounding and bonding. The reason is partly electrical and
partly mechanical. These connections are required to handle
worst-case current overloads without burning or melting.
For example,the ground conductor of ac wiring must handle
high currents for short periods of time in order to trip a
circuit breaker very quickly.

)n the case of lightning protection wiring, the short current
pulse can be many kilo-amps. Obviously, even brief
overloads of this magnitude would vaporize small wires! The
mechanical forces between conductors carrying high
currents can be enough to rip wires out of connections or
break them, too! The force goes up with the square of the
current and can become quite large.

Finally, large conductors can withstand impacts and pulling
that can happen when a wire is accidentally dug up or
equipment is damaged or moved. Making a ground rod
connection with a salvaged piece of #  AWG soft copper
wire might work for a while but could break or pull apart
when hit by a shovel or mower or even just run over by a
heavy vehicle. And you might have no idea it happened! The
standard #  AWG wire may be bent but it will probably



survive the insult. (eavy conductors withstand corrosion for
a long time and can also be welded to buried ground
connections.

Conductors at Radio Frequencies
Another reason to use physically large conductors is that

they have lower impedance at high frequencies. While this
isn t a big issue for ac power safety, it starts to be more
important for lightning protection.

Finally, when we are talking about managing RF from
amateur signals and the higher frequency components of
lightning, the conductor s length also becomes quite
important. We ll cover this subject in more detail in the
appropriate chapters.

Use solid copper strap whenever possible. A heavy wire or
soft copper tubing also works well and provides plenty of
surface area. Strap is often available as various sizes of scrap
from metal surplus outlets. You can often get great deals for
such materials at hamfests, flea markets, and garage sales
where it is often under the tables in boxes of scrap.
Remember that nearly all of your connections will be short,
so you don t always need long lengths. Surface corrosion may
not be a problem either, unless extreme, because you can
brush or scrape it off to expose a clean metal surface. Keep an
eye out for useful pieces and soon you ll have a good supply.

.  Techniques and Tools — An
)ntroduction



A reliable station requires reliable connections. You are
probably pretty careful with your feed line and antenna
connections. That attention needs to extend to the grounding
and bonding connections, too! Remember that grounding
and bonding connections are made for safety and need to be
reliable. Use the right tools and techniques for the job.
Larger tools may be available from members of your club so
you don t necessarily have to buy them.

Grounding and bonding connections use wires and cable
and straps that are quite a bit bigger than the usual hook-up
wire in our audio and radio electronics. You ll need to have
tools that are right for the job. The hand-squeezed crimping
tool in Figure .  won t do the job for large wires — unless
you have a super-strong grip! The ratcheting crimper shown
next to it is what you need, typically available for $  – $ .
For large wires, borrow or rent a heavy-duty crimping tool
and use the right terminals for the job. Split-bolts are also
suited for clamping heavy wires together and can even be
used in building wire antennas.



Soldering ground connections is not a recommended
practice, especially connections that may carry high-current
lightning energy. The solder can melt and destroy the
connection. Some have reported success using MAPP high-
temperature soldering but this is not something for
beginners to try.  Use clamps or crimp connections that are
properly rated for this use.

Large gauge wire and sheet metal require appropriate tools
to make a clean cut. Don t ruin your electronics tools by
using them to cut wire or sheet too thick for them. A pair of
bolt cutters works great on those big wires and cables. Tin
snips will handle up to  gauge sheet, as well. You ll also
need a sturdy pair of pliers. These three tools — cutters,
snips, and pliers — will get the job done most of the time.
(owever, if a manufacturer recommends a special tool or
technique, you should try to follow that recommendation
both for safety and reliability.

Braid versus Strap

Flat, solid strap or heavy wire are the standard for making
grounding, bonding, or high-current connections at RF.
Braided strap is often used for dc and low-frequency power
and grounding connections — is it ever acceptable to use
braided conductors for RF?

)f the connection needs to flex — for example, for
grounding equipment that has to be moved frequently —
and it s protected from water, it is OK to use tinned flat-
weave braid. Never use a braided conductor for high-
frequency connections outside or where it can get wet!
Water will be drawn into the braid between the strands
where it cause the individual strands to corrode, reducing



the effectiveness of the braid.
)t is common practice to remove copper braid from old

coaxial cable and use that for grounding — don t do it at
RF! Coax braid works fine inside a cable but when removed
from its protective jacket, rapidly begins to loosen and
corrode, losing its effectiveness at RF.

Along with tools, it s also important to use components
rated for the application and install them correctly. Shortcuts
can easily compromise safety and reliability. There are often
online videos of how to do things correctly. ) learned how to
make the powdered one-shot  welded connections that way!
Follow the manufacturer s instructions to the letter. They
want your experience with their product to be a good one. )f
you are confused or unsure of how or why something is done
a certain way, an electrician or contractor might be able to
explain. These connections may need to last for years, so do
them right the first time!

Speaking of those welded connections also known as one-
shots  or by the trade name of CADWELD , they are by far
the most reliable method for permanent buried ground
connections. Bury-rated clamps are certainly available but a
good weld lasts a lifetime. You will need to be careful but
this is a good technique to learn and ) m glad ) did.

There are also special needs for vehicle connections.
Electronics in cars and trucks are subjected to wide
temperature swings and are frequently exposed to water and
corrosive salts. Special protective components, insulation
rated for exposure to fuel and oil, and compounds that
prevent corrosion are all available at your local auto parts
store. They are worth few extra dollars to keep your system
solidly connected.



.  Things to Find Out
Before you begin to design a station layout or modify an

existing layout, you should take some time to find out about
local building and electrical codes that apply to your home.
See the section on )mportant Standards and Guidelines in the
next chapter. Codes are concerned with ac wiring and
lightning protection and may be specially modified for
conditions in your area. Being out of code  may also affect
your ability to successfully make a future insurance claim or
renew your insurance.

)f you are a renter, your rental or lease agreement may
include requirements you must meet. While hams are or
become  experts at stealthily getting on the air in such
circumstances, you really don t want to do anything unsafe.

Even if you don t need a building permit or an electrical
inspection, ensuring that your station meets code  is a good
way to avoid running afoul of issues you may not be aware of.
That you are reading this book probably indicates you aren t
familiar with all of the needs for grounding and bonding.
Why not take advantage of the professional expertise that
went into developing those codes? At the very least, reading
the code requirements gives you an idea about what issues
are involved so you can make your own decisions about what
to do or what not to do. A local electrician or electrical
contractor may be able to provide you with basic
information and the building permit office of your town or
county may also have publications that can help.

)f you are planning a mobile station, read up on good
wiring practices for power and bonding in vehicles. Your
vehicle s dealer may have service bulletins for installing
public safety or commercial radios, including preferred



power connections, instructions on making connections
between the radio and vehicle chassis, and even antenna
placement. There may be special wiring products or
connectors designed for your vehicle, as well. (ere again, if
you lease a vehicle, you may have to meet standards for
installing radio equipment whether it is ham gear or not.

When portable out in the field, you may still need to meet
basic safety requirements for using a generator, batteries, or
solar power. This is particularly important at ARRL Field Day
where several stations and antennas and power sources may
all be present. Start with the two-page Grounding
Requirements for Portable Generators  from OS(A at
www.osha.gov/OshDoc /data_(urricane_Facts 
/grounding_port_generator.pdf. The manufacturer s
manual should show you where to connect ground
conductors to the generator. Make a dry run  in the
backyard or park to see if you have all the necessary parts
and pieces to do things right.

http://www.osha.gov/OshDoc/data_Hurricane_Facts/grounding_port_generator.pdf


Chapter 

Grounding and Bonding
Basics

Before we jump into the how to  and how not to
sections, let s spend some time being sure we have the basics
straight. This chapter will put us on solid ground, so to
speak, by explaining what a term or phrase means. ) suggest
that you scan this chapter before going farther — you ll
sensitize yourself to important terms and the differences
between them. ) ll also introduce standards that cover
electrical wiring practices and communications facility
construction.

Along with the print edition of this book, there is a
companion website for supplemental material —
www.arrl.org/grounding-and-bonding-for-the-amateur.
Additional material, references, articles, and resources are
posted on this site and more will be added over time. The
website will include supplementary articles and
downloadable versions of some of the articles referenced in
the book.

.  Using the Right Term
)f you hear or read a discussion on grounding, your first

http://www.arrl.org/grounding-and-bonding-for-the-amateur


question should be what do you mean by ground?  There
are several different types of connection called ground  and
each has a different function. Although we give each function
a different name, Mother Nature does not distinguish
between different connections. Current will flow wherever
there is voltage and a conductive path. The following
sections describe each of those functions. The goal is for you
to understand that a single, integrated set of connections can
take care of lightning protection, ac safety, audio, and RF.

AC or Electrical Safety Ground
Also referred to as equipment ground,  third-wire

ground,  or green-wire ground,  the purpose of this
connection is to prevent electrical shock and fire hazards
from equipment connected to the ac power utility. The
connection provides a path from the equipment back to the
power distribution panel circuit breaker box  at the ac
service entry. The term ac safety ground  will be used to
avoid confusion with ground connections made for other
purposes.

Ground Symbols

There are three schematic symbols often referred to as
ground.  These are shown in Figure . . Only one A

indicates an actual connection to the Earth. This is used for
ground rods, buried bonding conductors, or other
electrodes  that make contact directly with the Earth. The

symbol at B  indicates a connection to a metallic shield or
enclosure. This can be an actual metal cabinet or a small



shield around a circuit. Finally, C  shows a symbol that has
many uses as a circuit common point. You may see this
symbol with an A or D in the triangle, denoting that it is a
common point for analog  or digital  circuitry. D  shows
how a coaxial connector, such as an SO- , mounted on a
metal enclosure would be drawn.

These different symbols are often used interchangeably
but indicate very different connections. The block diagram
shows how they could be used in a typical piece of
equipment. Circuit common the closed triangle symbol
may or may not be connected to the equipment s enclosure
three-pronged symbol . The enclosure, if it is metallic,

should always be connected to the ac safety ground. The
safety ground must always be connected to the Earth three
horizontal line symbol  with a ground rod or other type of
electrode. )t should be clear that the symbols should only
be used for their intended purpose.

This connection has three functions, including some
bonding for lightning protection as we ll discuss further in
the chapter on Lightning Protection. Next, the connection



conducts enough current to trigger or trip the circuit s over-
current protection if a short circuit occurs from the ac line to
the equipment s exposed metal surface. The protective
component could be a fuse or circuit breaker in the
distribution panel or in the equipment itself.

The remaining function is to prevent shocks to a person
touching the equipment from current flowing to ground
through them. This current can be small, such as milliamps
of leakage current through bypass capacitors connected to a
metal enclosure. Or the shock currents can be large — an
insulation failure that doesn t result in enough current to
blow a fuse or breaker would clearly be enough to cause a
shock. A miswired or defective ac circuit can also result in
hazardous currents.

(OW MUC( CURRENT )S DANGEROUS?
AC currents above  A flowing through the human body

can be hazardous. At regular household voltage of  V, any
resistance below .  MΩ allows  A or more to flow. Since
the body typically presents several hundred kΩ or less
between two points on the surface, any contact with
household voltage is a significant hazard.

The amount of risk from the current depends on where it is
flowing. Unlike RF currents that flow along the surface of the
skin, dc and low frequency ac currents flow throughout the
body s tissues.

The most hazardous paths are those that go through the
heart, such as hand-to-hand and hand-to-foot paths. This is
why you should never work on equipment while barefoot or
standing on a wet floor. Keep one hand clear of the
workbench or equipment, in your pocket for example, when



it is powered up to prevent a hand-to-hand shock.
Why not discuss voltage? The static voltage created by

friction from clothing or just brushing hair can be hundreds
or even thousands of volts! Yet the amount of charge that
actually flows is pretty small and so has little effect on the
heart or other muscles. On the other hand, even voltages as
low as  V have been shown to produce hazardous current
under some circumstances. The hazard comes from the
effects of current flowing, not the voltage that causes the
current to flow.

Lightning Protection Ground
The ground connections that protect you against lightning

are a lightning protection ground  or lightning dissipation
ground.  To be brief, we ll refer to these connections as
lightning grounds  or a lightning ground system.
A lightning stroke, which often consists of thousands of

amps of current, can do a lot of damage even if it doesn t
strike your house or equipment directly. Lightning ground
systems are designed to allow as much of the lightning s
charge as possible to spread out and dissipate in the Earth,
away from structures and equipment. The larger the volume
of earth into which the charge spreads, the less likely it is
that damaging voltages and currents will be present in your
home and station. Figure .  shows the typical use of ground
rods at the base of a tower to allow charge from a strike to
spread out into the soil.



A properly installed lightning ground system also helps
minimize the voltage that appears between pieces of
equipment during the stroke. These voltages create the arcs
or transients that damage equipment. The voltage can be
created directly by current from the lightning stroke flowing
through the inductance and resistance of a conductor. This is
one reason why large, low-inductance conductors must be
used. Voltages can also be induced by the magnetic fields
from the lightning s fast-changing current pulse.

RF Ground and Ground Planes
The idea of an RF ground  is really a myth. No set of wires

or even the Earth itself can maintain a constant voltage
across a range of frequencies above a few k(z. That term
creates unrealistic expectations. What we will use instead is
the idea of an RF ground plane.

The electrical length of connections between equipment
can be a significant fraction of a wavelength on the higher



(F bands and V(F/U(F bands. This allows RF voltages to be
developed causing RF current to flow between pieces of
equipment. The result can be an annoying RF burn  or
erratic equipment behavior.

By connecting the equipment enclosures to a ground or
reference plane, the equipment can all be at the same voltage
as much as possible — whatever that voltage is. The plane
can be a sheet of metal or simply a piece of strap or pipe to
which equipment enclosures are attached. Connecting
equipment enclosures directly together works well, too. The
overall idea is the same — minimize voltage differences with
short, low-impedance connections. )n this book, we ll use the
term RF ground plane  to mean the common connection
between pieces of equipment that keeps them at the same RF
voltage.

Bonding
Bonding sounds like an expensive or difficult task but all it

means is connecting things together so that the voltage
between them is minimized. The challenge is to be sure the
connections are electrically and mechanically suitable. When
discussing ac safety and lightning, whatever is used for
bonding conductors has to be heavy enough to handle the
substantial currents. Lightning, RF, and audio have a very
wide frequency range so the impedance of the conductor
must be low, as well.

For an indoor ac safety ground, a #  or #  AWG wire
might be fine, such as in the common Romex  cable used for
household ac circuits. For creating an RF ground plane in
your shack, strap or wire can be used. For a lightning



dissipation ground, usually outdoors and buried, connections
may require #  or #  AWG wire at a minimum. Use the
proper materials, terminals, and clamps to secure the
connections and you will be in good shape. We ll see
examples of terminals, clamps, and other materials used for
this purpose later in this book.

Single-Point Ground
The term single-point ground  refers to a shared

connection point also connected to the Earth. The single-
point ground is assumed to be small enough and conductive
enough that it can be treated as a zero-ohm connection with
the same voltage everywhere on it, whether it is a ground
rod, a metal strap, or a sheet of metal.

Electrically small  depends on what frequencies are
involved, though. At ac power frequencies, where the
wavelength is miles long, the dimensions of the connection
are irrelevant and resistance is the main concern. For
lightning, the inductance of the shared connection is the
most important thing. And for controlling RF voltage in your
station, both inductance and size matter. What the
electrician and the amateur consider single-point grounds
can be quite different! Part of what this book is intended to
help you do is to create one grounding-bonding scheme for
your station that works for all three purposes: ac safety,
lightning protection, and RF management.

A related term, star ground , refers to using a single point
of connection for circuits that share a common ground.
Electronic circuits might use a star ground on a PC board to
avoid introducing noise into a sensitive sub-circuit. Figure



.  shows an ac safety star ground for several pieces of
equipment. This would work fine for ac safety, not so well for
lightning protection, and its effect on RF would be
unpredictable.

Single-Point Ground Panel
A single-point ground panel  or SPGP is a metallic entry

panel for the feed lines of all antennas and other services, as
in Figure . . This is also called an entrance panel.  The
panel is bonded to a ground rod or system, which is also
bonded to the ac service entrance ground rod. All cable
shields are connected to this panel directly as are all
lightning arrestors are mounted on this panel. Arrestors for
non-shielded conductors, such as phone lines or rotator
control lines, are also mounted on the panel. A surge-
protector for ac power must also be mounted on the SPGP.
Using a single-point ground panel keeps the shields of all
feed lines at a common voltage and minimizes the voltages
present on non-shielded conductors.



S(ALL, MAY, and S(OULD
Those readers who deal regularly with requirements or

contracts understand the difference between these three
words. They are very important in standards, permits, and
instructions — here are typical interpretations:

• Shall — you must do this to comply
• May — doing this is optional and you will have complied

whether you do it or not
• Should — this is recommended but not required to

comply
)t is unlikely that you ll be reading a standard at this level

of detail but if you encounter these words in a building
regulation, for example, be aware of what they mean.
Confusing a shall  for a should  can cause a lot of expensive
rework!



Symbols for Antennas and Towers

Throughout this book, you ll see drawings of a tower-and-
beam combination used to represent the external antenna
system. This refers to any outside antenna, including wire
antennas, ground-mounted verticals, and roof-mounted
antennas of all types. The tower represents any conductive
antenna support structure, including lightweight TV masts
or aluminum push-up  poles. Where something applies to
a specific type of antenna or tower, an appropriate drawing
or text reference will be used.

Authority (aving Jurisdiction A(J
This term has a very specific legal meaning — the

government agency with the authority to enforce a rule.
Before beginning any changes in permanent wiring, be sure
you know what the A(J is and what rules you must follow.
For example, the A(J for electrical wiring in your home is
whatever agency issues building permits. )f you are a renter,
your landlord may impose additional conditions but is not
considered an A(J.  We ll talk more about permits and
inspections in the chapter on ac safety grounds.

The Earth, Ground, and Zero Volts
The Earth is not a sink into which we can pour RF current

or noise and simply have it disappear.  Jim Brown, K YC,
and others  Across the wide range of frequencies, currents,
and voltages encountered by amateurs, there is no way the



Earth can be considered as a constant voltage, also known as
an equipotential surface. Voltage drops from large lightning
currents create hazardous voltage differences between points
just feet apart in the vicinity of the stroke. At the upper end
of the (F spectrum, moving even a few feet is enough to shift
from a hot spot  to a dead spot.  All sorts of voltages
resulting from events outside our station can exist anywhere
on what we think of as ground.

Remember that voltage is always measured between two
points. They can both be on the Earth. Or one point can be
on your body and the other on the Earth. Or they can be on
different pieces of equipment and neither be on the Earth.
Especially at RF, what you might consider to be zero  volts
over here is unlikely to be zero  volts over there. So we have
to give up the notion that a connection to the Earth s surface
will present a constant voltage with respect to all other
points.

)t s a lot easier to think about the Earth in terms of what
happens to the current flowing in or on it. For ac safety, the
ground  rod provides a connection to the Earth for voltage

and current transients spikes  on your ac wiring from
either external or internal causes. For lightning, the ground
is there to dissipate charge in the Earth as effectively as
possible. For RF, treat the surface layer of the ground  as a
thick, lossy sheet of conductive and capacitive material.

.  )mportant Standards and Guidelines
A quick )nternet search for standards on grounding will

turn up dozens of official-sounding documents from many
different organizations. The two standards described below



are widely used — the National Electrical Code NEC, or
NFPA  published by the National Fire Protection
Association, and Standards and Guidelines for
Communications Sites or R , published by Motorola. You
might find copies but they are not how to  guides intended
for use by non-professionals. )f they were, this book would
not be necessary — you could just look at the standards. To
give you clearer instructions and guidance, the material in
this book is
collected from many articles and guidelines that interpret
these and other standards.

National Electrical Code NEC
The NEC is a set of standards for electrical wiring in the

home and businesses. )t has been adopted as an American
national standard by the American National Standards
)nstitute or ANS). Don t confuse the NEC with your local
building code. A casual reference to the code  might mean
the NEC or your local building. The building code always
takes priority.  A personal copy of the NEC (andbook is
expensive, approaching $ , so you should check out your
local library or building department to find a copy you can
consult when needed.

There are two versions of the NEC: the code and the
handbook Figure . . The code version is just that — the
text of the standard only. The more expensive handbook goes
farther and gives drawings and examples that are compliant
with the code. Even so, you will still need some
interpretation and guidance about what the code specifies
that you do. The website www.mikeholt.com has quite a bit

http://www.mikeholt.com


of information about the NEC and wiring practices, too. For
example, you can learn a lot about the NEC from
www.mikeholt.com/understanding-the-nec.php. The
NEC is organized in chapters that cover a general topic and
in various articles that cover a specific sub-topic.

)f the NEC is adopted by municipalities as part of its
building code, it becomes law. While local variations are
common, most building codes and the parts that most apply
to hams use the regular NEC language. )f you follow the NEC
when constructing your station, you are almost certainly
going to be in compliance with your local building rules.
That doesn t mean you need to become an expert electrician.
Most of the basic rules are easy to learn and apply, taking
care to do things as directed and to use the right materials.

First and foremost, be safe! The NEC wasn t created just to
make your life difficult. )ts knowledge of how to do things
right was gained by the practical experience of thousands of
electricians and engineers. When in doubt, consult a local,
licensed electrician or contractor or inspector to advise you

http://www.mikeholt.com/understanding-the-nec.php


on what to do.
The NEC has chapters on basic power wiring ac and dc

that go into great detail about specific practices. You will
probably not need to do much more than check out or wire
up some ac outlets, use a generator or solar panel, or run new
power circuits to your station. Safe practices for doing these
basic jobs are illustrated in numerous how-to  books
available where you purchase electrical supplies or from a
library or book seller. )n the NEC itself, you ll find these
topics covered in Chapters  – .

Chapter  of the NEC covers communications systems and
Article  is specifically about radio and television systems.
This article presents a lot of good information about the
proper grounding of external antennas and towers for both
ac safety and lightning protection. The chapter also covers
antenna and feed line installation practices, including
electrical and mechanical safety.

Standards and Guidelines for
Communications Sites R

This commercial standard is a comprehensive how to  for
designing, constructing, and maintaining communication
system sites. The  edition Figure .  is widely available
as a downloadable document from websites such as
www.rfcafe.com and www.repeater-builder.com. These
communication sites primarily use rack-mounted V(F and
U(F equipment with towers next to the building.
Nevertheless, the standard provides useful guidelines for
typical amateur stations, as well.

http://www.rfcafe.com
http://www.repeater-builder.com


The primary chapters of interest to this book s readers are
on External Grounding Earthing  – Chapter  and )nternal
Grounding Earthing  – Chapter . There is also a chapter on
Surge Protective Devices Chapter  that applies to
discussions of lightning protection. You ll note that the
standard uses the term grounding earthing  throughout.
This reinforces the one specific meaning of the term,
referring to an electrical contact to the Earth.

The standard covers so many topics related to station
construction that it is a good reference to have handy. Even if
you don t have the ability or the budget  to follow its
recommendations exactly, it might be a good idea to read the
appropriate material in the standard to get an idea of how
the pros do it and see how you might come close. At the
beginning in its Table - , there is a comprehensive list of
related safety and practice standards that you can refer to, as
well.



Military Standard M)L-(DBK- A
The primary military standard for grounding and bonding

in communication systems is Grounding, Bonding, and
Shielding for Electronic Equipments and Facilities, M)L-
(DBK- A, released in . The document is in the public
domain and can be easily obtained from www.uscg.mil
/petaluma/TPF /ET_SMS /Mil-STDs /M)L(DBK .pdf.
The standard is composed of two volumes that deal with
grounding, bonding, and shielding theory for
communications electronics equipment and facilities. Theory
is covered in the first volume and applications in the second.

Volume  is of most interest to amateurs. )t covers develops
the principles of personnel protection, fault protection,
lightning protection, interference reduction, and EMP
protection. )n addition, the basics of earth connections,
signal grounding, electromagnetic shielding, and electrical
bonding are presented. The subjects are considered from the
standpoint of how they influence the design of a facility s
earth electrode subsystem, designing ground reference
networks for equipments and structures, shielding
requirements, and bonding practices, and so on. There are
many useful diagrams, tables, and charts in this document.
The Motorola R  standard uses similar approaches in
several areas.

http://www.uscg.mil/petaluma/TPF/ET_SMS/Mil-STDs/MILHDBK419.pdf


Chapter 

AC Power System
Grounding and Bonding

The material in this chapter is based on the Electrical Safety
section of the ARRL (andbook and the appropriate articles
sections  of the NEC (andbook. Each of the main points will

be covered and explained in simple terms to help you get
started and build your station with the appropriate safety
features.

What Do ) Need to Learn from This
Chapter?

• What ac safety grounding is and why it is necessary
• The basics of safety grounding for household ac power

wiring
• (ow to connect your station s ac safety ground properly
• (ow to power your station safely from ac power
This chapter is only concerned with ac safety grounding

and so it is primarily concerned with helping you understand
and satisfy the NEC requirements. These are what building
codes in the US use, covering all of the necessary practices
for stations in a house or apartment. Where special practices
are involved that are unique to radio communications



equipment, guidelines from the Motorola R  standard are
referenced.

But first…

.  Safety First — Always
While constructing an effective station with limited

resources requires ingenuity at times, there is still a need to
act responsibly. Safety begins with your attitude about it.
Make it a habit to plan work carefully and take the time to do
the job right. )f you don t have the right materials or tools,
get them. Don t rely on temporary measures which often
become permanent. )t s not a race!

Safety guidelines cannot possibly cover all situations, but
by approaching each task with a measure of understanding
about electrical safety, it should be possible to make sure
your station is safe and that you can work on it safely. Don t
be the one to say, ) didn t think it could happen to me.

National Electrical Code

Exactly how does the National Electrical Code become
a requirement? How is it enforced? Cities and other
political subdivisions have the responsibility to act for the
public safety and welfare. To address safety and fire
hazards in buildings, regulations are adopted by local laws
and ordinances — usually including some form of permit
and accompanying inspections. Because the technology for
the development of general construction, mechanical, and
electrical codes is beyond most city building departments,
model codes are incorporated by reference. There are



several general building code models used in the US:
Uniform, BOCA, and Southern Building Codes are those
most commonly adopted. For electrical issues, the National
Electrical Code is in effect in virtually every community.
City building officials will serve as the authority having
jurisdiction  A(J  and interpret the provisions of the Code
as they apply it to specific cases.

Building codes differ from planning or zoning
regulations: Building codes are directed only at safety, fire,
and health issues. Zoning regulations often are aimed at
preservation of property values and aesthetics. The NEC is
part of a series of reference codes published by the
National Fire Protection Association, a nonprofit
organization. Published codes are kept up-to-date regularly
and are developed by a series of technical committees
whose makeup represents a wide consensus of opinion. The
NEC is updated every three years. )t s important to know
which version of the code your local jurisdiction uses, since
it s not unusual to have the city require compliance to an
older version of the code. Fortunately, the NEC is usually
backward compatible: that is, if you re compliant to the

 code, you re probably also compliant to the 
code.

Do ) have to update my electrical wiring as code
requirements are updated or changed? Generally, no.
Codes are typically applied for new construction and for
renovating existing structures. Room additions, for
example, might not directly trigger upgrades in the existing
service panel unless the panel was determined to be
inadequate. (owever, the wiring of the new addition
would be expected to meet current codes. Prudent
homeowners, however, may want to add safety features for
their own value. Many homeowners, for example, have



added GFC) protection to bathroom and outdoor
convenience outlets.

You Are a Lot Slower Than Electricity!

We have all experienced the temptation to make a very
quick swipe  of a wire to see if it is hot.  This is not a
good way to learn about how fast electricity can move.
With effort, you might be able to move your finger a few
feet per second but electricity moves millions of times
faster. As fleeting as the contact might be to you, there is
plenty of time for current to flow and deliver a full-
strength shock. So let s put that temptation right out of our
thoughts — just don t — and be sure your kids know that,
too, because there might not be a second chance.

What if something bad does happen? (aving other people
around is always beneficial in the event that you need
immediate assistance. Take the valuable step of showing
family and club members how to turn off the electrical
power safely. Additionally, cardiopulmonary resuscitation
CPR  training can save lives in the event of electrical shock.

Classes are offered in most communities. Take the time to
plan with your family exactly what action should be taken in
the event of an emergency, such as electrical shock,
equipment fire, or power outage. Then practice your plan!

.  Shock (azards
Electrical shocks are current — either ac or dc — flowing

through the human body. The NEC and other building codes



are written specifically to prevent electrical shock, to prevent
electrical fires, and to provide lightning safety. )t is
important to follow these requirements carefully. Don t
become a statistic.

There are lots of ways to get a shock, of course, and there
are many good safety practices to prevent them. The ARRL
(andbook contains information on safety concerns about
high-voltage (V  power supplies and batteries, for example.
This chapter only discusses hazards caused by equipment
that is connected to the ac power system. Taking care of
these hazards probably helps with hazards from other
electrical sources, too, but we re going to focus on ac power.

Why does current flow through the body? The current path
is created when two points on your skin are in contact with
wires or other metal surfaces at different voltages. The most
common paths are between the two hands or between a hand
and the feet Figure . . Both paths allow current to flow
through the heart which is particularly dangerous because it
can disrupt the heart s electrical rhythm.

To prevent this type of shock current path, keep one hand
in a pocket or behind your back when making a
measurement on energized equipment Figure . .
Similarly, never work barefoot around energized equipment



— make sure your shoes are dry and have insulating soles.
Don t give current a path you don t want it to take.

The previous chapter points out that any current larger
than  A indicates a hazard may be present, so the
resistance of the body and how contact is made are
important according to Ohm s Law; ) = V/R. The sidebar
Electrical Shock (azards  is a good summary of the various

factors and effects of shock.
Most sources start measuring the effects of shock from ac at
 V and voltages as low as  V have been able to cause the

sensation of shocks under certain circumstances. )t s safest to
assume that much above relatively benign  V used by most
vehicles and solid-state transceivers, there is no such thing as
a safe  level of voltage. (ams have gotten used to  V being
the highest voltage in a piece of equipment and it s easy to
get complacent. Be extra careful around ac line voltages and
any vacuum tube circuits which may operate at hundreds or
even thousands of volts.

Test )nstrument Ratings — Know and
(eed!



(andheld meters and other instruments have a maximum
voltage rating — do you know what it means? )t is not the
maximum voltage the meter can read. )t is the maximum
voltage that can be measured safely! (igher voltages can
result in shock from a flashover — an arc from the test
leads or terminals to the user. Stay within the meter s
ratings to be safe.

Cracked, frayed, loose, or otherwise damaged test leads
and terminals can also present a hazard, even if the voltage
is within the meter s rating. )nspect your meter s case and
leads to be sure they are in good condition before use on
hazardous voltages.

What is Mitigation?
With respect to electrical safety, mitigation means to make

a safety hazard or consequence of the hazard less severe. )n
plainer words, mitigation means to reduce the likelihood of a
hazard existing at all and if it does exist, lessen its possible
consequences.

Mitigating against a shock hazard can take several forms:
 Eliminate the possibility of getting shocked through

equipment and wiring design. For example, use a properly
constructed and protected  V dc power supply instead of

 V ac. This obviously gets rid of the shock hazard in that
piece of equipment, but is not always possible. Where does
the  V dc come from? (igher current at  V might have its
own associated fire hazard. )t s hard to eliminate all hazards
completely.

 Prevent encountering an electrical shock hazard through
construction practices. Since hazardous voltages are part of



using electrical power, prevent mechanical or electrical
failures from exposing a person to them. Connect metal
enclosures to the power system s safety ground so the current
doesn t flow through the person. Double-insulated power
tools are an example of Class )) equipment — those having
no exposed metal parts, or exposed metal parts that are
double-insulated from mains power.

 Reduce the effect of the hazard. )f a person does
encounter the hazard, try to limit the magnitude of the shock
by keeping the current below hazardous level. Alternatively,
detect the shock current and de-energize the circuit it s
coming from as quickly as possible, such as by using a
Ground Fault Circuit )nterrupter GFC) .

Eliminate, protect, reduce — words to remember as you
assemble your station! Ask yourself, What would happen
if…  and take the appropriate steps.

Where Can (azards Exist?
A shock hazard is possible in any piece of equipment

connected to a source of ac voltage. )nsulation can fail, a wire
or terminal can be pushed against a metal panel, conducting
material even dust!  can build up between a live circuit and
the enclosure. There are a myriad ways for such connections,
called faults, to be created. The current flowing as a result of
a fault is called fault current. Fault currents in a home s ac
wiring can be large enough to trip a breaker from excessive
current or they can be leakage currents that deliver anything
from a tiny to a nasty jolt.

Any current through the body should be considered a
shock hazard, so it s best to just treat all contact with an



energized metal surface as something to avoid. The
important idea behind bonding for electrical safety is that
proper grounding de-energizes these surfaces by causing
power to be removed tripping that circuit breaker, for
example  or giving current an alternate path to ground that
doesn t go through you.

Electrical Shock (azards

The following material is adapted from the website The
Danger Associated with Electricity  published by Signals
Power & Grounding Specialists, )nc. at www.spgs-
ground.com/information/shock-hazard.

An electrical shock to a human can be as mild as a slight
tingling sensation or as severe as instant death. Ohm s Law
will determine how much electrical current will flow on
the grounding conductor and the human body. This
electrical current flowing through the human body will
create some type of shock to the human.

To better understand the amount of amperage that will
affect the human body and how the body reacts to these
amperage levels, we must first review the examples of body
resistance of human contact points under different
conditions, as shown in Table .A.

The conditions necessary to produce  Ω of body
resistance don t have to be as extreme as what is presented,
either sweaty skin with contact made on a gold ring . Body
resistance may decrease with the application of voltage so
that with constant voltage a shock may increase in severity
after initial contact. What begins as a mild shock — just
enough to freeze  a victim so they can t let go — may
escalate into something severe enough to kill them as their

http://www.spgs-ground.com/information/shock-hazard


body resistance decreases and current correspondingly
increases.

AC is more dangerous than dc, and -cycle current is
more dangerous than high-frequency current. Skin
resistance decreases when the skin is wet or when the skin
area in contact with a voltage source increases. )t also
decreases rapidly with continued exposure to electric
current.

The real measure of a shock s intensity lies in the amount
of current forced through the body and not the voltage.
Any electrical device used on a house wiring circuit can,
under certain conditions, transmit a fatal current. The
resistance of the human body varies so widely it is
impossible to state that one voltage is dangerous  and
another is safe.

The path through the body has much to do with the
shock danger. A current passing from finger to elbow
through the arm may produce only a painful shock, but
that same current passing from hand to hand or from hand
to foot may well be fatal. Therefore, the practice of using
only one hand keeping one hand behind your back  while
working on high-voltage circuits and of standing or sitting
on an insulating material is a good safety habit. See Figure
. .
Some people are highly sensitive to current, experiencing

involuntary muscle contraction with shocks from static
electricity. Others can draw large sparks from discharging
static electricity and hardly feel it, much less experience a
muscle spasm. Despite these differences, approximate
guidelines have been developed through tests which
indicate very little current being necessary to manifest
harmful effects .



The Physiological Effect of Electric Shock
Electric current damages the body in three different ways:
 it harms or interferes with proper functioning of the

nervous system and heart;  it subjects the body to
intense heat; and  it causes the muscles to contract.
Table .B summarizes the effects of current at different
levels. Note that none of the currents listed below would
trip a  A breaker or fuse.



)n an amateur station, ac shock hazards are presented by
any piece of equipment connected to the ac line, such as a
power supply, computer equipment, antenna rotator,
amplifier, battery charger, and so on. Equipment that is not
ac-powered but connected to something that is can present a
hazard, too. For example, an SWR bridge with a metal case



that is connected to an ac-powered amplifier s output with a
coaxial cable has a direct connection to the amplifier
enclosure. )f the amplifier enclosure becomes energized, so
does the enclosure of the SWR meter! With so many
interconnections in even simple amateur stations, it s best to
treat all exposed metal the same — enclosures, connectors,
cable shields, keys especially those connected to vacuum
tube equipment , and microphones — and ensure that it is
properly bonded.

.  Power System Grounding and Bonding
We won t try to make this chapter an instruction manual

for ac home wiring. That is well-covered in a variety of books
and websites. What this section discusses is the requirements
for ac safety grounding in your station.

AC Power Wiring
As shown in Figure . , most residences in the US receive

ac power as a single-phase, three-wire service. The utility
service passes through a meter and then to your residence s
circuit breaker panel. The NEC standard s name for what we
call a circuit breaker box  is a service disconnecting means
enclosure.  )ndividual or branch circuits connect loads
appliances, lighting, radios  to the service panel. Loads

requiring  V are connected from line-to-neutral and  V
loads are connected from line-to-line.



The  V branch circuits have three conductors: hot,
neutral, and ground. Loads are connected between the hot
and neutral conductors. )t is not permitted to connect  V
loads between the hot conductor and equipment ground.

There are two types of  V circuits. The three-wire  
V circuit has two hot conductors one connected to each
line  and a ground conductor — no neutral. Some appliances
need both  V for heating and  V for control and
display. They are connected to a four-wire   V circuit
with both hot conductors and ground, along with a neutral
conductor so that  V is available. )n most amateur
stations, the conductors  are wires  but we ll continue to
use the standard term.

You may also encounter older  V circuits with three
conductors rather than four that use the common as both
neutral and ground. Figure .  shows typical plug/receptacle



wiring and the Appendix includes a more complete drawing
showing wiring for  and  V plugs and outlets.

Why )sn’t Ground Ground ?

The telegraph system was the first wide-area electrical



network. The Earth was used as the path by which current
returned after flowing through all of the sounders and keys
along the circuit. Search for Grounding and the Modern
Telegraph System  on Mike (olt s website
www.mikeholt.com.  Later, early dc power distribution
and electric trolley systems used connections to the ground
in the same way.

Over time, it was learned that using the Earth as a current
return path was not a real good idea. Soil and rock are not
particularly good conductors so current flowing through
them creates a voltage that can be hazardous or cause
signaling systems to malfunction. The early days of
electrical power saw many electrocutions because we just
didn t know how to build systems safely at the time. )n
addition, the inductance of the return path and its large
area resulted in large switching transients and noise.

Without telling the whole history of power safety, today
we understand that it is much better to provide a solid,
metallic connection to a single, common point in the ac
power system. That avoids all the problems associated with
electricity in the ground and it also gives current a safe
path to follow if there is a fault. Nevertheless, the term
ground  is very old and once in wide use, it has become

impossible to control. Maybe you are starting to see why
the word ground  causes so much trouble!

Why )s Power Cable Called Romex ?

The Southwire website
www.southwire.com/romex.htm  tells the story. The

Romex brand of Non-Metallic Building Wire NM
originated in  with its development by the former

http://www.mikeholt.com
http://www.southwire.com/romex.htm


Rome Wire Company, a predecessor to General Cable
Corporation. On September , , Southwire purchased
the electrical building wire assets of General Cable
Corporation.  So, like other common brand names, Romex
has become a generic reference to a type of cable.
Nevertheless, it s a federally-registered trademark, owned
by Southwire.

)n the branch circuits a circuit breaker or fuse over-
current protection device, or OCPD  is connected in each hot
conductor to open the circuit if there is too much current.
This can occur from a short-circuit or a sustained overload.

)n a  V circuit with two hot conductors, an OPCD must
be installed on both hot lines. Both of the  V breakers are
mechanically linked ganged  so if one breaker trips, both
hot conductors are de-energized.

Circuit breakers must be connected in the hot conductor,
never the neutral. Although the circuit current flows in both
the hot and neutral conductors, opening the neutral leaves
the hot conductor energized. This may continue to present a
shock or fire hazard through a ground connection. Only
removing power from the hot conductor removes power
from the whole circuit.

Bonding for Electrical Safety
Each of the three types of ground  connections has a

purpose in your station. Let s start this chapter with the
primary purpose of ac safety grounding: to keep you from
being shocked. Dissipating lightning strikes and keeping you
from getting an RF burn  are tasks we ll describe in other



chapters.
All branch circuits must have a ground conductor that runs

back to the service panel. The ground conductor must be at
least as large as the current-carrying conductors hot and
neutral or line and neutral  so it can handle the same current
overloads without causing a fire hazard. The branch circuit
ground conductor is almost always one wire in a multi-
conductor non-metallic NM  cable, usually referred to by its
trade name, Romex see the sidebar . )nside the cable sheath,
the ground wire is usually bare copper but it can also have
insulation that is green or green-with-yellow-stripes.

The ground conductors for all of the branch circuits are
then connected together on a common ground bus in the
service panel. That ground bus is then connected inside the
service panel s enclosure to the ac service s neutral bus by the
main bonding jumper. This is the single, common point for
all current paths in the residence as long as there are no
faults or leakage paths. The main bonding jumper must be
installed in the entry panel, but not in a sub-panel anywhere
in the building. Most panels are built with a bonding jumper
in place, and it must be removed if the panel will be used as a
sub-panel, such as for a ham station.

The branch circuit ground connection is sufficient to
protect against shock hazards caused by an accidental
connection between either the hot or neutral and exposed
metal. The resulting current back to the neutral bus will
cause the circuit breaker to trip and disconnect power. The
circuit breaker can also be a GFC) or AFC) type — see
below.  This is why it is important to have a safety ground
current path in each branch circuit with the hot and neutral.
)f there are multiple paths, the hazardous current might not
flow through the circuit breaker and cause power to be



removed. This leaves the hazard fully energized and
dangerous.

Grounding the Power System
Building codes in North America require that neutral be

bonded to one or more ground electrodes or earth electrodes
at the entry panel. For individual residences, this usually
consists of a pair of ground rods outside the house, near
where the ac service lines are attached. Apartments and
condos also have this connection but it is made differently
depending on the size and nature of the building.  Additional
electrodes may be added to the equipment ground anywhere
in the system. Figure .  shows a typical service entrance
ground electrode consisting of a pair of ground rods at least
six feet apart and many guidelines require the distance to be
at least equal to the length of the rod.

Ground rods should be  feet long but if you have rocky
soil or other special circumstances, check with the local
building department for acceptable alternatives. To make a
connection to the rod, use clamps and terminals that are
listed, meaning approved for the application.  Soldering to
the rod is not recommended. Welding a ground conductor to
the rod using one-shots  works well and is addressed in the
next chapter.



Another common type of earth connection is made to the
reinforcing steel rods in a concrete footing or slab as shown
in Figure . B. This is called a concrete-encased electrode or
Ufer ground after its inventor . Concrete is conductive
enough that you should never work on live equipment while
barefoot on concrete. With the usual large surface area of
concrete structures in direct contact with the ground, a Ufer
ground makes a very good earth connection.



The earth connection is there to provide a stabilizing
connection to the Earth in case of a power-line fault and for
lightning protection. We ll cover the earth connection in
more detail in the chapter on lightning protection.

Check Your Wiring
Before building a station or modifying an existing station,

start by making sure your existing ac wiring is in good shape.
But before you begin, if you are new to ac wiring or
uncomfortable around it, get a professional to do the job or



have an experienced person show you how to do it. Treated
with respect and following simple safety rules, working on ac
wiring is safe. This is a good time to read the safety section of
any wiring handbook or guide, even if you think you know
what you re doing.

Call Before You Dig or Drive!

You really don t want to find a buried pipe or electrical
service when driving a ground rod! Each state has a toll-
free number to arrange an on-site utility locating visit.
Most are completely free although it may take a few days to
schedule a non-emergency visit, so plan accordingly. Call

 to be connected with the service for your state or visit
call .com.

A simple plug-in ac wiring tester will get you started see
Figure .  along with a simple ac voltage tester. Each outlet
should be checked both electrically and mechanically. )f the
outlet is cracked or damaged or if a plug is loose when
plugged in, replace the outlet. Even though NEC Section -

d  allows replacing older two-wire, ungrounded outlets
without an upgrade, for an amateur station, they should be
replaced and the wiring upgraded to provide the ground
conductor.

http://call811.com


)dentify which circuits supply power to your station by
turning off circuit breakers one at a time with a light or radio
plugged into the outlets. Remember that some duplex outlets
have separate wiring for the top output that can be turned
on and off with a wall switch. Each room should be on one
circuit but there may be one circuit for lighting, another for
the outlets, and so forth. This is a good time to find out if the
circuit also supplies another room, particularly if the outlets
are on a wall shared by two rooms.

Make a visual inspection of the outlets by removing the
cover and looking at the wires going to the outlet. )n North
America, the neutral is the white wire, and equipment
ground wires are green or green-with-yellow-stripe. Black is
used for the hot or line conductor in  V circuits; red and
black are used for the line conductors in  V circuits.

On  V circuits, verify that the neutral is connected to the
contact feeding the receptacle s longer slot. )f anything seems
amiss or not quite right, turn off the circuit breaker to the
outlet, verify power is disconnected with a tester, then pull



the outlet out of its enclosure and inspect it more closely. )f
there are multiple wires connected together in the box with
wire nuts, be sure the nuts are tight and don t show signs of
overheating.

The ground conductor must be connected to the
designated terminal of the ac outlets. Equipment connects to
the ground either as the third pin of a socket or via the
center screw of the outlet that holds on the cover plate. )f the
enclosure for the outlet is metal, the ground wire must be
connected to that, as well see Figure . . This connection is
most often accomplished by conductive mounting tabs on
the outlet that are mechanically bonded to the outlet. The
ground contacts are screwed down to the metal enclosure or
outlet box.

All ground conductors must be continuous from the
service panel to the point at which equipment is powered,
such as an ac outlet. Rules about using metal conduit as the



ground conductor vary between jurisdictions. Check your
local building codes before using conduit in this way.

This is also a great time to check GFC) outlets that feed
other regular outlets on the circuit. Make sure the fault
detection function works by pressing the TEST button. With
the breaker tripped, locate the other outlets on the circuit it
protects. )n your station notebook you do keep a station
notebook, don t you?  write down which outlets are
protected by which breaker.

Check the ac service panel internal wiring. The ground wire
for each circuit must be connected to a common bus that is
tied to the neutral with a bonding wire or strap see Figure
. . Label the breaker or breakers that feed the circuits

going to your station. Verify that the breaker rating is correct
for the size of wire in the cable for each circuit, too see
Table . .

Power for the Station
A single  A,  V circuit will provide sufficient power for

all of the radio and computer equipment in almost any
single-operator amateur station, including most  W
power amplifiers. A single  A,  V circuit will provide
sufficient power for two legal limit amplifiers that do not
transmit simultaneously. A generous number of  V outlets
should be provided. The  V and  V outlets should have



their equipment grounds bonded together. This simple
power arrangement has the major advantage of minimizing
problems with audio hum and buzz caused by power system
leakage current. )nstall good quality  A outlets and  A
breakers. Use #  AWG copper conductors to the breaker
panel to reduce voltage drop under heavy loading. Provide
one or more additional circuits for lighting, heating, air
conditioners, and other equipment.

.  AC Safety Grounding Specifics

Grounding Separate Service Panels
)f your station is powered by a separate service panel, such

as in a detached garage or outbuilding, make sure the ground
connections comply with your local building code. This is
covered by Article .  of the NEC and two typical
situations are illustrated in Figure . . See Figure .  and the
associated text regarding grounding of sub-panels.



Simple stations can be served by a single branch circuit
from the main panel as in Figure . A. For this type of
installation, circuit breakers in the additional service panel
are not required. You can rely on the circuit breaker in the
main panel for over-current protection. The ground bus of
both panels must be bonded together. Using the grounding
conductor in the cable providing power to the additional
panel is sufficient.



Larger stations with multiple circuits must have circuit
breakers protecting each one as shown in Figure . B. The
additional service panel must have its own ground rod or
earth connection, as well. And there must be a bonding
conductor connecting the ground bus of each service panel.

The bonding conductor between panel ground busses is
particularly important for lightning protection and to insure
a reliable, low impedance path for fault current so that
breakers will trip quickly. The problem with earth as a path
is that it is both a high resistance path and the large loop area
of the current path also has high inductance.

Additional Ground Rods
As we will discuss in the next chapter on lightning

protection and dissipation, additional ground rods are often
installed for panels where feed lines enter a building, for
antennas and towers, and a direct connection to the station s
bonding bus. All of these external earth connections must be
bonded together using heavy wire or strap. Figure .
shows a typical home with several ground rods — all are
bonded together.



For external bonding, a heavy-duty conductor is required.
The usual size required is #  AWG copper, bare preferred
or insulated. Surge currents from lightning strikes, even
indirect, can reach the kilo-amp level. The conductor has to
be heavy enough to handle the current without melting or
for as long as possible before melting. External conductors,
especially buried, also have to hold together if they are
accidentally dug up or pushed around. The connections to
ground rods and utility boxes also have to be heavy enough
to hold together and maintain good contact so use the right
materials and parts.

Water Pipes as Ground Electrodes
)t is a common practice, long recommended in Amateur

Radio articles and books, to use a metal cold water pipe as a
ground electrode. Those recommendations were made in an
era when copper and galvanized pipe were used for all water
service plumbing. These days, plastic material such as PVC
pipe or PEX crosslinked polyethylene  tubing is the norm,
including the buried service between a residence and a water



main. There are many tales of discovering that a buried
copper pipe leaving a building changes to non-conductive
plastic after just a foot or two! Water pipes should never be
depended upon for earth connection, but they should be
bonded to the system of ground electrodes.

Your local building codes will specify how the pipes inside
your home should or shouldn t be connected together for
electrical grounding purposes. Gas piping should never be
used for ground connections although they may tied into a
home s grounding network.  We ll also touch on the use of
pipes for RF control in that chapter. Regardless, always use
the right clamps for the type of pipe to avoid corrosion
problems that might not become apparent until you have a
leak!

Ground-Fault and Arc-Fault Circuit
)nterrupters

Ground-Fault Circuit )nterrupters GFC)s  are devices that
can be used with common  V household circuits to reduce
the chance of electrocution when the path of current flow
leaves the branch circuit say, through a person s body to
another branch or ground . An Arc-Fault Circuit )nterrupter
AFC)  is similar in that it monitors current to watch for a

fault condition. )nstead of current imbalances, the AFC)
detects patterns of current that indicate an arc — one of the
leading causes of home fires. The AFC) is not supposed to
trip because of normal  arcs that occur when a switch is
opened or a plug is removed. Figure .  is a simplified
diagram of a GFC).



The NEC requires GFC) outlets in all wet or potentially wet
locations, such as bathrooms, kitchens, and any outdoor
outlet with ground-level access, garages, and unfinished
basements — all common locations for amateur stations.
AFC) protection is required for all circuits that supply
bedrooms. Any area with bare concrete floors or concrete
masonry walls should be GFC) equipped.

Older equipment with capacitors in the .  F to .  F
range connected between ac line inputs and chassis as an
EM) filter or that has been modified with bypass capacitors
will often cause a GFC) to trip, because of the leakage current
through the capacitor. The must-trip current is  mA, but
many GFC)s trip at lower levels. At  (z, a .  F capacitor
has an impedance of about  kΩ, so there could be a
leakage current of about .  mA from the  V line. )f you
had several pieces of equipment with such capacitors, the
leakage current will trip the GFC).

GFC)s are available as portable units, duplex outlets, and as
individual circuit breakers. Some early GFC) breakers were
susceptible to RF) but as the technology has improved, fewer
and fewer such reports have been received. While it is
possible to add filtering or RF suppression to the breaker
wiring, a simpler and less expensive solution is to simply



replace the GFC) breaker with a new unit less susceptible to
RF. For more information on RF) and GFC)/AFC) devices,
check the ARRL web page www.arrl.org/gfci-devices.

.  AC Power in Your Station
You ve checked all of the wiring and outlets and labeled the

circuit breakers and you re ready for business! Except for the
fact that you can only plug two cords into a duplex outlet
and most ham stations have about a million things that plug
into ac power. Now what? Put away the cube tap and resist
the urge to buy a bunch of cheap power strips at the
discount store. Let s do this right.

)f you have made sure all of your power outlets are properly
wired, with a ground connection, then your ac-powered
equipment should be properly grounded when you plug it in.
There are a few things to watch out for.

Start by making sure your power cords are in good
condition and wired according to Figure . . For equipment
with a three-wire power cord, make sure that the ground is
wired correctly at the equipment and in the plug. )f the
plug s ground pin has been removed or broken, replace the
plug. Use an ohmmeter to verify that the ground pin is
actually connected to the equipment s metal enclosure. )t is
not uncommon for paint to prevent good contact between a
ground lug and the enclosure.

Laptop computers and other computer or audio accessories
often have two-wire ac power cords and don t have a metal
enclosure. Double-insulated appliances and tools also are
designed to prevent any single internal failure from creating
a shock hazard. These types of equipment do not need an ac

http://www.arrl.org/gfci-devices


safety ground connection to operate safely.
Avoid inexpensive power strips and those with MOV surge

protectors which degrade and fail unpredictably. Either buy
a high-quality shop-type strip with multiple outlets or install
several standard outlets in junction boxes. The best way to do
this is to use metal outlet boxes and metal conduit between
them with all of the metalwork solidly connected together
and connected to the ground conductor. See the Good
Practice Guidelines chapter for such a project.

(omemade and Vintage Equipment
Take extra care when connecting homemade and vintage

equipment to ac power. Both can present significant shock
hazards from insulation failures or miswiring. Make a visual
inspection and use an ohmmeter to verify that all
connections are secure and there are no short circuits
between primary circuits those connected to the ac line  and
the chassis. Replace a two-conductor line cord with a three-
wire, grounded cord unless the equipment is an ac/dc
transformerless  type discussed later .

When replacing the power cord, the hot conductor should
be connected to the circuit containing the power switch and
fuse or circuit breaker. (ot conductors are connected to the
smaller blade and neutral to the larger blade of ac power
plugs.  The ground conductor should connect directly to the
equipment s metal chassis. )f the equipment doesn t have a
fuse or circuit breaker, add one if practical.

Antique transformerless  equipment with one side of the
ac line connected directly to a metal chassis was designed to
operate from either ac or dc power. The way to operate this



equipment safely is to power it with an isolation transformer.
Ensure that the insulating cover over the chassis is intact and
none of the control knobs or switches have set-screws that
could contact the metal shaft of a control mounted to the
chassis.

Bonding Unpowered Equipment
The typical amateur station includes a lot of accessory

equipment that is itself unpowered but which connects to
equipment that is connected to the ac line. Your goal in
station building should be to make sure that any exposed
metal will not present a shock hazard. This requires you to
provide a safety ground connection for any unpowered
equipment with a metal enclosure, such as an SWR bridge,
antenna tuner, or antenna switch. Most larger pieces of this
type of equipment will have a ground terminal for you to use.
)f not, add a screw to the enclosure or use a mounting screw
for the connection. Be sure to remove any paint from under
the mounting screw to insure good contact with the
enclosure.

As you ll see in the chapter dealing with lightning, a
bonding bus is a good way for connecting equipment
together and also provides a good way to make ac safety
grounding connections. See the RF Management chapter for
a discussion about bonding buses and hum, buzz, and RF
current.  )nstalled behind or under your equipment, the bus
can be any heavy metal conductor — copper or aluminum
are both available and relatively inexpensive. Strap, pipe, or
even heavy wire will do. Connect the bus to the ac safety
ground conductor at a power outlet. Only one connection is



needed. Each enclosure should then be connected to the
bonding bus as described in the chapters for lightning
protection and RF management. Use wire #  AWG or
larger  strap, or flat-weave grounding braid. Again, be sure to
clean off any paint under the mounting screw on the
enclosure.

Rack-Mounted Equipment
Some amateurs mount power supplies, auxiliary

equipment, amplifiers, and so forth in a rack cabinet. The
equipment may be directly mounted to the rack rails or on
shelves in the rack. )n either case, section . .  of the R
guidelines discusses how to use a rack ground bus bar RGB
similarly to the bonding bus discussed in the preceding
section.

Why Not to Use Braid Removed from
Coax

)t s natural to want to reuse what looks like perfectly
good braid from an old piece of coax. After all, it was good
enough to conduct RF in a piece of coax, why wouldn t
make a good ground conductor for RF equipment? The
braid in coaxial cable is woven around the insulating
dielectric of the cable in a continuous process. )t is pulled
tight against the dielectric as the cable is manufactured and
then covered with a protective plastic jacket. As long as the
jacket compresses and protects the braid, all of the braid
wires remain clean and in good contact with each other.

Once removed from the protective jacket, however, the



braid wires immediately begin to loosen and oxidize or
corrode. This reduces the braid s effectiveness at
conducting RF quite a bit, making it a poor choice for long-
term grounding conductors.

The standard for grounding in the communication
industry is solid strap or heavy wire. Both can be used
indoors or outdoors. Flat-weave, tinned grounding braid
can be used if the equipment is subject to vibration or
needs to be moved around. Never use any type of braid if it
will be exposed to moisture or corrosive chemicals.

Are Coaxial Cable Shields Okay for AC
Safety Grounding?

The question of grounding the shields of coaxial cables to
outside antennas is covered in the NEC Section . . But
inside the station, you should not depend on a coaxial cable
to connect the enclosure of a piece of equipment to the
station s ac safety ground system. For example, if you have
a multi-position antenna switch, you should connect a
separate grounding wire to it along with the coax. After all,
the coaxial cable could be disconnected, so you want to



have a safety ground for the switch regardless of whether
any feed lines are connected.

The RGB is then connected to the station s ac safety
ground. )f the rack has its own power cord for an internal
power strip, the ground wire of the cord and the ground pin
of the ac plug serve as the ac safety ground conductor for the
rack. Additional connections for lightning concerns are
discussed in that chapter of this book.

Portable and Mobile Generators
)t is more common than ever to have a portable generator

for camping, emergency, and public service use. The NEC
addresses safety grounding for this type of generators in
section . . Fixed generators are not covered here as they
are not usually self-installed by homeowners.  The NEC
considers portable  to describe a generator that is easily
carried from one location to another by a person. Mobile
applies to generators that are capable of being moved on
wheels or rollers and includes generators mounted in a
vehicle.

A ground rod or other direct earth connection is not
required for portable generators as long as the generator has
receptacles mounted on the generator panel and the
receptacles have equipment grounding terminals i.e. the
third ground pin of an ac receptacle  that are bonded to the
frame of the generator. Equipment must be connected to the
generator through a suitable cord and plug, such as the usual
extension cord. Any exposed metal surface of the equipment
must be connected through the ground wire of the power



cord to the receptacle ground terminal, as well. )f the
generator is mounted in a vehicle the same rules apply as
long as the equipment supplied by the generator is mounted
on the vehicle and the frame of the generator is bonded to
the frame of the vehicle. )n both cases, it is OK to use a
ground rod connected to the generator frame but you don t
have to. See the chapter on Good Practice Guidelines.

UPS and Battery Supplies
Battery power is becoming more common, especially

associated with solar power systems and other alternative dc
energy sources. For amateur stations, the usual arrangement
is for one or more storage batteries in parallel, wired to
produce  V dc. A maintenance or float charger may or may
not be attached to the batteries. An uninterruptable power
supply or UPS contains one or more batteries and an ac
inverter along with control electronics to switch between
external ac power and internal battery power to supply ac
output power.

Although the batteries themselves do not produce a shock
hazard and are not considered part of the ac safety grounding
system, they share a common return connection with much
of an amateur station s equipment. Current from a battery
supply is as high as from conventional ac power supplies and
fault currents from short circuits can be quite high. The R
standard recommends at least #  AWG conductors be used
to connect a battery system to a station s ground system. This
creates both a connection to an ac safety ground and a high-
current path for any short circuits so that the battery supply
circuit breakers will disconnect and protect the batteries.



Consult your local building code for rules about installing,
maintaining, and protecting a solar or other alternative
energy system. The building code may also cover installation
of a large UPS system. A UPS includes an output transformer,
making it what is referred to as a separately derived system
when it is running on its batteries. Such systems require a
bonding conductor between neutral and grounding
conductor green wire  on the output side done inside the
UPS . The green wire must also be grounded and this may be
done via the ac power connection suppying the UPS.

Antenna and Tower Systems
Article  of the NEC includes several requirements for

safety grounding of antennas and feed lines that you should
keep in mind when designing your antenna system. We will
cover these connections in the chapter on lightning
protection.  The single most important thing to consider for
safety is to address the potential for contact between the
antenna system and power lines. As the code says, One of
the leading causes of electric shock and electrocution,
according to statistical reports, is the accidental contact of
radio, television, and amateur radio transmitting and
receiving antennas and equipment with light or power
conductors.  See Article . , Fine Print Note.

The NEC requirements for wire sizes, bonding
requirements, and installation practices are mostly aimed at
preventing tragedy, by avoiding the contact in the first place,
and by mitigating the effects of a contact if it occurs. Article

 of the NEC applies to Cable TV installations, which
almost always use coaxial cable, and which require wiring



practices different from Article  for instance, the coax
shield can serve as the grounding conductor . Your inspector
may look to Article  for guidance on a safe installation of
coax, since there are many more satellite TV and cable TV
installations than amateur stations.

Ultimately, it is the inspector s call as to whether your
installation is safe. Article  applies to Network Powered
Communication Systems, and should you want to install

.  wireless LAN equipment at the top of your tower,
you ll have to pay attention to these requirements.

Antenna Bonding Grounding  Conductors
)n general the NEC requires that the conductors used to

bond the antenna system to ground connections for
protection against lightning be at least as big as the antenna
conductors, but also at least #  AWG in size. Note that the
antenna grounding conductor rules are different from those
for the regular electrical safety bonding, or lightning
dissipation grounds, or even for CATV or telephone system
grounds. Ground connections related to normal antenna
operation can be made with #  AWG or larger wire. This
includes connections to radial systems, ground jumpers for
feed lines and antenna elements, antenna matching
equipment grounding, and so forth.

Motorized Crank-Up Towers
)f you are using a motorized crank-up tower, there are also

some NEC requirements, particularly if there is a remote
control. )n general, there has to be a way to positively



disconnect power to the motor that is within sight of the
motorized device, so that someone working on it can be sure
that it won t start moving unexpectedly. From a safety
standpoint, as well, you should be able to see or monitor the
antenna from the remote control point.



Chapter 

Lightning Protection

Along with shock hazards presented by powering
equipment from the ac line, the other big safety concern for
amateurs is lightning. This is mostly important to amateurs
with a fixed station in a residence who must protect their
home and station against the effects of lightning. The topic of
lightning protection was addressed in a series of articles by
Ron Block, KB UYT now NR B , published in June, July and
August  QST. Those articles are the basis for much of
this chapter and they are also available online at
www.arrl.org/lightning-protection.

Many commercial installations are located on hills or
mountaintops that are great lightning strike targets. They do
survive direct strikes and continue to operate, however. The
techniques employed for these 
commercial sites are described in Motorola R  — Standards
and Guidelines for Communication Sites. The level of
protection illustrated by
R  is not possible or required for the majority of Amateur
Radio
stations but the principles and techniques in it can be
learned and adapted by hams.

Operating Safety

http://www.arrl.org/lightning-protection


No matter how good your lightning protection system is,
you must not be in electrical contact with the radio
equipment during a lightning strike event. Even assuming
there is no current flowing between the radios in your
radio room, the voltage of all equipment will be raised
above ground potential. )f you are touching any piece of
equipment, including a microphone, key, or keyboard
during the strike event, you are now the path of least
impedance from the equipment to whatever ground you
are standing on. This ground path can be through the rebar
in a concrete floor or to a nearby electrical wire or water
pipe.

Consider getting a storm warning device capable of
alerting you when lightning activity is within  miles of
your station. When the alarm sounds, leave the radio room.
)f your lightning protection system is designed and
installed properly, you may leave the equipment connected
and powered-on — but you must leave the room and not
be near the equipment. Alternatively, if you have only  or 
feed lines or cables and do not have a fully functional
lightning protection and grounding system, disconnect and
place them outside of the building, preferably connected to
a ground rod.

While nature may have the upper hand as far as when and
how much energy lightning delivers, you have the resources
and ingenuity to influence where that energy goes. The goal
of this chapter is to help you understand the basics of
lightning protection:

• The nature of lightning
• (ow lightning causes damage
• Controlling currents and voltages created by lightning



• Using bonding to prevent damage
These discussions will prepare you for devising a lightning

protection plan to create a zone of protection  for your
station. The zone includes all electrically interconnected
electronic devices on an operating desk or in an equipment
rack. )t does include the antennas, coax feed lines, electrical
service at the tower, or electronics anywhere else in the
residence.

.  What is Lightning?
We all share the general understanding that lightning is an

electrical discharge of considerable size and energy. Even so,
it is worth spending a little time getting into the details.
While lightning is rightfully intimidating, protecting your
station from its effects shouldn t be. By starting from the
ground up — just like lightning — you ll understand
lightning better and so be more prepared for dealing with it.

Within a thundercloud, the constant collisions among ice
particles cause a static charge to build up. Lightning also
occurs in dust storms, volcanic eruptions, and nuclear
explosions.  Eventually the static charge becomes sufficiently
large to cause the electrical breakdown of the air —
lightning. The discharge or stroke can occur within a cloud,
between clouds, or between a cloud and the ground, called a
lightning strike. The strike begins with an initial stroke that
establishes the path or leader channel for charge to flow. This
is followed by one or more return strokes.

When a lightning strike does occur, the return stroke
rapidly deposits several large pulses of energy along the
leader channel. Air in the channel is heated by the energy to



more than ,  ºF in only a microsecond and hence has no
time to expand while it is being heated, creating extremely
high pressure. The high pressure channel rapidly expands
into the surrounding air and compresses it. This disturbance
of the air propagates outward in all directions. For the first 
yards or so it propagates as a shock wave faster than the
speed of sound  and after that as an ordinary sound wave —
the thunder we hear.

Many amateurs are fascinated with lightning as a natural
phenomenon. )t combines many things hams find of interest:
weather, electricity, electromagnetic waves, atmospheric and
geophysics, just to name a few. More is being discovered
about lightning all the time. You can read about ongoing
lightning research programs on the National Severe Storms
Laboratory website
www.nssl.noaa.gov/research/lightning. Lightning has
also inspired many artworks but it is fairly rare that one is
actually designed to be hit by lightning! Walter de Maria
created The Lightning Field in the high desert of western
New Mexico in  www.diaart.org/visit/visit/walter-de-
maria-the-lightning-field .

Lightning Frequency
Figure .  shows a map of how frequently thunderstorms

occur in various parts of the US as calculated by NOAA
www.srh.noaa.gov/

jetstream/tstorms/tstorms_intro.html . The probability
of having your tower or antenna struck by lightning is
governed primarily by where you are located and the height
of the tower or antenna. While lightning does strike towers,

http://www.nssl.noaa.gov/research/lightning
http://www.diaart.org/visit/visit/walter-de-maria-the-lightning-field
http://www.srh.noaa.gov/


it is at least as likely to strike or couple its energy to power or
telephone lines. This book will discuss protection from both
types of events.

The counting criterion is relatively simple — a
thunderstorm-day is one in which one or more claps of
thunder are heard. This gives us a reasonable view of the
country with respect to our exposure to lightning. Each
storm generates multiple lightning strikes so even if you live
on the West Coast where storms are infrequent, you should
still take lightning seriously!

As you might suspect, the higher your tower or antenna is
above average ground level AGL , the higher the probability
of being struck. Figure .  shows the estimated number of
times per year that a tower of a given height would be struck
based on the number of thunderstorm-days in your area.
Don t forget that even a nearby strike will create substantial
currents in wires and cables! You can t assume that because



you have a low probability of a direct strike, you can also
ignore the hazard entirely.

Lightning Detectors

While thunder is a pretty strong indicator of lightning in
the area, it has a limited range and you have to be listening
for it. There are several websites that construct a real-time
lightning map from lightning detectors around the world.
Two of the best-known online maps are Lightning Maps
www.lightningmaps.org  and Blitzortung
en.blitzortung.org . These are good websites to monitor

if you live in a location prone to thunderstorms.
Along with online resources, you might want to try a

standalone lightning detector that can act as an alarm
without any relying on an online service. )nternet searches
will turn up dozens of lightning detectors from pocket-
sized units to industrial control system accessories, several
of which can activate a relay and even email or telephone if
lightning is detected. You can build one, too; see Radmore,

http://www.lightningmaps.org


A Lightning Detector for the Shack,  Apr.  QST, pp.
 – .

With remote-control stations becoming common, being
able to shut down equipment when lightning is nearby can
prevent a lot of damage. (aving a personal detector can be
very handy when hiking or camping, too!

Lightning as an Electrical Event
We perceive a lightning strike to flicker because, on

average, it is composed of three to four impulses per strike.
Peak current for the first pulse averages around  kA %
of the strikes fall between  kA to  kA at their peak . For
the second and subsequent impulses, the current will be
about half the initial peak. The typical interval between
impulses is
approximately  ms. Figure .  shows a typical impulse,
referred to as the )EEE /  model waveform. Remember
that this is an average waveform and that fully half of
lightning strikes have more energy than this waveform!

The voltage created by this pulse can be enormous and



depends on the resistance R  and inductance L  through
which the current flows. According to Faraday s Law, the
faster the current changes Δi / Δt, where the symbol Δ
means the change in  through an inductance, the higher
the voltage that is created. (igher current through a
resistance also means higher voltage, as Ohm s Law states.
The combination is:

V = ) × R  + L × Δi/Δt
While the majority of lightning s energy is pulsed dc, there

is a substantial amount of RF created by the fast rise time of
the pulses. The rise time of lightning strikes is a good
indicator of the range of RF energy radiated by the strike.
Rise times can vary from a very fast .  s to a very slow 

s, yielding an RF range from  M(z down to  k(z.
When lightning attaches  to the ground when the leader

channel reaches the ground  the rise time for current can be
as short as  ns. This RF content of the strike should be
accounted for in the design of your lightning protection plan.
)n addition to the strike pulses, the antennas and feed lines
form tuned circuits that will ring when the pulses hit. This is
much like striking a tuning fork in that ringing is created
from the lightning s pulsed energy. The result is that
lightning s energy extends to  M(z with significant
harmonic content as high as  M(z.

You will sometimes see lightning given as the cause for
electromagnetic pulse EMP  events. While there are some
similarities between the two, lightning is relatively slow
compared to EMP. Lightning is primarily a current transient
or pulse. EMP events create large voltage transients or
gradients that act  times faster or more  than lightning.
The damage from both can be similar but protection



techniques are different. EMP protection is not covered by
this book but you can read about it in the QST articles by
Dennis Bodson, W PWF, which are online in the ARRL s
QST archives.

Damage from Lightning
What causes the damage when lightning strikes? )s it the

voltage or the current? The answer is Both!  Let s say the
average lightning current pulse of the previous section is
flowing through  foot of #  AWG wire, a pretty good
conductor. The resistance is .  Ω and the inductance of

.  (. The resulting peak voltage, V = ,  × .  +

.  ×  = .  V. That s per foot of wire! Just a -foot
length will have .  kV from end to end, even if it is
completely straight. Obviously, your goal as a station builder
is to make sure as little as possible of that current flows
through anything in your station! We ll address inductive
coupling between the strike current and your station later.

The large currents in a lightning strike cause mechanical
damage from heating, often simply vaporizing wires and PC
board traces. )n addition, large currents also create large
magnetic fields. Those fields are quite powerful and are
capable of bending or breaking the conductors they flow
through. (ow powerful? )f two conductors are  cm apart,
each carrying the typical  kA current pulse, the force
pushing them apart is about  pounds per foot. You can
imagine how brackets and clamps might be broken or ripped
free. Current at this level will expand any loops in conductors
and can easily break cables or wires. These two effects,
heating and bending, are important reasons why lightning



protection conductors are required to be so large and why
crimp or compression connections are required. A protective
connection isn t going to do much good if it melts or breaks.
Use materials that are adequately rated for lightning
protection and have been shown to do the job!

Those same large currents can also induce a lot of energy
into conductive loops near the tower or other objects
carrying the main strike current. )f a large, open loop of
conductive material lies within the field produced by a direct
strike, voltage can build up across the ends of the loop until
arc-over occurs. )t is not unusual to have arc paths of  feet
in length. The arc may cause trauma to humans and damage
equipment.

Another way lightning causes damage is through a shock
wave created by the ionized channel and from vaporized
material. We hear the shock wave as thunder as the shock
wave spreads through the surrounding air. )f the channel
goes through water-bearing material, such as a tree, some of
the water is vaporized into steam, blowing off bark or
destroying the tree outright. )f the stroke goes through an
antenna, it is not uncommon for parts of the antenna or feed
line to disappear!  This is another reason to follow the
protection guidelines and use a suitably heavy conductor
that won t fail when it s most needed.

(opefully, the main channel for the discharge won t go
through your house or shack! )nduced currents from a
nearby strike or part of the main stroke can still make
trouble, though. An arc can develop due to the momentary
voltage differences between pieces of equipment. The arc
acts as a mini-strike, causing currents that damage cables and
electronics, accompanied by a miniature thunderclap. The
voltage induced in cables due to a large current can damage



or destroy sensitive electronics, even if there is no visible
damage.

The Earth as Ground

)t is easy to think of the Earth as one big sink into which
current disappears, but the reality is quite different. There
are many types of soil with different electrical
characteristics. Resistivity measured in ohm-cm with
lower values being more conductive  or conductivity
measured in millisiemens mS /m  is the characteristic we

are mostly concerned with here.
When the current from a lightning strike enters the soil

through a ground rod or other ground electrode, it spreads
out in all directions, depending on how well the soil in its
path conducts electricity. The current density is highest
where the electrode first contacts the soil such as the top
of a ground rod  and drops off with depth in the soil and
with distance from the electrode.

Common soil types range from dry sand and gravel to a
rich gumbo  with resistivities that vary by a factor of
several hundred. Even within a single type of soil,
resistivity can vary under different conditions, for example
between wet and dry or warm and cold periods, by more
than a factor of . As a result, the currents and voltages
from lightning strikes will also vary by similar amounts.

Because soil conditions vary so widely, the lengths, sizes,
and spacing for ground rods and other types of ground
electrodes have been standardized to work in a wide range
of conditions. The best approach for hams with limited
resources is to follow these recommended practices.



Even if the lightning s current pulse is completely
contained within the ground, it will create large voltage
differences between points on the ground. This is due to the
resistance of the soil. )f two ground rods are separated by
several feet or more and not bonded together, lightning-sized
currents flowing between them can create substantial voltage
differences. Equipment connected to these grounds  are also
subjected to that same voltage difference! This is why it is
important to bond together all earth connections — to
minimize the voltage differences between them.

There are two basic ways to mitigate damage from
lightning strikes. First, create low-resistance, low-inductance
paths to steer as much of the current as you can to the Earth
where it can be dissipated safely. Second, for the current that
does flow in your home and station, minimize the voltage
differences that damage equipment and create arcs. Let s
start with current paths.

.  Controlling Current Paths
Just like regular  current, lightning divides between all

available conducting paths. )n response, the primary purpose
of the external ground system is to disperse as much of the
lightning energy as possible into the Earth so that less of it
follows the feed line into the radio station. The easier you
make it for the strike energy to dissipate in the Earth before
it gets to the radio station, the less your equipment
protection will be stressed. Recognizing the limited resources
available to most amateurs, let s see what can be done.



Tower and Mast Ground Systems
Figure .  shows an example of a tower ground system.

The ground ring shown in Figure .  in Chapter  is another
good method. Both create the necessary current paths. Treat
any permanent conductive antenna support as a tower for
the purposes of this section.

When possible, a tower should be separated from the
residence by at least  to  feet. By placing the tower at
some distance from the house, you minimize the amount of
magnetic energy that it will couple into the wiring of the
house. )n addition, you take advantage of the inductance of
the feed line in limiting the surge energy headed toward your
equipment. This allows more time for the tower grounding
system to absorb the strike energy. )f your tower or mast is
adjacent to the house, take extra care to create an effective
ground system.

Non-conductive antenna support masts such as wooden
poles should have a separate ground conductor running from
the top of the pole to a ground system at the base. The wire



or strap can be attached to the pole with staples or clamps.

Radials and Ground Rods
Spreading out from the base of the tower is a set of eight

radials. Each radial is a bare copper wire or strap buried  to
 inches below grade. The radials should be positioned so

that the energy is dissipated away from the residence. While
the number of radials required for a particular installation
will be dependent on the soil conditions in your location, the
system shown here is a reasonable start.

Connected to the radials are ground rods. The ground rods
are spaced approximately twice the length of a ground rod.
For an -foot rod, the spacing would be  feet. During the
strike, each ground rod has a cylindrically shaped region of
influence centered on the ground rod. This is the region in
which the ground rod disperses the strike energy. )f the
ground rods are placed closer together to lower the
impedance of the ground, the regions of influence begin to
overlap and the ground rod s ability to disperse energy will
be slightly diminished. Although this overlapping does make
for an improved ground system, it does increase the cost
since more rods are used.

While a very long radial/ground rod system is good,
electrical and economic considerations come into play.
Analyzing the average cost of installing an additional foot of
the grounding system versus the benefit of a lower
impedance system, the break-even point is somewhere
around

 feet. For practical purposes in areas with reasonably
conductive soil, the maximum length of a radial should be



limited to approximately  feet. )f the impedance of the
ground system needs to be lower, additional radials should
be used as opposed to longer radials.

Radials for RF Ground Screens

)s it possible to use radials for both lightning protection
and as a ground screen allowing the tower to be used as a
vertical antenna? Not really. The radials that create a
lightning protection ground system should be buried by 
to  inches. This is too deep for them to be effective at RF
where the radial wires are typically laid on the ground or
buried no more than a few inches at most. The radials for
both systems should be connected together at the base of
the antenna and the RF ground screen will provide some
additional lightning protection.

Connecting to a Ground Rod

)deally, the connection to a ground rod should be made
using an exothermic bonding process. This is considered a
welded  connection and the technique is often referred to

as one-shot welding.  This connection will most likely
outlast the life expectancy of the ground system and you
won t have to do annual inspections. Ground rods and
Ufer grounds are also discussed in the chapter on AC Safety
Grounding.

A number of manufacturers supply the molds and fusing
material for a variety of cable/strap and ground rod sizes.
Two of them are Erico )ncorporated www.erico.com  and
Alltec Corporation www.allteccorp.com . You can obtain

http://www.erico.com
http://www.allteccorp.com


the necessary items from local electrical suppliers — be
sure you get the correct sizes for your ground rod and
ground wire. KF P Metalwerks has produced an
informative video on making this type of connection at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=T DoB TFt) or search for
KF P cadweld video  online.
)f the exothermic process is not used, mechanical clamps

that can be used to connect the radial to the ground rod
are available. Be sure to use clamps and hardware that are
designed and rated for ground connections, particularly if
the connection will be buried. All mechanical connections
must be inspected annually or more frequently to ensure
the integrity of the system.

Some caution must be exercised when laying out the
radials. )f a radial comes within  feet of a metal object, it
must be bonded to the metal object. The -foot rule applies
to objects that are above, below, to the left or to the right of
the radial. This includes metal fence posts, children s swing
sets, buried fuel tanks, and so on. This is to prevent arcs or
hazardous voltages from developing between the radial and
other nearby metal objects.

Be sure to use the proper techniques for connecting
dissimilar metals, such as when connecting the radials to the
tower. Most towers are zinc-coated steel galvanized .
Connecting a copper wire or strap directly to the tower leg
will cause the zinc to erode, allowing the base steel to oxidize
rust . This in turn will increase the resistance of the

connection and over time may threaten the mechanical
strength of the tower segment. One solution to this problem
is to use a buffer layer of stainless steel shim stock between
the zinc and the copper. Several manufacturers offer tower

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5DoB26TFtI


leg clamps for connecting copper to galvanized surfaces.
Stainless steel shim also works when connecting copper to
aluminum, such as tower legs. Copper should not be
connected directly to galvanizing or aluminum.

)f you are constructing a new tower you can use the tower
base itself as your ground electrode. Called a Ufer or
concrete-encased ground as discussed in the previous
chapter, it utilizes the rebar that reinforces the concrete base
as an excellent ground connection. The rebar itself must be
electrically interconnected so there are no spark gaps
between the rebar segments and there must be at least 
inches of concrete between the rebar and the surrounding
earth. )f this is done, a wire can be brought out from the
rebar and attached to the tower leg. Rebar and other
connections for a Ufer ground must be done correctly — if
you are not familiar with these practices, hire a professional
to do it for you.

Contrary to some stories, a lightning strike to a Ufer
ground will not blow up the concrete — the other radials
with ground rods will handle most of the strike energy. Since
you must put rebar in the concrete anyway, use it to augment
your ground system.

(ere are some general guidelines for adapting this to your
specific situation.

• )n general, doubling the number of radials lowers the
impedance of the ground system by one half.

• Radials don t have to be straight; they can follow the
contour of your property or flow around obstacles. Make
turns gradually -inch radius or larger  to avoid creating
unnecessary inductance.

• Short ground rods no shorter than  feet long  are better
than none at all. Just place them closer together spaced at



twice their length
• )f you are fortunate enough to have multiple towers, each

should have its own ground system of radials and ground
rods. )f the towers are within  feet of each other, ground
rods and one radial should be used to interconnect the
towers.

NEC Article  Grounding Rules
Article  of the NEC covers TV and satellite antennas,

short-wave and AM broadcast receiving antennas, as well as
Amateur Radio and Citizens Band antennas. The most
important sections of this article for lightning protection
concerns are summarized as:

.  — Outdoor masts and metal structures that support
antennas must be grounded.

.  — Each feed line or lead-in conductor from an
outdoor antenna must be provided with a listed antenna
discharge unit. Attic or other indoor antennas are not
required to have an antenna discharge unit.  The antenna
discharge unit must be located nearest the point of entrance
to the building, but not near combustible material. The
antenna discharge unit must be grounded. )f an SPGP is
used, the antenna discharge unit should be mounted on it,
whether it is inside or outside the structure. (ams usually
refer to an antenna discharge unit as a lightning arrester or
lightning protector.

AC Safety versus Lightning Protection
Ground Systems



What is the relationship between these two systems ? Do
they complement or contradict each other? Both have
similar purposes — to provide a safe path for current that
would otherwise be hazardous. Done properly, the systems
need not compromise each other.

The safe path for current in the ac safety ground is back
to the common connection between the power system
neutral and the ground conductor. The safe path for
current in the lightning protection system is away from
your equipment to the ground electrode and then into the
Earth. As long as all of the ground electrodes of these two
systems are bonded together, they do not interfere with
each other and can even provide additional safe current
paths.

The two systems must be bonded together at their
common points — the ground electrodes. You cannot rely
on the lightning protection system alone to provide ac
safety and vice versa. )f properly bonded, ac fault current
can flow through the lightning protection ground
connections back to the service entrance ground electrode
and then to the neutral bus in the service entry panel.
Similarly, the shared ac safety ground connections help
keep all of the equipment at the same voltage so that
lightning-generated currents flow into the Earth instead of
between pieces of equipment. The bonding jumpers are key
to both systems working to protect you and your
equipment.

.  — Grounding conductors used for lightning
protection must be at least as big as any antenna lead-in but
no smaller than #  AWG copper, #  AWG aluminum, or #
AWG copper-clad steel. Ground conductors that are only



part of the transmitting system may be as small as #  AWG.
The conductor may be insulated or bare preferred  and it
must be secured in place. The conductor must be run in a
straight line as much as possible and terminate at the nearest
available grounding electrode using listed clamps or a
welded connection. )f the grounding electrode is separate
from the building s ground system, it must be bonded to the
building ground system with at least a #  AWG conductor as
shown in Figure . . Don t rely on feed line shields to act as
protective ground

The full tutorial on the complete Article  by Mike (olt
is available at www.mikeholt.com.

.  Protecting Against Voltage Transients
Using effective grounding techniques helps direct current

from lightning away from your equipment and into the
Earth. Voltage pulses or transients will still be present

http://www.mikeholt.com


however. Currents flowing in resistance and inductance are
one source. The magnetic field of currents can also induce
voltages in nearby wires and cables, as well. The second line
of defense, then, is to use devices that dissipate or divert the
energy from these transients.

Note that any kind of lightning protection device should
not be installed near combustible material NEC .  such
as wood or non-flame retardant plastic. Further, keep
flammable materials such as fuels or chemicals away from
lightning protectors. The electrical discharge around these
devices during a lightning strike easily has enough energy to
ignite materials that will burn.

Coaxial Protectors
Coaxial protectors are unique in that they should not add

to system SWR or signal loss, and at the same time they need
to operate over a very broad frequency range at both receive
and transmit power levels. Coaxial protectors that are used
on transmit antenna feed lines must not trigger at normal
transmit power, including the effects of reasonable SWR,
such as : . Remember to account for the correction factor of
.  from RMS to peak voltage when specifying the protector.
Each coax line leaving the station s zone of protection must

have an appropriate coaxial protector. )dentifying this
protected zone is part of your plan as we will discuss in the
chapter on Good Practice Guidelines.  All protectors for
feed lines and other cables, as well as local power  must be
mounted on a common plate or panel and connected to an
external ground system.

Two typical protectors for Amateur Radio use below  G(z



are shown in Figure . . While both of these protectors are
shown with U(F-female connectors on both the antenna and
equipment sides of the protector, type N connectors are
available, as are combinations of male and female
connectors. PolyPhaser, DX Engineering, Alpha-Delta, and
other vendors manufacture or sell this type of lightning
protector.

These protectors consist of a gas discharge tube GDT
connected between the coaxial center conductor and the
grounded protector housing. DC blocking protectors have a
capacitor in series with the center conductor and the GDT is
connected between the antenna side of the capacitor and the
protector housing. The GDT is filled with a special gas and
has electrodes shaped and spaced for a consistent, well-
controlled breakdown voltage. See Figure .  This is the
voltage at which the GDT fires  an arc forms between the
electrodes , limiting the voltage in the feed line. GDTs are
available with breakdown voltages of less than  V to
several kV. Figure .  shows how a lightning protector is
installed in a feed line. Keep in mind that in order for a gas
discharge protector to not breakdown under normal
transmit conditions, the allowable firing voltage of the gas
gap may well be in excess of allowable safe limits for receiver
inputs. You may need to provide additional protection for
the receiver input or disconnect the transceiver when not in



use.

Some protectors also have a series capacitor that blocks dc
and acts to slow the rising edge of the voltage transient. This
makes it easier for the GDT to fire before the transient can
build up farther down the line toward the equipment. These
types of protectors cannot be used if the feed line is to be
used to supply dc or low-frequency ac voltages to a preamp
or remote antenna switch. Protectors without a series
capacitor share the strike energy with the connected
equipment until the voltage exceeds the gas tube breakdown
voltage. Be sure you use the correct type of protector for your
station.



Special coaxial protectors to protect feed lines for GPS,
DBS, broadcast, and cable TV are available. All protectors
come with the appropriate type of connector commonly used
for these applications.

Open-Wire or Ladder Line
Although protecting an open-wire or ladder line is not as

convenient as with coaxial cable, some protection is
warranted and possible. Select two identical gas tube
protectors and connect them from each leg of the feed line to
ground near the entrance point using a suitable terminal
strip. Each gas tube should be specified as capable of
handling an instantaneous peak current of approximately

,  A based on the /  s )EEE standard test waveform
see Figure .  and have a breakdown voltage that is well

above the normal transmission line operating voltage. Be
sure to consider the highest SWR and the highest transmit
power in your calculations. Remember to use peak voltage
values as mentioned earlier.

Typical breakdown voltages range from  to  V and
high-surge units with ratings of  kA or higher are required.
The voltage chosen should be about twice the calculated
voltage to minimize the potential for the accidental firing of
the gas tubes during tune-up or other transmitter anomalies.
The NEC also allows a switch to be used that shorts the
open-wire line conductors to a ground connection. NEC

.  The typical hardware store DPDT knife switch is not
rated for this job. The switch and the attached grounding
conductors need to be able to carry full strike current.

Keep in mind that the application of the gas tubes to the



open-wire or ladder line represents a shunt-type connection.
That means that the transmission line will share a significant
amount of lightning strike energy with your equipment
before the gas tubes begin to conduct. Unfortunately, this
type of transmission line makes it difficult to achieve a high
level of confidence in protecting sensitive equipment, such as
receivers, which may need to be disconnected when not in
use.

AC Power Protection
AC power protectors are available in many shapes,

capabilities, and method of connection. Some caution should
to be exercised in choosing your protector. There are many
inexpensive power line protectors on the market that are
clearly not suitable for lightning protection. Many of these
protectors depend on the safety ground wire to carry away
the surge energy. While the safety ground may provide a dc
path to ground, the #  AWG wire commonly used is too
inductive for the strike currents that it must conduct to
ground. The result places high voltage on the enclosures of
equipment supplied through the protector. The solution is to
use power protectors like that in Figure .  that can be
mounted directly to the station s ground system as discussed
later in this chapter.



)n addition, some low-end manufacturers who do provide
in-line ac protectors use ferrite core inductors to maintain a
small sleek physical appearance. While this approach works
well when the protection is merely handling power line
noise, the inductor saturates under the massive current of a
real strike and the benefit of the inductance disappears.
Plastic housings and printed circuit boards should be
avoided where possible since they will most likely not hold
up under real strike conditions when you need it.

When establishing a local zone of protection for the radio
room you need to choose an in-line ac power protector
matching your voltage and current requirements. For most
small to medium size stations, a single  V ac protector
with a capability of  or  A will satisfy all of our ac power
needs. Each of the electronic items with an ac power line in
the zone of protection should be aggregated into a single line
as long as it is comfortably within the maximum amperage of
the selected protector usually  or  A . Larger stations
with high-power amplifiers will most likely have a separate

 V ac or  V ac power circuit that will require a separate
ac power protector.

)f station ac is sent outside for convenience, for safety
lighting, or to run motors not the common antenna rotator ,



then that ac circuit must be separately protected as it leaves
the radio room to prevent external energy from entering the
zone of protection. The power protector s  must be mounted
on the SPGP.

Several companies offer whole house  surge protectors
that are installed at the ac service entry panel. These offer
protection only against transients on the incoming ac power
lines. Some manufacturers offer models that can protect
CATV and telephone lines, as well.  They do not create a
zone of protection for the whole house. They only remove
some of the energy from the house wiring system and help
keep lightning transients from entering the station s zone of
protection. They also do not protect against transients
induced on branch circuit wiring. There must be separate
protection specifically for the amateur station s zone of
protection or for some other electronic device such as an
entertainment system.

Telephone
Telephone lines come in many types, but by far the most

common is the plain old telephone service POTS . This is a
balanced line with a –  V dc circuit and up to  V ac
ringing voltage. An in-line protector is the most effective
type for POTS with different types of protectors available for
different telephone line characteristics. One device for this
purpose is shown in Figure . . The protector must be
installed on the station s ground system as explained later in
this chapter.



A word of caution — many of the protectors on the market
use modular connectors RJ- , RJ- , RJ- . While this is a
great convenience for the installer, electrically this is a very
fragile connector and common amounts of surge energy are
very likely to destroy the connector by welding it or fusing
melting  it open. )n addition, there are also issues of

flammable plastic housings, ground wire characteristics, and
printed circuit boards that allow arcs to the equipment side.

Control Circuits
Control circuits for all external devices must be protected,

especially those that are tower-mounted. )n the amateur
station, the most common such device is an antenna rotator.
Since most of the control circuitry managing the antenna
rotator is mechanical switches as opposed to electronic , we
can use a less expensive shunt type protection device, such as
that shown in Figure . .



Some newer rotator models use optical encoders and a
modestly protected digital interface. These must also be
protected. The method of protection will change, however,
since the interface is electronic. Once the peak operating
interface voltages are determined, it is relatively
straightforward to choose the appropriate inline protector
for the individual conductors.

Data Networks
)t is highly recommended that a wireless data network,

such as WiFi, be used instead of wired Ethernet using CAT
or CAT  cables. WiF) networks allow data links with
equipment outside the zone of protection without requiring
additional protection. Wireless data also eliminates the rats-
nest of cabling between devices which is very hard to protect
from lightning-induced surges and reduces the amount of
RF) to and from the Ethernet devices. Note that a wired
connection extending beyond the zone of protection from a
DSL gateway, router, or access point must still be protected.

)f Ethernet network cable connections linking the amateur
station to the outside world or the computer in another
room must also be protected as a part of the protection plan.
For  and  Mbit UTP unshielded twisted pair  networks,



the use of protectors for CAT  cable four-pair  is
recommended. See www.itwlinx.com for examples  This
protector is wired in series with the network using -type
punch-down blocks and grounded similarly to other
protectors.

Miscellaneous
Depending on the equipment in the radio room there may

be additional lines remaining to be covered. This section
addresses a few of the more common types; the others will
probably require some special attention based on the
physical conditions of the site.

For those radio rooms that have broadcast or cable TV,
protection is similar to the coaxial protectors described
above with the exception that the impedance of the unit is 
Ω and F-type connectors are used.

For single and dual-LNB DBS dishes the protector is
required to have a very broad band-pass and pass dc through
the coax center conductor.

GPS feed lines also are commonly required to carry a dc
voltage. A high-quality protector will separate the RF from
the dc and protect each to its own voltage and power
specification.

Other types of lines and services will require special
attention based on their characteristics and the physical
nature of the station and residence or building.

Spark Gaps
Along with GDTs, a spark gap can also provide protection

http://www.itwlinx.com


by limiting maximum voltages on towers or other outdoor
equipment. Spark gaps are easy to make and inexpensive,
too! Figure .  shows two homemade spark gaps used on
insulated-base towers. Spark gaps are nothing more than
metal surfaces, one connected to a ground system, that are
spaced just far enough apart that normal transmit signal
voltages do not cause an arc between them. Be aware that the
firing voltage  may vary significantly based on the

environment at the time of use.

The spark gap in Figure . A made by Tom Rauch, W J),
consists of a simple piece of copper pipe that is connected to
a tower ground system. The pipe is positioned close to the
base of the non-grounded tower section. The separation is
about / th of an inch approximately  mm . With dry air
having a breakdown voltage of about  kV/mm, a  mm
separation will arc over at about  kV. Once the arc starts,
the voltage across it is very low until the current is
discharged and the arc is extinguished.



An alternate method in Figure . B was constructed by the
author and uses #  AWG tinned copper wire that was left
over from tower ground systems. One piece of wire is
connected to a listed ground clamp on the tower leg above
and below the fiberglass insulator section. The wire position
and spacing can be adjusted by loosening the clamp screws
or just pushing on the wire. Another alternative is to mount a
conventional spark plug to a grounded bracket and attach
the tower to its top terminal with a short flexible lead. The
spark plug gap can be easily adjusted, as well.

Debris or water in the spark gap will reduce its breakdown
voltage. Arrange the conductors so that water flows away
from the gap and does not pool or gather in the gap. Keep
the gap from becoming an attractive nesting site for insects.
Regular inspection and cleaning of the gap is a good idea, as
well. Be sure to follow proper procedures for connecting
dissimilar metals, even for spark gaps.

.  Bonding to Equalize Voltages
Even though your antenna system may be properly

grounded and voltage transients clamped or dissipated by
lightning protectors, a lightning strike is just too big.
Whether the strike is on your tower, to the power lines that
supply your home, or even just nearby, your equipment will
experience a significant voltage surge as the energy makes its
way to the Earth. During a strike, lightning energy will flow
toward anything that is capable of being an energy sink. This
includes any part of the system that is not at the same
voltage.

Not only will there be a voltage surge but the different



paths it takes through your antenna system, station, and
home will create large voltage differences. Because electrical
signals travel at about  nanosecond per foot, fast rise times
of lightning transients can create significant voltage
differences for short times due to travel differences. The
voltage differences cause damaging secondary arcs and
currents — unless you take steps to equalize the voltage
throughout your system. That s the purpose of the perimeter
ground and of bonding.

Outside your home, follow the requirement to create a
perimeter ground and bond all ground electrodes together
for both ac safety and lightning protection. This insures that
all of the various ground points in the system are at as close
to the same voltage as possible. )t also allows all of the
ground electrodes to share the current pulse and spread it
out.

)nside your station and home, bonding is the last line of
defense against voltage transients. Bonding minimizes the
voltage difference between equipment enclosures, reducing
the likelihood that the voltage is great enough to cause
destructive equipment failure. Even a short voltage pulse
lasting a few s can damage the sensitive electronics that are
common in today s communication and consumer gear.

Perimeter Grounds
Bonding ground rods and other ground electrodes such as

water pipes and rebar in concrete footings and bases is the
first step in creating a protective ground called a perimeter
ground also known as a peripheral ground and sometimes a
ground ring, not to be confused with the ground ring shown



in Figure . . The perimeter ground consists of several
ground rods or other ground electrodes  bonded together
with a heavy buried wire or strap. The perimeter ground
should extend all the way around the building, if possible. A
perimeter ground that only goes three-quarters or halfway
around the building is better than no perimeter ground at
all. Although flowerbeds, walkways and driveways frequently
present insurmountable obstacles, do your best to get most
of the way around.

The perimeter ground serves two purposes: first, it helps
conduct the surge energy around the building, minimizing
the ground potential differences under the building during
the strike event; and second, it enhances the basic ground
system by providing more connection points to the Earth.
The existing ac service entry ground is also connected to the
perimeter ground — this is a must!

With a perimeter ground even partial  in place, the next
step is to be sure it is bonded to any other nearby metal
objects, including generator and solar power systems, fences,
air conditioners or heat pumps, fuel tanks, and so forth. This
is covered by NEC Article  and other special wiring
requirements an electrician will be familiar with.

Figure .  illustrates how a perimeter ground is
approached for a commercial installation. Note that the
tower has its own perimeter ground. The perimeter ground is
connected to the tower s ground system along with the
generator system and a nearby fence. Your station will
probably not be constructed to these standards but it is
useful to see how commercial installations are built. Section
. .  of M)L-(DBK- A includes design guidelines for

several types of perimeter grounds, which it refers to as ring
grounds.



The bonding conductor that forms the perimeter ground
should be non-insulated and buried to act as an additional
ground electrode. )f you bury it completely, including
ground rods, be sure to use ground clamp hardware that is
rated for burial or use welded connections. All of the services
and cables that cross the perimeter ground should be
protected to divert current and voltage surges to the
perimeter ground. )f you have a roof-mounted antenna, its
ground conductor should be bonded to the perimeter
ground, as well.

Figure .  shows the usefulness of bonding ground
systems together with a perimeter ground. A typical home
and station without a perimeter ground is shown in Figure

. A. A lightning strike on the tower or the power line may
be partially diverted to the Earth through the ground
electrodes. Unfortunately, there are other paths for it to
follow that go through the home and station. )n fact, without
a perimeter ground bonding the ground electrodes together,
the better you ground your amateur station and antenna
system, the more likely it is that lightning transients on the
power line will travel through the station on their way to the



Earth!

)n Figure . B, a perimeter ground has been added,
bonding the station lightning protection ground to the ac
service entry ground. Additional ground rods have been
added between the two ground connections. Now, the energy
from the lightning has a much lower impedance, direct path
to the Earth that does not go through the station or home.



These drawings do not address the voltages and currents
that lightning induces on internal wiring; both power wiring
and wiring for various low-voltage systems telephone, wired
Ethernet, CATV, home entertainment systems . These
transients can reach  kV, requiring protection on internal
branch circuits, as well.

Coaxial Cables on Towers
Depending on the height of the tower inductance

increases with height  and the maximum current in the
lightning strike, the tower could easily have an instantaneous
voltage difference between the top and the ground that
exceeds  kV during the strike! )f everything on the tower
is not bonded together, cables and antennas can easily be
damaged.

Each coaxial cable traversing your tower should be properly
bonded to the tower as shown in Figure . . The first point
is at the top of the tower. )f one terminal of the antenna
connection is securely connected to the tower referred to as
a dc ground  connection  that can serve as a bonding point.
)f the antenna is not connected to the tower, such as for an
insulated driven element, bonding must be done where the
coax begins to run down the tower by using a coax grounding
kit such as in Figure . . A ground kit should be installed at
the top of the tower to minimize strike current through the
coax connector shell. )f a ground kit is not used, the high
strike current can weld the shell of the coax connector to the
antenna connector.



For towers taller than  feet, bonding should be done
every  feet down the tower as measured from the top. Use
the proper techniques for connecting dissimilar metals when
attaching the grounding kit to the tower.

The second point is where the coax leaves the tower to go
to the radio equipment. This take-off point should be as close
to the base of the tower as physically possible as illustrated
by Figure . .

)n simplified terms, if the tower is viewed as if it were a
very long resistor with one end connected to ground and the
coax take-off point as a tap point on that resistor, you can



begin to appreciate the problem caused by allowing the coax
to leave the tower at any point above the bottom. For a -
foot tower with a coax take-off point at the -foot level, the
coax shield will rise to about % of the top-to-bottom
voltage along the tower.

Single-Point Ground Panel SPGP
One of the most important parts of the lightning

protection system is the single-point ground panel SPGP .
This is the point at which all antenna system feed lines,
equipment power, and control lines are brought together to
share a common ground connection. The SPGP should be the
one and only point for the station where a direct connection
to a lightning protection ground system is made. )deally, the
SPGP should also include all other wiring entering the
premises such as telephone and CATV, and be as close as
possible to the ac power service entry and its associated
ground electrode. The SPGP also satisfies the requirement of
NEC .  for grounding the shield of coaxial cables that
enter buildings.

The SPGP holds all of the lightning protectors for the
antenna system, including control lines and power. The
purpose of the protectors is to effectively short all of the
conductors in an incoming cable when triggered by a voltage
transient. By shorting all of the conductors in the cable, no
current can flow through the equipment between whatever is
connected to those conductors. Extending this idea further,
by mounting all of the protectors on a common bonding
panel, no current will flow between the cables or the
conductors in them. That means no lightning surge current



will flow through the protected piece of electronic
equipment. The equipment can still be elevated to a high
voltage, however. )t would be dangerous to be in the station
when lightning is present.

The SPGP will be different for every installation. For many
home stations, the SPGP can be mounted on an exterior wall
within a few feet of the radio equipment and with access to a
ground system. Whatever form your SPGP takes it must be
the only ground point for all of the equipment in the zone of
protection you want to establish.

Figure .  shows a drawing of a typical SPGP. The panel
itself can be copper-clad fiber board or a heavy metal sheet.
SPGP panels are available from several vendors. The panel
should be placed along the normal path that the coaxial
cables would follow to the radio equipment. All cables that
connect to the station or connect to a device that connects
to the station  must have a protector mounted on the SPGP.
This includes all coaxial and twisted-pair cables, and ac
power. The panel itself should be connected to a nearby
ground electrode usually a ground rod  with a heavy wire or
strap. )f the SPGP can be installed near the building s ac
service entry ground it will decrease the impedance of the
bonding connection between them, improving performance.
Figure .  is an overview of a building lightning protection
system with an SPGP.



Remember that a protector is required for each and every
line that crosses the boundary of the protected zone. Some
protectors are not symmetrical and have a protected and
unprotected side. These protectors cannot be reversed and
function correctly.



Next, consideration must be given to the physical
placement of the protectors on the SPGP. )t is important to
maintain separation between the incoming unprotected lines
and the protected side of the same connections. As a result of
using an in-line protector, there will be a spark-gap level
voltage difference for a short time between the input and
output sides of the protector. You must take this into
consideration when planning the layout of the SPGP.

A general guideline is to draw an imaginary line near the
center of the panel as shown in Figure . . Designate the
area on one side of the line as protected and the area on the
other side of the line as unprotected or vice versa . Make
sure you consider how the panel will be mounted, how
unprotected cables will enter the unprotected area, and how
the protected cables will leave the panel. )f the protected
area is above the unprotected area as in the figure, cables
leaving the panel to the right above the dotted line must be
anchored. )f they are not, real world gravity will cause them
to sag and come close to, maybe even touch, the unprotected
cables. )f this happens, during a strike event there is the
possibility for the lightning energy to jump directly from
cable to cable, bypassing the protector, and breaching the
protected zone.

Neatness counts — cables transmission lines, ac and dc
power, speaker, microphone, computer, control  should be
cut to length and routed neatly and cleanly to and from the
SPGP and between all pieces of equipment take the most
direct practical route. The coiling of excess cable length on
the protected side should be avoided since it can act as an
air-wound transformer coupling magnetic energy from a
nearby lightning strike back into the protected equipment.

Don t forget to allow for future growth of your station in



the SPGP layout. Typically this means leaving two to four
times the space that you think you might need. Amateur
Radio is a long term hobby and you will eventually run out of
space.

The SPGP is usually bonded to the tower ground radial
system, as well. This connection should use the same
material and ground rods as is used for the radials via a
buried path. Remember also that the better the tower
grounding system, the lower will be the impedance in the
lightning path s to the Earth. The inductance of the bonding
conductor to the SPGP ground electrode will also help shunt
more of the lightning s energy into the tower ground system.
)f no tower or other external ground system is available,
consider providing extra ground rods and radials for the
SPGP ground system.

)n-Station Equipment Bonding
A separate connection from each piece of equipment to the

SPGP should not be made due to the inductance of the
connection and the resulting large loop area. To keep all of
the equipment at the same voltage, bond the equipment
enclosures directly together or to a shared bonding
conductor. A single, low-impedance connection to the SPGP
can then be made.

For small to medium size stations, where all the equipment
fits on a desk or table top, a single bonding bus is usually
employed as in Figure . . A single strap or heavy wire
connection to the SGPG is usually sufficient. A later chapter
showing installation examples will detail several ways to
accomplish this.



For stations with freestanding cabinets or racks in addition
to an operating desk, the issue of rise time becomes more
significant due to distance between the different sets of
equipment. This requires separate direct ground connections
from the cabinet or rack to the SPGP. )n addition, stations of
this size may have other special considerations, such as
concrete floor conductivity, that are not covered here. )n
these cases, review the commercial reference, Standards and
Guidelines for Communication Sites, R , from Motorola. See
the chapter on good practice guidelines for more information
on rack-mounted equipment.

For stations without access to an earth connection, such as
those in apartments or on the upper floor of a residence,
some improvisation is required. The most important thing to
do is to bond the equipment together directly or using a
bonding bus so that all of the equipment is bonded together.
Then make a single low-impedance connection between the
bonding conductor or bus and the nearest suitable grounded
conductor. For example, in an apartment building, a railing
or door or window frame may be connected to the building s
steel frame. A water pipe or radiator may provide the
necessary connection. Before counting on any such



connection as a bonding path for lightning, use a multimeter
to verify that it has fairly low dc resistance to the ac safety
ground green wire  in adjacent power outlets. This is often a
difficult situation and no suitable connection may be
available. )n such cases, if the protection system has been
devised properly, there is no need to disconnect. The lack of
a low inductance ground will definitely allow the equipment
to reach very high static voltage potential and take a few
seconds to return to normal; however, it is still protected.
The ac safety ground connection will also help lower voltage.
)f you must disconnect, then do it from the Equipment  side
of the protector and not the Antenna  side. Place the
disconnected cable ends outside the building, connected to a
ground rod, if available.

Bonding Materials
The impedance of any connection to a ground electrode

should be low so the energy prefers this path and is dispersed
harmlessly. Similarly, a bonding connection between pieces
of equipment should be sufficiently low-impedance that even
under lightning surge conditions, the voltage between pieces
of equipment is very low. To achieve these goals, bonding
connections need to be short distance , straight, and wide.

Short — All conductors, no matter what size or shape,
have inductance that increases with length. Connecting the
SPGP to the external ground system should be done with the
shortest possible connection. Connections between pieces of
equipment should be similarly direct although some excess
wire or strap is usually required in order to be able to move
the equipment as required.



Straight — Rarely is it possible, in the context of an
Amateur Radio station unless the structure was designed
around the radio station , to go directly from an SPGP to the
external ground system in a short, straight line. Most of the
time we are encumbered with an existing structure that is
less than ideal and further encumbered with esthetic
constraints regarding just how much of a mess we can make.
So, we do the best we can. Straight becomes a relative
concept. Run the ground conductor as straight as possible.

Keep in mind that every time the conductor makes a turn,
the inductance of the path is increased a small amount —
approximately .  ( for a -degree turn in less than 
inch. The cumulative effect of several turns could be
meaningful. By the nature of its current magnetic  fields, a
wide conductor such as strap  has lower inductance per
length, compared to round conductors, and has slightly
lower inductance for turns.

Also keep in mind that speeding electric fields don t like to
change direction. The inductance in each bend or turn causes
a large change in the fields over a short distance. )f the
change is large enough, an arc may form and we lose control
over where the energy travels. Most guidelines recommend
that conductors used for lightning protection connections
have a minimum bend radius of approximately  inches.

Using Braid )nstead of Strap

The standard for grounding in the communication
industry is solid strap or heavy wire. Both can be used
indoors or outdoors. Flat-weave, tinned grounding braid
can be used if the equipment is subject to vibration or



needs to be moved around. No type of braid should ever be
used if it will be exposed to moisture or corrosive
chemicals. Corrosion on the surface of the small wires used
to make up the braid reduces its effectiveness by raising the
surface resistance, where the RF currents flow. Poor
contact between the individual wires can also result in
noise and mixing products. Unless using braid is absolutely
necessary, use solid strap or wire.

)t bears repeating from the previous chapter not to reuse
braid removed from coaxial cable. Once removed from its
protective jacket, the braid wires immediately begin to
loosen and oxidize or corrode. This reduces the braid s
effectiveness at conducting RF quite a bit, making it a poor
choice for long-term grounding conductors.

Wide — No matter what size, conductors have inductance.
Larger sizes have slightly less inductance than the smaller
sizes. We also know that RF energy travels near the surface of
a conductor as opposed to within the central core due to the
skin effect.

The best choice for bonding and other ground connections
is copper strap. One and a half inch wide, #  AWG .
inch  copper strap has less inductance than # /  AWG wire,
not to mention that it is less expensive and much easier to
work with. We can use thin copper strap to conduct
lightning surge energy safely because the energy pulse is of
very short duration and the cross-sectional area of this strap
is larger than #  AWG wire. The strap has a large surface area
that makes it ideal for conducting the strike s RF energy. This
is the preferred conductor for connecting a station bonding
bus and an SPGP.

For the connection from the SPGP to a ground electrode,



the goal is to make the ground path leading away from the
SPGP present a lower impedance than any other path. )n
order to achieve this we need to find the total amount of
coax surface area coming to the SPGP from the antennas. The
outer shield circumference of a single RG-  coaxial cable
represents about  inch of effective conductor area. To make
our ground path appealing to the surge energy, we ideally
need more than  inch of effective conductive area. leaving
the SPGP. Where the use of a single ⁄  inch wide conductor
leaving the panel is reasonable, a strap  or more inches wide
would be better. For three ⁄ -inch hardline feed lines, a
minimum strap width of  inches would be needed and 
would be better

)nductance is calculated on the length of the connection
between the SPGP and the ground, as well as the number and
sharpness of the turns. Minimize both, regardless of what
type of conductor is used.



Chapter 

RF Management

The third aspect of grounding and bonding involves the RF
energy your station creates and radiates as best it can. Being
close to a transmitting antenna means that RF will be picked
up by your equipment and the connections between it,
including the ground system. To deal with it effectively,
you ll have to look at your station in new ways:

• Consider the RF behavior of your whole station
• Understand the idea of ground  from ac through RF
• Learn some RF fundamentals
• Apply bonding to equalize lightning, audio, and RF

voltages
• Block RF current with chokes
Fortunately, the work you ve already done for lightning

protection means you are already thinking in terms of
bonding and controlling current. We ll just extend those
ideas to higher frequencies and group them together as RF
management,  the title of this chapter.

The Nature of Things
)t is important to realize that Mother Nature does not see

our various types of connections as different grounds or even
as having a different purpose. Our intent in making the



connection doesn t matter. There is no sorting  of ac power
current on this wire  and lightning surges on that wire.
These are just wires connected to different places and
current will flow according to voltage and impedance. All
currents flow on all wires.

)t is just as important to take into account that the wires
and the points they to which they are connected all have
different properties at different frequencies. The two
previous chapters have presented and explained details of
low-frequency ac safety grounding and lightning protection
at higher frequencies.

)n this chapter, our primary concern is with managing the
RF currents and voltages that are present on the connections
and enclosures of our station. By doing so, we will also
improve the station performance at audio frequencies. Audio
is not only important for high-quality voice mode operation
but for the increasingly popular digital modes that use low-
level audio signals on both transmit and receive. Your goal
should be to send and receive clean signals, free from hum
and buzz noise.

As was stated in the chapter on Grounding and Bonding
Basics, part of what this book is intended to help you do is to
create one grounding-bonding scheme for your station that
works for all three purposes: ac safety, lightning protection,
and RF management. We are now ready to complete the
circuit.

.  Your Station, the RF System
)n a story from the early days of radio, a person visiting a

radio station is said to have exclaimed, ) don t know why



they call it wireless. ) ve never seen so many wires in all my
life!  Things have not changed much!

Because there are lots of connections in even a simple
station, trying to analyze each one is not realistic. Your
station is best viewed as a big system of interconnected
pieces. This chapter will help you understand some basic
rules about building a station so that it behaves the way you
expect it to at RF while satisfying the requirements for ac
safety and lightning protection.

Sooner or later, just about every ham who builds an (F
station at home, in the car, at Field Day, or for portable
operation experiences an RF burn. RF burns are caused by a
person touching a point at which a high RF voltage is present
when the transmitter is on. Who says you can t feel RF?
Although RF burns can sting, particularly from a microphone
or key, they only result in a certain wariness on the part of
the burn-ee and generally don t present a hazard at power
levels of  W and below.

Similarly, you may find that transmitting on certain bands
causes some equipment to misbehave, indicator lights blink,
or perhaps your transmitted audio for speech or data modes
may be distorted. Maybe adding a new antenna or accessory
upsets the tuning of an antenna. What s happening here?

These are exciting encounters with RF floating around your
antenna system. But wait,  you exclaim, the antenna is up
in the air and connected to the antenna tuner! This has
nothing to do with my antenna system!  Oh yes it does!
Unless your station is built inside an RF-tight metal
enclosure or otherwise isolated from the antenna and feed
line, every coax shield, every enclosure, every unshielded
wire…any conductor that is connected directly to the
transmitter or indirectly just by being close to the antenna



should be treated as part of one big antenna system,
including the antenna itself. This includes the wiring of your
ac safety and lightning protection ground systems. )t also
includes you when touching any of those conductors!

While less dramatic than getting bit,  one has to watch out
for RF currents, too. When current flows on the outside of an
enclosure or coax shield, it s generally not a big problem. The
fun begins when it finds a way into the electronics via an
unshielded connection such as a power cord  or an
improperly connected shield instead of keeping it outside. RF
where it shouldn t be can wreak havoc with a circuit s
operation: audio gets garbled, keyboards stop working, and
control interfaces stop controlling.

Take a look at Figure .  which shows a typical home
station consisting of a coax-fed dipole, a transceiver and
tuner, a computer connected to the radio, a typical lightning
protection ground, the required ac safety ground, and an
operator. Everything in that figure is part of the antenna
system of that station! Whenever the radio is transmitting,
RF will be present on each enclosure and connection in the
station, including the operator!



Obviously, we would like to control the RF voltages and
currents so they don t cause our equipment to malfunction
or burn our fingers. The natural tendency is to think, ) ll just
ground everything and it will be at zero volts — problem
solved!  Not so fast! You re partly right but we have a failure
to communicate, as they say.

The Myth of RF Ground
Back when most amateur operation took place below 

M(z, a few feet of wire connected to a ground rod was
electrically short — a small fraction of a wavelength. Being
short, the impedance of the wire was very low and could be
ignored. )f the station was on a home s ground floor or in a
basement that connection to the Earth was enough to
minimize the RF voltage of equipment enclosures and
accessories throughout the station. Gradually, this
connection became thought of as providing a zero-voltage
point at RF and the idea of an RF ground  was created.

At the higher frequencies commonly used today, that same
wire running to a ground rod is electrically longer. )ts
impedance varies a lot, even from band to band, sometimes
acting more like an open circuit. On the higher (F bands
and V(F/U(F, that wire can even become an effective
antenna, both radiating and receiving RF signals.

The wire you can treat as  V  at  (z and as a low-
impedance path to the Earth for lightning-caused current
surges is a different animal at RF. This makes the ground
connection an unreliable way of managing the RF picked up
from the transmitted signal. This is an even bigger problem
for hams with stations on an upper floor! )n today s stations



that operate from  meters soon  meters!  through
U(F and often into the microwave realm, how can we
control the RF voltages and currents in our station?

The correct approach is to stop looking for the elusive zero
voltage connection  at RF. The Earth is not a magic drain
into which all of our unwanted RF can be poured through a
wire. Even points on the Earth s surface separated by a few
feet can look quite different at high frequencies. An
electrically long connection to the Earth can behave
unpredictably at RF and often causes RF-related problems on
its own. So repeat after me, There is no RF ground!

Nevertheless, we need to deal with the RF voltages and
currents that appear in our station whenever we transmit.
We want to prevent the RF from disrupting normal
operation and it would also be nice not to have to worry
about encountering high RF voltages. (ow can we deal with
that as simply as possible while also satisfying our needs for
ac safety and lightning protection?

.  RF Fundamentals
You should get used to the idea that every connection in

your station behaves differently depending on frequency and
the length of the conductor. By understanding how
conductors act at different frequencies you can choose and
arrange them to achieve the different purposes you intend.

Common- and Differential-Mode
As we proceed in our discussion, you will need to

understand the difference between differential-mode and



common-mode voltages and currents.
Applied to a voltage, differential means that the voltage is

measured between two arbitrary points — a voltage
difference — and not with respect to some absolute
reference, such as the Earth. Differential-mode current is
really a pair of currents with the same amplitudes but
flowing in parallel and opposite directions, completely
independent of any return path, such as a ground
connection. As shown in Figure . , a differential-mode
signal exists as the voltage between two conductors, VDM, and
a pair of equal and opposite currents, )DM, flowing on them.
Neither conductor need be connected to the Earth in any
way.

A special case of differential-mode signals occurs if the
conductors are very close together electrically and are either
parallel to each other or concentric. A transmission line is
formed when the conductors are very close together
electrically and are either parallel to each other or



concentric. The differential-mode signal is a voltage between
the conductors and current flowing in opposite directions on
the two conductors. Coaxial cables and open wire line are
examples of tightly coupled conductors forming a
transmission line for differential-mode signals.

On our two-conductor transmission line, a common-mode
voltage, VCM, has the same value on both conductors with
respect to the circuit s or system s reference voltage.
Similarly, common-mode currents, )CM, would flow on all
conductors of the line in the same direction with the same
value. We ll only discuss two-wire transmission lines here,
but remember that they are a special case of a multiwire
cable, such as an antenna rotator control cable or a ribbon
cable for a parallel data interface.

Common- and differential-mode voltages and current may
coexist on the same conductors, but are measured
differently. Figure .  shows an example — imagine that a
voltmeter shows one wire of an two-wire feed line at  V
with respect to ground and the other wire at  V with respect
to ground. The differential-mode voltage is the difference of

 –  =  V. Common-mode voltage is the average of the two
voltages:  +  /  =  V. )f VDM were zero, VCM would be the
same on both wires:  V.

)t helps to realize that parallel conductors both couple to
external RF fields, and the voltages and currents created by
the field tend to be equally distributed between the
conductors. The resulting common-mode RF current is
almost always present in an amateur station. RF common-
mode current picked up from a transmitted signal is almost
always present in an amateur station. )t can flow on both
conductors of an unshielded speaker cable or on the outside



of a coaxial cable shield. Because of skin effect, common-
mode RF current on a coaxial cable will flow in a very thin
layer at the outer surface of the shield, completely separate
from whatever is going on inside the cable. Even though it
doesn t flow on all of the coax conductors, this is still called
common-mode current. Many RF-related problems can be
solved by keeping common-mode RF out of equipment and
out of differential-mode signal paths.

Peaks and Nulls
)f the station in Figure .  is operating on  meters, at least

one potential hot spot is never more than about  feet away.
Why? Consider the wavelength at  M(z: .  feet and ⁄
wavelength is approximately .  feet. When a conductor is
excited by RF, either directly from a signal source or by
picking up radiated energy, a pattern of peaks and nulls for
both voltage and current is created. Peaks are ⁄ -wavelength
apart and so are the nulls, with peaks and nulls offset ⁄ -
wavelength apart. Figure .  shows the typical pattern on a
resonant wire three ⁄ -wavelengths long. Conductors don t
have to be resonant for there to be peaks and nulls along the
line. While more current will flow when the conductor s  are
near resonance, non-resonant conductors can still carry
enough current to cause problems.



Whether the conductor happens to be a wire, the outer
surface of a coax shield, an equipment enclosure, or a
ground  wire makes no difference. )t s all a conducting

surface as far as the RF is concerned, regardless of what we
call it! No matter where you are in the jumble of conductors
making up the typical ham station, there can be a voltage
peak within  feet on  meters.

)n Figure . , you can see that the peaks and nulls of voltage
and current don t occur at the same point along the
conductor. Where there is a voltage peak, the current is low
and vice versa. Because impedance is the ratio of voltage to
current, a high-voltage point is also a point of high RF
impedance and again, vice versa. The wire in the figure is
resonant because it is a multiple of / . )f the frequency is
changed or the conductor s length changes, the position of
the peaks, nulls, and high impedance points will also
change.

Even though current reverses or voltage polarity reverses
every half-wavelength, the ratio of voltage to current still
repeats its high-to-low pattern. That is, impedance repeats
every /  along a conductor. Points of high and low
impedance are ⁄ -wavelength apart. This knowledge can be
handy when troubleshooting RF-related problems. You can
learn more about variations in impedance along a conductor



by studying how transmission lines work in the ARRL
(andbook or ARRL Antenna Book.

.  Bonding to Equalize Audio and RF
Voltage

The most important step in reducing audio noise and
managing RF is equalizing audio and RF voltages throughout
your station as much as possible. This works just like
equalizing voltage for lightning protection: By bonding
equipment together to make the voltage difference as small
as possible, current flow between the equipment is also
minimized. A comprehensive bonding effort pays benefits at
all frequencies.

)n-Depth Tutorials and References

For an in-depth discussion of these and related subjects,
Jim Brown, K YC s tutorials and presentations at
k yc.com/publish.htm are quite detailed and we are
indebted to Jim for his contributions in this area. The two
publications he has created that are most applicable to this
book are the paper, A (am s Guide to RF), Ferrites,
Baluns, and Audio )nterfacing  k yc.com/RF)-(am.pdf ,
and a Powerpoint presentation published as PDF slides,
Power, Grounding, Bonding, and Audio for (am Radio —

Safety, (um, Buzz, and RF)
k yc.com/GroundingAndAudio.pdf .
The ARRL (andbook chapters on RF Techniques and RF

)nterference provide additional information on closely-
related topics you ll find of interest, too. The ARRL

http://k9yc.com/publish.htm
http://k9yc.com/RFI-Ham.pdf


publication, The RF) Book, covers many techniques,
especially troubleshooting, that you ll find invaluable as
you build and operate your stations.

A website with a lot of good information on grounding,
lightning protection, and RF interference is maintained by
Tom Rauch, W J), at
www.w ji.com/rfi_rf_grounding.htm. Tom s large
station on a hilltop in Georgia is a great place to learn
about lightning protection techniques that work.

)t is important to remember that bonding will not result in
there being zero audio and RF voltage and current between
the equipment. Bonding keeps all of the equipment at about
the same voltage, so current flow between pieces of
equipment is greatly reduced. Bonding also provides a low-
impedance path so that what current does flow can bypass
the RF and audio signal connections.

Common-Mode RF Current
Many inside-the-station RF problems are actually caused by

the way feed lines and antennas are constructed and installed
outside the station! A coaxial feed line that is hot  with RF
common-mode current can create numerous issues by
conducting RF right into the station where it is much more
difficult to manage. Common-mode RF current can radiate a
signal while the same conductor can pick up common-mode
current as noise. Use common-mode chokes at the antenna
and on long feed lines to block this common-mode current
path. A single-point ground panel as discussed in the chapter
on lightning protection will also help divert RF current away

http://www.w8ji.com/rfi_rf_grounding.htm


from station equipment. By applying those techniques
outside your stations you will have fewer RF problems inside
your station.

At RF, bonding is only partially taken care of by the shields
of coaxial cables between equipment. As we all know, the
coax jumpers we use to connect equipment together can also
be a lot longer than are necessary just to connect the
equipment together. This enables them to pick up quite a bit
of RF. )n addition, accessories and computers and power
supplies and audio interfaces generally aren t connected
together with coax so we have to provide another way to
minimize RF voltage differences.

Audio Frequency Leakage Current
Many audio noise problems such as hum and buzz in low-

level signals are caused by leakage currents from power
wiring. This and related topics are addressed in detail in
K YC s tutorial referenced in the sidebar.  These leakage
currents are the result of capacitive coupling between the ac
line conductor and the equipment ground, mostly in power
transformers and power line filters. Audio voltages are
developed by current flowing through the resistance of the
green wire ac safety ground conductor  connecting them to
the circuit breaker panel. This voltage is referred to as an )R
drop  for V = ) × R.

The )R drop is different on equipment plugged into
different outlets, and/or bonded to ground at different
points. Because of the widespread use of -phase distribution
of ac power, that leakage current is dominated by triplen
harmonics of  (z odd multiples of the rd harmonic such



as , ,  (z, and so on  and is heard as buzz  rather
than hum. Pure  (z hum is usually the result of magnetic
fields from transformers that are picked up by loops in cables
and wires.

As a reminder, bonding to minimize audio buzz voltages
between equipment also minimizes RF voltage between
equipment, whether that voltage is from lightning or our
transmitted signals.

Star versus Bus Connections
The right answer to the question, Should ) use a star or a

bus connection?  see Figure .  depends on what you are
trying to accomplish with the connection. For applications
where resistance is the primary consideration, both are
equivalent and the star connection is usually more
convenient. At the higher frequencies involved for lightning
protection, inductance becomes the most important
characteristic. A star configuration with reasonably short
connections will still provide adequate bonding. At RF
however, the electrical length of the connection is the most
important consideration.



(ow can a single connection satisfy all three needs — ac,
lightning, and RF? The path with the least resistance and
inductance between equipment is directly from enclosure-to-
enclosure of interconnected equipment. The key is short
connections. Where direct connections between equipment
are impractical, the bus does the job with short connections.
To get the best results for audio quality, the equipment
should be physically laid out in line with the signal path for
audio and control lines.

The Bonding Bus
One way of bonding equipment is to connect it directly

together with heavy wire or metal strap. #  AWG will do
but since buzz from power system leakage currents increases
with bonding resistance, larger, shorter bonding conductors,
even as large as #  AWG are desirable. This is the best
method of equipment-to-equipment bonding but it can be
quite inconvenient if you have a lot of equipment, regularly



move it, or if it is difficult to access the back of the
equipment. )t is helpful to make the jumpers easily
removable with quick-disconnect terminals or Anderson
Powerpole connectors.

A practical and effective alternative is to provide a wide
and flat or round conductor at the back of the equipment.
See Figure .  in the previous chapter.  This creates a

bonding bus. The bus can be any large conductor. A short
length of copper pipe is inexpensive and a popular choice
although large wire or strap can also be used. You can
sometimes find surplus bus bars in scrap metal yards, too.
Connection points can be pre-drilled in the bus and left open
or a screw can be installed for later use.

The enclosures of each piece of equipment, including
computers and other non-radio electronics, is then
connected to the bus with a bonding jumper: short, heavy
wire or strap. Stranded wire is fine and is flexible enough to
allow the equipment to be moved or repositioned. Use crimp
terminals or ground clamps to connect the bonding jumpers
to the bus. )t should be noted that while more convenient,
use of a bus makes the bonding path longer and somewhat
less effective at reducing power frequency noise.

To satisfy the requirement for bonding all ground
connections together, add a connection to the ac safety
ground from the RF bonding bus. )f there is a reputable ac
power protector mounted on the SPGP this is already done.
The bus must be connected to any separate lightning
protection ground conductor with heavy wire or strap, as
well. The most common situation is for the RF bonding bus
and lightning ground to be the same large conductor.

Mounting equipment in a rack cabinet also bonds the
equipment enclosures together. Remember to remove any



paint from the mounting ears or chassis where the enclosure
is attached to the rack frame. See the chapter on Good
Practice Guidelines for information on rack-mounted
equipment.  Most racks have convenient terminals or
mounting holes for attaching ground conductors so the
whole cabinet can be connected into a ground system for ac
safety, lightning protection, and RF bonding. )f the cabinet is
combined with equipment in a tabletop or desktop station,
use wide strap or heavy wire to connect the bonding systems
together. )f the rack is moveable, it is acceptable to use flat-
weave tinned braid as the bonding jumper to the station
ground system and to any other equipment. )f the rack
includes audio gear integral to the station, the bond should
be directly to the transceiver and as short as practical.

RF Ground Plane
An inexpensive technique that improves on the single-

conductor bus is to install a flat sheet of metal under or in
back of the equipment. This is often referred to as an RF
ground plane or RF reference plane because the metal is
connected to the ground system for the station. As discussed
previously, the metal surface is unlikely to be at ground
potential  but it does create a common voltage reference,
even at fairly high frequencies. The goal of an RF ground
plane is to provide a lot of highly conductive area under
equipment and cables so that RF voltage differences are kept
small over the whole area — the RF ground plane short
circuits  the RF fields.

An RF ground plane in your station used for bonding
should not be confused with the ground plane of a vertical



antenna. The two may be connected together through feed
line shields but are usually a long distance apart, electrically.

Figure .  shows an RF ground plane in the author s (F
station with a bonding bus attached for convenient
attachment of bonding jumpers or straps. This is by no
means the only or even preferred  way to create the
bus/plane combination but it is convenient for a tabletop
layout. The copper pipe bus is held to the aluminum with
pipe clamps and the aluminum flashing is held to the plastic
tabletop with screws. Since this is a dry environment, no
corrosion prevention steps were considered necessary. )f
your installation will be outside or anywhere exposed to
moisture, minimize connections between dissimilar metals
or protect the connection with anti-corrosion compound.

Using a large conductive surface also helps reduce
problems with audio and computer interface cables. While
using just enough cable to make a connection minimizes RF
pickup, commercial cables are only available in certain sizes
with shortest usually  feet long. )t s not unusual for there to
be several such cables in a station with a computer or other
accessories along with the transceiver. Even coiled up, these
cables can pick up a lot of RF.

Low-level audio signals such as for microphones or audio



data signals from a sound card can easily be disrupted by RF
voltages and currents. This is often referred to as RF feedback
but usually it is just good old RF interference or RF).
Computer data interfaces such as USB or keyboards and mice
or thumbwheels can also be disrupted by RF, causing the
interface to malfunction or produce bad data. By placing the
cables directly on the RF ground plane, they are less able to
pick up RF. Figure .  shows an example of audio and data
cables lying on such a metal surface.

Aluminum or copper roof flashing works particularly well
as an RF ground plane as does even galvanized sheet metal.
Metal screen or mesh are good choices. A metal desk will also
do nicely. Whatever you use for the RF ground plane the RF
bonding bus should be attached directly to it. )f the plane
material is heavy enough, it can be used as the RF bonding



bus. For portable and temporary stations, baking sheets and
large metal trays are excellent and are strong enough to
provide mechanical stability.

At V(F/U(F/microwave frequencies, where wavelengths
become quite short, the RF ground plane is the best choice
for RF bonding. A bus or strap is simply too long to be
effective. Equipment is connected directly to the metal
surface as directly as possible. Station equipment tends to be
smaller and the layout more compact at these frequencies,
allowing a small sheet of metal to used.

Foiling RF Voltage

)n setting up a temporary or portable station, it is rarely
practical to attempt a full-blown RF bonding bus or RF
ground plane. )n these cases, a handful of short wire or
strap jumpers can work wonders. The key is to be flexible!
The author has even used a sheet of aluminum foil under
the equipment with clip leads connecting the foil to each
enclosure. This worked well enough to keep the RF
gremlins out of a full-power portable station for a
weekend! Using disposable foil is a good Field Day trick,
too.

Figure .  is a photograph showing a station computer s
interface USB cables and a USB hub sitting directly on the RF
ground plane. Most computer accessories do not have a
metal enclosure or a means of connecting them to a station
ground system. )n such cases, sitting the accessory and
connecting cables directly on the RF ground plane is about
the best option available.



Ground Loops and Bonding
The typical amateur station is full of loops created by the

shields of interconnecting cables, antenna system and control
cables, ground connections, and so on. Figure . A shows
the basic idea and there are many more loops than the ones
indicated in the drawing! Every complete conductive path
around enclosures and cables counts as a loop.



As loop area increases, so will the voltage induced in the
loop whether by a magnetic field or a rapidly changing
current pulse or an RF field. Loops are one source of  (z
hum picked up from the magnetic field of power
transformers, for example. Another common situation is an
end-fed antenna that ends in the shack and has been tuned
to present a low-impedance point current maximum  at the
point of connection to the transmitter or tuner output.

Eliminating these loops is not realistic for the most part.
Minimizing their area, on the other hand, is a good strategy.
First, use the minimum cable length. For example, if you
have two pieces of equipment six inches apart that are
connected with a six-foot cable, most of which is stuffed
behind the operating desk, replace that cable with a shorter
one and coil up any extra length as discussed in the previous
section. Where several cables run in the same general area,
use wire-ties or a cable tray to hold them close together.

Use twisted-pair wiring for dc power, as well as speakers.
Twisted-pair strongly rejects both magnetic and
electromagnetic field coupling at both audio and RF, while
parallel conductor zip cord offers almost no rejection at all



and should be avoided. )f you have power or speaker cables
made from two-conductor zip cord, twist the zip cord with a
hand drill or adjustable-speed drill at slow speed so that it
has a dozen or more turns per foot. This balances the
interaction of the cable with any RF fields and helps prevent
any common-mode RF current from creating a differential-
mode signal in the cable. You can make your own twisted-
pair power cable from #  or #  T((N wire, as well. For ac
power wiring, twisted three-conductor cable provides
effective rejection.

Run the cables along the RF bonding bus as in Figure . B,
further reducing loop area. )f you have installed an RF
ground plane, run the cables directly along the surface as
practical.

As an additional benefit, controlling cable placement and
length usually leads to a drastic reduction in the usual rat s
nest of connections and cable behind your equipment. As
you install the various cables, this is an excellent time to label
the various connectors.

.  Blocking RF Current with Chokes
Equalizing RF voltage around your station is hard to

accomplish completely. As a result, RF current will flow
whenever the voltage over here  is different than the voltage
over there.  You can isolate your feed lines from antennas by

using baluns and chokes but the station wiring will still act
like an antenna and pick up the radiated signal. After taking
reasonable steps to minimize voltage differences, RF current
may still be present and causing problems. The next step is to
block the current — which is why this section is included in



a book on grounding and bonding!
Just as for dc current, the way to block RF current is to put

high impedance in its path. That can dissipate some of the
current s energy as heat, reduce the current s amplitude, or
both. The impedance can be from inductance inductive
reactance or XL, see the section below on )nductive Chokes ,
by a tuned circuit that has a very high impedance at its
resonant frequency, or by resistance. All of these methods are
called a choke or RF choke since they choke off  current
flow.

• )nductance is created simply by coiling up a coaxial cable.
Signals inside the cable are unaffected.

• A cable passed through a ferrite core creates impedance
on its outer surface that can be primarily inductive or
resistive or both, depending on the type of ferrite material.
Signals inside the cable are unaffected.

• Sleeve  baluns one-quarter wavelength long create a
high-impedance at one point on the outer surface of a feed
line or support mast. These only work on one band, however!

Of the three, by far the most useful to the station builder
trying to deal with RF is the ferrite core. Rolling up a cable to
create some inductance can be useful for portable or
temporary installations or to troubleshoot RF-related
problems. Sleeve baluns are typically used at the antenna and
so will not be discussed here. See the ARRL (andbook and
the ARRL Antenna Book for examples of sleeve baluns as well
as other types.

As a general guideline, for a blocking technique to be
effective it should present at least  times the impedance
otherwise present at that point. This is a good rule for
antenna and feed line problems but not so useful inside the



station with all its connections. For station building and RF
management, an impedance of  to  Ω is considered
sufficient. Transmitting applications or very strong RF fields
may require more than  Ω.  )n a particular situation, you
may find that more impedance is needed but most of the
time, impedance in this range will suffice to reduce RF
current substantially.

Chokes and Open-Wire Line

All of the feed line chokes discussed here are for coaxial
cable only. They are intended to act on the outer surface of
the cable shield. Winding open-wire line into a coil or
passing it through a ferrite core will also affect the
differential-mode signal inside  the line because the signal
is not shielded from external effects as it is with coax.
Conductive and magnetic material should be kept several
line widths away from open-wire line to avoid affecting the
signal flowing along the line.

Another concern is whether the impedance should be
inductive or resistive. )f the impedance you create is
inductive and the impedance of the conductor at the location
of the inductance is capacitive, the two can partially cancel
because they act as if they were connected in series. This
actually reduces the overall impedance and may even
increase the RF current! A resistive impedance is almost
always preferable because it is less affected by frequency and
does not add to or cancel with reactance.



)nductive Chokes
)nductance can be created by winding up a cable with or

without a form. The resulting reactance, XL = π × f × L.
(owever, the stray capacitance between turns acts in parallel
with the inductance to create a self-resonance. Up to the self-
resonant frequency SRF , the coil will act as an inductor and
reactance increases along with frequency. At SRF, the
impedance of the coil can be as high a several thousand
ohms. Above the SRF, though, the impedance will steadily
decrease. Without knowing the type of cable, the coil
diameter, number of turns, and method of winding, it is very
difficult to tell the characteristics of the coil. Two coils that
look almost the same might have very different
characteristics! See the RF Techniques chapter of the ARRL
(andbook for more about self-resonance and other
characteristics of components at RF.

Because they are hard to create consistently, coiled-coax
chokes are not recommended for permanent use to control
RF current in a fixed station. You may find them useful as a
temporary inductor for a portable station or at Field Day.
Figure . A shows a typical coiled-coax balun and a table of
designs is given in the appendix. Note that the coils typical
perform well on one or two bands but are less effective above
and below those frequencies.



Ferrite Chokes
A detailed discussion of ferrite is far more than this book

can provide. )f you are interested in the details of ferrite
components, there is more material in the ARRL (andbook
and in K YC s tutorials referenced previously. The Fair-Rite
Products catalog fair-rite.com  also includes a great deal of
information about ferrite characteristics and applications.

Different types of ferrite material called mixes  are
designed for use in different frequency ranges and are
optimized for either inductive  or EM) suppression
resistive  applications. For hams, the two most useful mixes

for blocking RF are Type  and Type . Figure .  shows
the relative effectiveness of different ferrite mixes at different

http://fair-rite.com


frequencies. The resistance created by a ferrite bead or core
does vary some with frequency so be sure to use the right mix
for the bands on which you operate.

Warning: Surplus Ferrite Cores

Don t use a core to make a common-mode choke if you
don t know what type of material it is made of. Such cores
may not be effective in the frequency range you are
working with. This may lead to the erroneous conclusion
that a common-mode choke doesn t work when a core with
the correct material would have done the job. There is no
convenient test or consistent industry-wide color coding
for ferrite cores. )f a surplus dealer or hamfest seller can t
guarantee what type of material is used for a core, don t
buy it!

Buying Ferrite Components



Purchasing ferrite cores and beads in small quantities can
be expensive. )f possible, buy them in quantity from a
distributor. This is a good opportunity for club members to
share one shipment and get a price break. The appendix of
K YC s tutorial on ferrite k yc.com/RF)-(am.pdf
contains recommended guidelines for useful components
in a group purchase.

A large shipment — try to purchase by the case — will
also be packed by the original manufacturer. Ferrite is
brittle and chips easily. A broken or cracked core is not re-
usable, even if glued back together. )f you receive ferrites
that have been shipped loose and not padded, return them
as likely to have cracks or other damage.

Type  and  materials are intended for inductive uses at
low (F and are not suitable for use as feed line chokes. Type

 material can be used for inductive applications below 
M(z and for EM) suppression above  M(z. Types  and

 materials are intended for EM) suppression at (F and
low-(F/V(F/U(F. Ferrite data sheets typically list the best
uses for the materials.  The core material for beads molded
into audio and computer cables is typically type . Don t
confuse ferrite cores with powdered-iron cores which are
intended for use in RF transformers. Using a powdered-iron
core will create some inductance but generally creates much
less inductance per turn than ferrite.

The most useful styles of cores for managing RF in your
station are beads, clamp-on cores, and toroids. Figure .
shows some typical examples. Beads are cylinders with one to
six holes. Larger beads with one hole are used for single turns
of cables and large wires. Each pass of a wire or cable
through a ferrite core counts as one turn.  )f you wind coax



through a ferrite core, don t use foam-dielectric cable
because the center conductor will slowly move through the
foam and short to the shield. Also, do not wind the cable
tighter than is specified as its minimum bend radius.

Table .  lists several useful ferrite cores from Fair-Rite
Corporation that are available through electronic
distributors. Clamp-on cores are basically large beads that
have been sawn in two. They have a plastic shell that snaps
together to hold the core s flat surfaces together. These are
used when connectors have already been installed on the
cable or if the cable can t be disconnected. )t is important to
hold the core surfaces tightly together. )f the core surfaces
separate even a small amount, the core s impedance is
reduced drastically.

Finally, toroid cores are used for both transformers and
EM) suppression. )n catalogs, toroids may be grouped with
the beads.  Toroids are a good choice for creating a choke
from coaxial cable with connectors already installed as in



Figure .  or if the coax is large and multiple beads would
be expensive. The most popular toroid size for creating
chokes is .  inches OD. Stacks of toroids increase the
impedance for each turn of wire.

This book s chapter on Good Practice Guidelines includes
some tables showing recommended sizes and configurations
of coiled-coax and ferrite chokes with different numbers of
turns.

Placing Chokes
Determining where a choke should be placed is something

you ll learn by experimenting. Every station is a little
different. Start by determining which equipment is affected
and which connections are carrying the RF current causing
the problem. Add the choke and re-evaluate. A step-by-step
approach to troubleshooting is almost always better than
randomly trying different things or shotgunning  by trying
lots of things at once.

(ere are some general guidelines for applying chokes:
• Begin dealing with the problem by bonding equipment

enclosures together or to some kind of bonding bus or
ground plane as described in the previous section.



• Place chokes as close to the affected equipment as
possible, whether you are trying to keep RF from getting in
or getting out.

• Beads and snap-on cores should fit the cables snugly. )t is
acceptable to have larger cables wound loosely on toroid
cores. See the ARRL (andbook and K YC tutorials for
examples of baluns and other similar uses.

• Multiple chokes can be added in series.  An (F choke
added to a V(F choke blocks current over a wide range.
Place the choke designed for the highest frequency closest to
the equipment.

• Long cables may need one or more chokes along their
length to keep them from picking up RF. Place chokes at
both ends of cables longer than a quarter wave at the highest
frequency of interest.

• )f moving a coaxial feed line or gripping it by hand causes
a change in an SWR measurement, RF current on the shield
may be upsetting the measurement circuits. Add chokes at
the SWR instrument or along the feed line.

• Wind both conductors of an ac or dc power cable on or
through the ferrite core. This prevents saturating the core by
the magnetic field from the large dc or low frequency
current.

• You can t place ferrite chokes on open-wire line or wind
the line into a coil without affecting the signals in the line. )f
common-mode current on an open-wire line is causing
problems, convert to coaxial cable with an impedance
transformer if necessary  and a choke balun, then deal with
any remaining problems on the coaxial cable. Even this
approach is very likely to have problems in the typical
application of open-wire line with a non-resonant antenna.

Additional material on troubleshooting RF) and controlling



RF noise is available in the ARRL (andbook’s chapter on RF
)nterference and in the K YC tutorials.

.  Miscellaneous Topics

Proper Shield Connections
Even the best RF chokes will not prevent common-mode

RF current from causing problems if the cable shields are not
connected properly. Figure .  shows how coaxial cable
shields should be connected to shielded enclosures.
)mproper shield connections are the primary coupling
mechanism for hum, buzz, and RF), and it is also the primary
coupling for RF) out of equipment. See K YC s tutorial on
RF) listed in the earlier sidebar along with his article Build
Contesting Scores by Killing Receive Noise  available online
from k yc.com/KillingReceiveNoise.pdf for an extensive
discussion of shields and shield connections.

The shields keep common-mode current out of the
equipment if the enclosures are metal and the shields are
properly connected. Think of the shield as an RF water pipe
to keep the signals you want differential-mode RF  inside

http://k9yc.com/KillingReceiveNoise.pdf


the cable and the signals you don t want common-mode RF
out. The shield connection to the equipment enclosure
allows the common-mode RF current to flow to the station s
ground system earth connection.

Detuning an RF (ot Spot
When you are setting up a portable or temporary station

and can t do a full job of bonding, you will occasionally
encounter a hot spot  where RF voltage is high enough to
cause an RF burn or some other unwanted effect. )f touching
the equipment, such as an antenna tuner or feed line, causes
a change in the way it behaves, that location is sensitive to
loading and is probably a high impedance point in the
station. Whatever the reason, you can use a resonant wire to
lower the RF voltage.

Remember that peaks and nulls of RF voltage are ⁄ -
wavelength apart and so are the maximum and minimum
impedances along any conductor. We can use this to our
advantage with a ⁄ -wavelength long wire. )f one end of the
wire is not connected to anything an open circuit  the other
end will present a low impedance to whatever it s connected
to. This happens only on the frequency at which the wire is
⁄ -wavelength or any odd multiples of ⁄ -wavelengths long.
Cut a piece of wire ⁄ -wavelength long at the frequency of

interest. Use the formula  / f in M(z  = L in feet  and
reduce it by  – % if the wire is insulated. The tuning is not
critical, such as for an antenna, so you only have to be close.
Attach one end of the wire to an antenna analyzer with the
other end not connected and look for the lowest frequency at
which the wire shows a low-impedance dip. This is the



frequency at which the wire is approximately ⁄ -wavelength
long.

Solder or crimp an alligator clip or terminal on one end and
thoroughly insulate the other end. Attach the non-insulated
end to a convenient spot on the equipment where the hot
spot is. Placement is generally not critical.  Run the wire out
of the way and place the open end where it won t be
contacted unintentionally since it could present a fairly high
RF voltage. This should greatly reduce the RF voltage on the
equipment to which the wire is attached. The hot spot may
be at the open-circuit end of the wire you just added or it
may have moved somewhere else in the station.

What you have done is changed the electrical configuration
of your station by adding another conducting element. The
station wiring is still picking up just as much RF as ever but
adding the ⁄ -wavelength wire has moved the hot spot. The
situation is similar to curing an unwanted mechanical
vibration by adding a weight at just the right location to set
up a canceling vibration.

RF Noise Reduction
The common-mode RF current flowing on the outside of

coaxial cables is not all from the transmitted signal. The
shields make good receive antennas for picking up other
local signals and noise. There are many noise sources in the
typical residence and neighborhoods are getting noisier all
the time. Those signals will be picked up by feed lines and
connecting cables. When they encounter an antenna
connection or unshielded equipment, the signals enter the
feed line as a differential-mode signal, just like the desired



signals.
Once inside the feed line, noise and other interference

cannot be blocked. The noise signals must be prevented from
entering the cable using chokes at the antenna end of the
cable. The technique is the same as for blocking RF signals
picked up from the transmitted signal. You can read more
about reducing noise that is picked up on feed lines in the
papers by K YC referenced earlier and by Chuck
Counselman, W ()S, at
www.yccc.org/Articles/W ()S/CommonModeChokesW ()S Apr .pdf
The same ferrite chokes were discussed earlier in the sections
on blocking RF current.

Single-Wire Antennas
Figure .  shows a coax-fed outdoor dipole with a feed line

running to an inside station. Now consider a common
situation for portable operation: substitute the popular end-
fed, half-wave EF(W  antenna or a random wire  with one
end of the wire connected directly to the antenna tuner.

This type of antenna system is often used with a
counterpoise  a piece of wire laid on the ground or floor .

Now the antenna itself consists of everything — from the end
of the counterpoise to the free end of the antenna, plus all of
the equipment, the connections between them, and of
course, the operator.

)n this situation, the transmitted RF signal flows directly on
every piece of equipment and connection between them.
Obviously, this can lead to some real RF excitement  at
power levels above QRP. This also explains why the results
from these directly-fed antennas can be inconsistent, because

http://www.yccc.org/Articles/W1HIS/CommonModeChokesW1HIS2006Apr06.pdf


there is so much variation in what the antenna actually is!
The situation can be managed through the use of resonant
counterpoise wires or radials. This is essentially the same
technique as for detuning RF hot spots  discussed earlier.

Confirming )t’s NOT an RF Problem
Diagnosing RF issues sounds easy — if it s a problem when

you transmit, it s an RF problem, right? Not for sure! Before
chasing an imagined RF gremlin, make sure you don t have
one of these simple problems that can cause complex
symptoms:

• Remember that  V  radios are usually specified to
require a narrow range around .  V. When voltage becomes
too low, transceivers can do some strange things!

• Power supplies often sag a bit under load so be sure the
supply s output voltage is acceptable when transmitting at
full power. Using heavy, short wires to supply dc power to
the transceiver reduces voltage drop that can cause erratic
operation.

• Vehicle and other  V  batteries are often too low in
voltage for proper operation unless they are being charged.

• Sudden changes in load, such as on voice peaks or when
keying the transmitter can result in short power supply
overshoot or dropout transients. An oscilloscope will show
short variations in voltage that can cause equipment to
operate improperly.

• Loose connections or fuses, or bad cables can create a big
voltage drop that looks like a bad power supply. Measure
voltage right at the equipment when transmitting to be sure
the cable and connectors are OK.



• Misconfigured accessories or software might act as if they
are being interfered with when you transmit but might just
be in a configuration you weren t expecting. For example, if
the radio is set for split frequency operation, the transmitting
VFO or accessory controls might be on a wrong  band.

• Transmit into a dummy load with a known good coax
jumper. )f the problem goes away, the cause is RF from your
antenna being received by station wiring, or coupled to
station wiring by common-mode current on the antenna feed
line.

• Poor shields on coaxial cable can cause a variety of
problems. Verify that the cables have high-quality shields.
Carefully check every shield connection of every cable at
every connector. Coaxial cables are often flexed and the
shield connection is subjected to the most stress.



Chapter 

Good Practice Guidelines

The preceding chapters describing the basics are very nice
but what can you actually do in your station? Every station is
a little different so a cookbook-style approach is not very
useful. )t is not uncommon for your constraints to make it
difficult to follow much of the advice given in the previous
chapters. Limits on money, space, time, and complying with
building codes or rental agreements require compromise and
improvisation.

With that in mind, the goal of this chapter is to give you a
toolbox  of recommended techniques and practices for

building and maintaining your stations. Use these examples
as guidelines. Where additional detailed material is available
online or in a book, links or titles will be provided. More
resources will be available on this book s website,
www.arrl.org/grounding-and-bonding-for-the-amateur.
Additional drawings and explanations are available in any
recent edition of an NEC (andbook, often available from
public libraries. The National Fire Protection Association
NFPA  also provides free access to the exact codes online at

www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/resources/free-
access.

Local Codes and Permits

http://www.arrl.org/grounding-and-bonding-for-the-amateur
http://www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/resources/free-access


Regardless of the advice in this or any other resource,
your local building codes and standards have priority and
may require different materials or techniques. When
evaluating the examples in this chapter and planning your
installation, take the time to evaluate how you plan on
complying with local building codes and regulations.
Depending on where you live, the situation can be anything
from no permits required at all to any electrical work
requiring inspection and permitting. The recommendations
in this chapter are not guaranteed to comply with building
codes — that is your responsibility. Take the time to know
the rules or you may make an expensive mistake!

Local codes should be assumed to have been based on
sound engineering practices that take into account local
circumstances and needs. )f you are unsure of whether you
are meeting your local code, hire a local electrician to
inspect, advise, or install your system. Double-check to be
sure you are following any specialized codes for amateur
installations, such as grounding and bonding.

Show Us Your Station!

Self-help and teaching each other is one of Amateur
Radio s oldest traditions. Perhaps your solution will help
another amateur solve a similar problem? Send the author
your crisply-focused, high-contrast photos of solutions for
a grounding and bonding problem. )f your solution is
valuable to others, it could be added to this book s website
at www.arrl.org/grounding-and-bonding-for-the-
amateur.

http://www.arrl.org/grounding-and-bonding-for-the-amateur


You may be concerned about trying to do all of the
recommended steps at once. Because of time or expense, it
may make more sense to do things one step at a time. A step-
by-step plan is suggested in the section on Practical Stations.
Taking steps slowly will increase your confidence and the
quality of your work.

Before beginning, remember that this chapter is written for
small- and medium-sized stations, on (F or V(F and above.
These recommendations and practices are intended to be
within the means and capabilities of most hams. Owners of
large stations will find some good ideas here but by and large
have to solve problems on a larger scale and to a higher level
of performance. Big guns – we would love to hear your ideas
and suggestions!

.  Ground Electrodes
This section is about selecting, installing, and making

connections to ground electrodes. NEC sections .  and
.  cover the various types of electrodes and how they

should be installed and connected. You should select the
type of ground electrodes and connecting materials based on
your station and local requirements. An excellent tutorial on
ground electrodes is available online from E & S Grounding
Solutions at www.esgroundingsolutions.com/different-
types-of-grounding-electrodes.

Ground Rods
The most common type of ground electrode is the familiar

ground rod. Diameter is not electrically critical typical sizes

http://www.esgroundingsolutions.com/different-types-of-grounding-electrodes


are ⁄  inch and ⁄  inch  but a minimum size may be
specified by building codes. Almost all rods are  feet long
the size specified by the NEC .
Copper-clad steel is the most widely used. Copper pipe is

also used — see the next section.  Galvanized steel and
stainless steel are also available. Check with electricians or
local contractors and supply houses to find out which is
preferred in your area based on soil type to account for
possible corrosion and electrolysis.

The NEC and most local codes are clear — two rods are
required although many older installations with a single rod
are grandfathered. Each rod must have a minimum of  feet
of contact with the soil.

The rods must also be a minimum of  feet apart and twice
the rod s length is a good compromise. Closer spacing
reduces the effectiveness of the additional rod. The
additional rod not only lowers resistance of the earth
connection but improves mechanical reliability. The rods
must be connected together with a heavy grounding
conductor #  AWG or heavier .

)NSTALL)NG GROUND RODS
)t is preferred to drive the rod in vertically but if you

encounter rocks or a layer of packed hardpan  soil, it is
acceptable to drive the rod in at an angle. The angle should
be no greater than º. Figure .  shows some options.
Ground rods can be buried in a trench at least - ⁄  feet deep
for the length of the rod.



What tools are best for installing ground rods? The obvious
choice is a hammer or mallet. A -pound head is big enough
for most jobs. Since the rod is  feet long, you ll have to stand
on something to start driving it in if you re using a hammer.
)t sounds trite, but be safe — people injure themselves falling
off ladders and stepstools all the time thinking they re only a
step or two off the ground, so nothing can happen. Wrong!
(ave someone to steady both the ladder and the rod is an
excellent idea. Once the rod is seated a foot or two in the
ground, the job gets a lot easier.

Consider using a fence post or T-post driver instead of a
hammer. Once slipped over the rod, the driver never misses,
the rod is kept from vibrating, you use both arms equally,



and all your energy goes into driving the rod instead of
swinging a hammer. When the top of the rod gets close to
ground level, you ll have to switch to a hammer. )f you have
access to an impact or hammer driver, those can make short
work of installing rods, as well.

Copper pipe is harder to drive into packed or rocky soil
without bending. The top of the pipe will also mushroom  if
you use a hammer to drive it in. Various alternate schemes
involve attaching a hose fitting so that water can be forced
through the pipe into the ground where it acts as a drill. This
allows the pipe to be pushed into the ground with the water
clearing soil out of the way but results in a relatively loose
connection with the soil. The rod should not be loose or turn
easily after it is installed.

There are many videos online showing different ways of
installing ground rods, copper pipes, and fence posts. )f you
haven t done either before, it would be worthwhile to watch
a few to get some ideas of how to and how not to  do the
job.

Ground Conductors
The minimum size for ground conductors is #  AWG wire;

see your local code regarding solid or stranded. Some types
of ground conductors are required to be heavier, such as
connections to Ufer system grounds in the next section
which require #  AWG. Tower ground connections are often
as heavy as #  AWG. (eavy-gauge tinned copper is a good
choice for ground rings, connecting radial screens, and for
buried ground systems. Table .  shows recommended
ground conductors.



As is discussed elsewhere in the book, heavy, wide strap
works well as a ground conductor. The minimum size for
lightning protection ground conductors is - ⁄  to -inch
wide, -gauge copper strap. Flat-braided strap may be used
inside and where equipment must be free to move or vibrate.
Do not use braided strap where it might be exposed to water
or corrosive chemicals. )f you have questions about the type
of material to use, ask a building inspector or electrician
about what works well and is approved in your area.

Copper strap is slightly less inductive than very heavy wire
and has lower loss at RF. For multi-purpose ac safety,
lightning protection, and RF management connections, strap
is preferred. A guide to different types of sheet and strip
copper is available at
basiccopper.com/thicknessguide.html. Copper strap is
generally available from electrical suppliers or roofing
companies.

Aluminum wire can be substituted in many cases for
copper wire but should not be buried in direct contact with
the soil. Aluminum is very reactive and dissolves quickly in
some soil types. Before you use aluminum wire, ask a local
electrician or contractor if aluminum is permitted and if it is
an appropriate choice for the local environment. Wherever
you have aluminum in direct contact with a different metal,
use a clamp designed to connect those two metals or use a
stainless steel buffer shim between the two metals to prevent
corrosion.

http://basiccopper.com/thicknessguide.html


Since ground rods are  feet long and the NEC requires 
feet of buried length, you ll have to bury the connection to
the rod, as well. This is usually done by first driving the rod
until the top is a few inches above the soil surface. A ground
clamp and conductor are installed. Then the rod is driven the
rest of the way into the ground. Welded connections must be
made with the rod fully installed. This protects the
connection mechanically. )f the connection is a clamp, be
sure to use a type listed or rated for direct burial.

Bond the ground conductor to the adjacent ground rod
where that connection is also buried. )t is a good idea to bury
the conductor between the rods for mechanical protection.

The NEC also mentions operational  ground connections.
These are connections made for electrical equipment to
function or for bonding equipment together. Antenna
connections to ground terminals or radial screen wires fall
into this category. #  AWG wire is adequate for these
purposes, while #  or #  AWG should be used for bonding.

Grounding Clamps
Use only approved materials for making connections to

ground electrodes. Your local hardware store or electrical
supply house will have everything you need. )f you plan on
doing a lot of antenna or tower work, buying parts and pieces
in contractor packs  can save a lot of money and time-
wasting trips to the store in the middle of a project. (aving
the right stuff on-hand makes it easy to use the right stuff!

The clamps you will use most often are those which make
connections to ground rods, tower legs, and support masts.
The two styles of clamps shown in Figure .  are the most



common.

• GC clamps — two-part bronze or cast zinc clamps with
separate screw connections for the ground conductor. The
direct burial version has bronze screws.

• RC or acorn  clamps — one-part bronze clamp that
surrounds the rod and the ground conductor, rated for direct
burial

For a complete directory of grounding clamp styles, see the
Graybar Electric website www.graybar.com  and enter
grounding clamps  in the search window.
Do not use hose clamps or any type of clamp or U-bolt not

specifically intended for grounding use. They are not
intended for long-term electrical connections because they
can loosen or corrode over time.

Do not solder ground connections unless you are an expert
at the use of high-temperature, silver-bearing solder and gas
torch equipment. Conventional solder connections will fail
from the heat generated by lightning current.

Welded connections

http://www.graybar.com


Welded connections are the best for long-term buried
connections
and for large conductor sizes. Amateurs are probably most
familiar with the one-shot  or CADWELD products. These
are made by Erico
www.erico.com  and are sold by electrical supply houses

and some Amateur Radio vendors.
Referred to as exothermic welding,  this technique uses a

fast-burning chemical mixture to melt the conductors into a
solid, welded connection that can be buried and is very
strong mechanically. Typically, a ceramic mold is placed over
the conductors, filled with the chemical mixture, and ignited.
The process takes just a few seconds! After the weld has
cooled, the mold is broken off with a hammer. Each one-shot
kit costs from $  to $  as of early . A typical weld
between #  AWG copper wire and a ⁄ -inch ground rod is
shown in Figure . . Remember that the rod should be at
final depth when the weld is made.

http://www.erico.com


There are quite a number of different molds and
configurations for different numbers and sizes of conductors.
Use exactly the right product for the connection you need to
make. Successful welds depend on conductors being the
right size and fitting the mold. Loose fitting molds or
improperly seated conductors will not weld properly and the
one-shot kit will have been wasted.

Chris Perri, KF P, of KF P Metalwerks www.kf p.com
has made a video showing all of the parts of a one-shot kit
and how to use it. www.youtube.com/watch?
v=T DoB TFt) or search for Cadweld (ow-To  Carefully
follow the instructions and you will be able to successfully
make welded connections time after time. Take care not to
set dry vegetation on fire! Solid wire should be used outdoors

http://www.kf7p.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5DoB26TFtI


for actual installations.
(aving one extra kit on hand or some extra welding or

ignition powder is handy in case you spill or lose some out of
the mold. A sparking tool for ignition is available and others
report success using sparklers or the long fire-starter lighters.

Don t take these devices lightly. The mold gets red-hot in a
matter of a second or two — watch the video! Wear
protective gear, especially glasses. Do not use a cigarette
lighter to ignite the mixture, don t smoke around the kits or
welding powder, and stay clear of the mold when igniting the
mixture.

Ufer System or Concrete-Encased Grounds
Figure .  and Figure .  show a typical Ufer ground

system formed from the rebar encased in a building s
foundation slab. Copper wire can also be embedded in the
concrete — #  AWG is the minimum approved size wire.
Rebar must be at least / -inch diameter and a direct
connection must be made between the embedded rebar and
the ground conductor.



As mentioned in the chapter on lightning protection,
creating a Ufer ground requires bonding of rebar and a solid
preferably welded  connection between the embedded rebar



and the external ground terminal. )f you are unfamiliar with
these techniques, the ground system may not perform as you
expect, leaving you exposed to lightning damage. (ire a
professional to create the necessary connections for you.

)t is hard to create a Ufer ground after the fact,  meaning
on an already-constructed building or tower. You simply
don t know how the rebar was installed and it is unlikely to
extend outside the concrete and it is usually not electrically
interconnected. Ufer grounds usually have to be inspected
both before and after pouring concrete.  For new
construction, however, the Ufer system may be a good choice
if you will have trouble installing ground rods or other
buried electrodes. )n the case of towers, it is recommended
to install additional ground rods and buried radial wires to
supplement the earth connection provided by the tower s
base. See Figures .  and .  in Chapter .

Alternate Ground Electrodes
)f you do use a pipe connection for grounding, never use

pipes that contain any flammable liquid or natural gas. All
metal piping is required to be bonded together but only use
cold water pipes for ac safety grounding. Also, many water
supply systems use plastic pipe with both metallic and plastic
sections. Don t assume that a pipe is all metal, particularly
buried pipe. Even metal pipes may be coated or otherwise
insulated from the soil. Unless you can somehow verify that
the pipe consists of at least  feet of continuous metal
exposed to the soil, don t use it as a primary ground
electrode.

)n a residence or other building, plastic and metal



components and sections are often mixed. Even a single
plastic coupler between two metal sections will make the
pipe useless for grounding or bonding purposes. Visually
inspect the pipe to be sure it is continuous metal.

For the purposes of lightning protection, you may find that
a direct earth connection is not practical for any number of
reasons. Use the following alternatives in the order of most
to least desirable.

• Building steel
• Stand pipe
• Metal cold water pipe do not use hot water pipes
• Metal building skin
• Electrical system ac safety ground
Even though many of the listed alternatives are highly

inductive and are unlikely to be effective for bonding at RF,
they can help your equipment survive a lightning strike event
through SPGP grounding techniques discussed in detail in
the Lightning Protection chapter , which maintain an equal
potential between equipment chassis during the strike
independently of how the SPGP is grounded.

Tower Grounds
The goal of tower grounding or of any conductive mast  is

to establish short multiple paths to the Earth so that the
strike energy is divided and dissipated. You can make the
tower base into a Ufer system as discussed previously or use
individual ground rods.

Figure .  is a schematic of a typical tower grounding
system. A tower base Ufer system is not shown.  Connect
each tower leg and each fan of metal guy wires to a separate



ground rod. The ground rod should be as close to the tower
as is practical. Space the rods at least  feet apart and twice
the rod length is better to reduce their combined impedance.
Bond the leg ground rods together with #  AWG or larger
copper bonding conductor form a ground ring around the
tower base . The ground ring conductor should be also be
buried.

As described previously, do not use plumbing solder for
these connections. Solder will be destroyed in the heat of a
lightning strike. Use high-temperature silver-bearing solder
and a MAPP gas torch or make a welded connection.

Should ) Bond My Tower to My Station
Ground?

)f the tower is adjacent to the station or closer to the
station than the height of the tower, bond the tower to the
station ground. Once the distance exceeds  to  feet,
however, the inductance of the ground conductor will be
too high for the bond to be effective. M)L-(DBK- A



shows towers bonded to building ground systems up to 
feet away.  )f you you do bond the tower to the station
ground, use #  AWG or larger copper wire just as for
bonding ground rods together. Connect the bonding
conductor to the station s entrance panel or SPGP single-
point grounding panel .

Because galvanized steel which has a zinc coating  reacts
with copper when moisture is present, use a stainless steel
shim between the galvanized metal and the copper or bronze
grounding materials. Several manufacturers make approved
grounding clamps for connecting copper wire to galvanized
tower legs. Make all connections with clamps and straps
approved for grounding applications.

Figure .  also shows extended buried radial wires
extending beyond the bonding ring. The wires should be
buried from  to  inches. These wires are not useful as part
of an antenna radial screen which is typically at or just below
the surface of the soil.  These radial ground electrodes help
dissipate charge in the soil. The buried wire should be #
AWG at a minimum. Ground rods should be spaced twice
the rod s length apart along the buried radial. Clamps rated
for direct burial or welded connections should be used.

You might have a radial ground screen for a vertical
antenna or for a tower or mast being used as a vertical
antenna. Those radials can be part of an effective ground
electrode, too, along with one or more ground rods.
Although they may be on or slightly above the surface, the
radials help dissipate charge from lightning strikes in the
soil. While there is no standard for using a radial ground
screens as lightning protection, a dozen radials or more of
bare #  AWG are reported to be effective and can handle



the current without damage.

Antenna Safety Grounding
)f your antenna s  are already grounded by being connected

to a grounded tower or mast, there is no need for an
additional ground connection. Although a ground kit will
keep any coax connectors at the tower from being welded
together.  )f the antenna is mounted on a building or non-
conductive support, NEC Article .  requires it to be
connected to a ground electrode as in Figure . .

The wire used to bond the antenna to ground must be at
least #  AWG copper #  AWG aluminum is also
acceptable . Note that the antenna grounding conductor
rules are different from those for the regular electrical safety
bonding, or lightning dissipation grounds. The wire can be
stranded or solid.

Run the wire in as straight a line as practical, fasten it in
place securely remember the mechanical forces present



during a lightning strike! , and protect it from being
damaged accidentally. The wire can be insulated or bare. The
NEC allows the wire to be run inside or outside the building
as necessary but outside is clearly a safer choice. For
receiving antennas, RG-  coax is available with an integral
grounding wire molded into the jacket. This wire is for
electrical grounding, not the lightning protection ground. All
external antennas must have a lightning protection ground as
in the previous paragraph. For more information, browse to
www.mikeholt.com, click the search window, select
Website  and enter satellite dish grounding .

Perimeter Ground
Also called a ground ring, a perimeter ground is a network

of ground rods surrounding a building, bonded together to
form a continuous ground electrode. All of a station s and
residence ground connections are bonded to this electrode,
either at a ground rod or to the bonding conductor. Figure

.  in the chapter on lightning protection shows a
commercial installation with a perimeter ground around the
building. You should do the same for a residence or
outbuilding.

As with all multiple ground rods, the bonding conductor
should be buried from  to  inches. This protects the
conductor from damage and provides additional contact to
the soil. Where it is not possible to bury the conductor
driveways, walkways, patios, or other obstacles  run the

conductor around the obstruction making smooth, wide
bends  or next to the building. The conductor should not be
in direct contact with the building.

http://www.mikeholt.com


The perimeter ground creates a low-impedance path to the
Earth anywhere around the house. )t also helps keep all
points around the building at the same potential in order to
discourage lightning currents from flowing through the
building.

.  AC Power
AC wiring practices are well covered by how-to guides

available from your local home improvement store and
online. A suitable guide is provided in the chapter on ac
safety grounding s sidebar, A Recommended (ome Wiring
Reference.  The slide show and upcoming paper Power
Grounding, Bonding, and Audio for (am Radio  by Jim
Brown, K YC is a detailed discussion of ac power and
grounding for hams. )t is available at
k yc.com/GroundingAndAudio.pdf.

The notes in this section will help you with common issues
in building or upgrading an amateur station. They make a
few assumptions about the ac power wiring to your station:

• Correctly wired branch circuit s  and service entry panel
• Enough capacity to supply your station safely
• Properly installed ac safety ground electrode and neutral-

ground bonding jumper

Basic Checkout
Let s start with the obvious. Every piece of ac-powered

equipment that is not designed for ungrounded operation
must have a three-wire, grounded power cord. No broken-off
ground pins on power plugs or snipped off green wires are

http://k9yc.com/GroundingAndAudio.pdf


allowed! Replace or repair defective power cords or plugs.
Check the resistance between the power cord ground pin

and the metal enclosure of the equipment — the ground lug
inside might not be making a good connection due to a worn
cord, loose connection, or even paint on the chassis.

Finally, inspect the outlets that supply your station. Verify
that all wires are connected properly at the outlet. Replace
any worn outlets. )dentify and label the circuit breaker s
supplying power to the station for each outlet. Note the
circuit breaker capacity.

A comprehensive figure showing the proper connections
for a wide range of  V and  V ac plugs is provided in
the Appendix.

Switch to Safety

)f it s within your budget and available space, install a
lockable disconnect switch or circuit breaker in its own
enclosure that supplies all ac power to the station
equipment. Another possibility is a small sub-panel with a
few circuit breakers. Either is a better and safer station
master switch than relying on the light-duty switches in
garden-variety power strips. And it s a lot easier for anyone
else in your home to turn off power should there be an
emergency of some sort.

Evaluate Circuit Loading

Assuming all of the outlets feeding your station are on the
same branch circuit — a common situation — the next step
is to find out if it can safely handle the load. )t is prudent to



keep the maximum current draw on any particular circuit
to no more than % of the breaker s rating. For example,
if the circuit is protected by a  A breaker, your equipment
should draw no more than  × .  =  A on a steady basis.
A  A breaker can handle  × .  =  A on a sustained
basis. )f the load is approaching the maximum for a circuit
don t forget lighting or non-radio appliances  you should

install at least one other branch circuit. Most stations are
well within the capacity of a single  A branch circuit.
)nstalling a  A circuit costs little more than one rated for

 A. )f you do add a  A circuit, using #  AWG
conductors lowers voltage drop from conductor resistance.

)f you have an amplifier capable of putting out  kW or
more, it should be powered from its own circuit breaker,
since powering it from a  V circuit leaves little for any
other equipment! Most tube amplifiers are capable of being
powered by either  V or  V. Newer solid-state
amplifiers with  –  V dc switching supplies can also
operate on  V. Powering these loads from  V instead
of  V reduces current draw by half. The power supply
output will drop or sag  less under load at the higher
voltage, as well. A dedicated  V circuit for amplifiers
and other high-power loads is recommended.

(ow Safe Are Outlet Strips?

The switch in inexpensive outlet strips is generally not
rated for repetitive load break duty. Early failure and fire
hazard may result from using these devices to switch loads.
Misapplications are common another bit of bad technique
that has evolved from the use of personal computers , and
manufacturers are all too willing to accommodate the



market with marginal products that are cheap.  The
inexpensive rocker switch in most power strips should be
replaced with a properly-rated switch  V ac,  A .

Many inexpensive power strips offer surge protection
from internal MOVs metal oxide varistors . Avoid them!
As each transient is clamped the dissipated energy slowly
lowers their resistance. Eventually, they start generating
some heat look for a overheated spot near the switch on a
power strip  and can start a fire. MOVs can also direct
surge current onto the ground conductor green wire
which can cause destructive voltage differences with
equipment connected elsewhere in the station. Check your
power strips — if there is a MOV inside, clip its leads and
remove it. Use a dedicated surge protected outlet mounted
on the SPGP instead.

Power Distribution
Most stations have enough gadgets and radios and power

supplies that a single outlet or even a single power strip of a
half-dozen outlets won t suffice. Resist the urge to use outlet
splitters and cheap power strips!

Figure .  shows a typical power distribution system. You
can
build your own heavy-duty, high-quality power distribution
box as in
Figure . . Use metal back boxes  with high-quality outlets
and heavy #  or #  AWG wiring. Multiple boxes can be
mechanically attached together to support as many outlets as
needed. )f more than one multi-outlet box is used on the
same circuit, use rigid EMT or flexible metal BX conduit



between them with all of the metalwork solidly assembled
and connected to the ground conductor. A heavy switch can
be included to turn the entire package on and off. One GFC)-
protected outlet per box can also be included.

GFC) in a Box



One of the better ideas discovered as this book was being
written was that of a GFC) in a box  power outlet. )nstall a
GFC)-protected Ground Fault Circuit )nterrupter  duplex
outlet in a metal junction box with a heavy power cord that
plugs into any regular outlet. see photo  This is great for
workbench use when testing equipment as well as working
outside. You can put it in your Field Day kit and use it for
portable and temporary stations, too. These are situations
in which we don t always have as much control over safety
as we d like. GFC)-in-a-box helps restore safe operation.

Plugging smaller strips into the heavier master distribution
center accomplishes two things. First, it allows you to power
similar equipment from one strip and be able to turn it on
and off independently. For example, a computer, printer,
monitor, and speakers could be on one power strip with your
transceiver power supply and rotator control box on another.
All equipment still needs to be bonded together for lighting

protection and RF management.
Wherever commercial power strips are used in your

station, use industrial-quality products with a metal
enclosure, heavy wiring, good quality outlets and a built-in
switch and circuit breaker typically rated at  A . Avoid
inexpensive plastic power strips. See the sidebar (ow Safe
Are Power Strips?



Using ground fault circuit interrupter GFC)  circuit
breakers or outlets to supply power is not required by the
NEC. (owever, given the many opportunities for stray
current in an amateur station and antenna system, GFC)
protection is not a bad idea. You can install GFC) breakers in
the ac service panel or install GFC) outlets at the station.

When GFC) breakers were a new product, there were some
reports of RF) causing them to trip. These problems have
been corrected in current products. See the ARRL report on
GFC) circuit breakers and RF) at www.arrl.org/gfci-and-
afci-devices. )f you have questions or a report of RF) to a
GFC) device, contact the ARRL Lab s RF) specialist. Note that
vintage radios often have high enough leakage current to the
chassis that a few of them on the same circuit could cause a
GFC) to trip.

Bonding for Buzz Control
As mentioned in the chapter on ac safety grounding, hum

and buzz can be present and affect low-level audio signals.
This can cause problems to microphone audio or low-level
audio circuits used for digital modulation. The best way to
mitigate these problems is through proper bonding of the
station equipment and ground systems.

All of the equipment using a single outlet shares the same
ac safety ground conductor. Similarly, equipment plugged
into several different outlets all on the same branch circuit
shares the branch circuit s ground conductor. See Figure

. .  They are connected via the branch circuit s common
green wire  conductor to the service panel ac safety ground

and then to the service entry ground electrode. Note that the

http://www.arrl.org/gfci-and-afci-devices


ac safety ground conductor should be connected to the
station s lightning protection ground connection via the
single-point ground panel SPGP . )f you can, supply your
station through protected outlets mounted directly on the
SPGP.

That common ground conductor is heavy enough to carry
the necessary current if there is a short circuit. )ts resistance,
however, creates a small voltage drop from leakage current
flowing through filter or bypass capacitors. The leakage
current is a mixture of sine-wave ac and pulses from
rectifiers. The voltage drops from each piece of equipment
sharing the common ground conductor add together. The
resulting voltage is present on all equipment connected by
the common ground conductor.

)n addition, not every piece of equipment contributes the
same amount of leakage current. The resulting voltage



differences between equipment enclosures may be only a few
millivolts but that can be enough hum or buzz to affect a
sensitive audio input.

The recommended solution is to create heavy bonding
connections between pieces of equipment, either through a
bonding bus good  or directly from enclosure to enclosure
best . )n Figure .  the heavy lightning protection bonding

conductors do double duty by shorting out any ac hum and
buzz voltages between pieces of equipment. )n addition, the
required bonding conductor between the ac service entry
and lightning protection ground electrodes labeled
perimeter ground  provides a better connection than the

branch circuit ground conductor. This is discussed in much
more detail by Jim Brown, K YC s set of presentation slides,
Power, Grounding, Bonding, and Audio for (am Radio

referenced earlier in this chapter.

Rack-Mounted Equipment
)f the equipment is designed for rack mounting, install the

equipment on steel mounting rails, cleaning off any paint
from the rear surface of the equipment mounting ears and
the steel mounting rails. When equipment lacks proper
mounting ears, bond from the shielding enclosure to the
steel rack rails. Then bond those rails to the operating desk.
Depending on room layout, a bond to the SPGP may also be
needed.

Most amateur equipment, however, is not designed to be
rack-mounted. As a result, a bonding jumper strap or wire
is installed from the equipment enclosure to the rack. A rack
grounding bus or RGB is usually mounted parallel to the



equipment mounting rails as shown in Figure . . Each
piece of equipment within the rack is connected to the RGB
with a #  AWG or larger wire or strap. The RGB itself
should be connected to the rack enclosure, usually done with
the hardware used to mount it in the rack. The enclosure of
each piece of equipment in the rack is then connected to the
RBG with a wire or strap.

The rack itself and the RGB if used  are then connected to
the ac safety ground and the station lightning protection
ground system. Power outlets in the rack should be in steel
boxes bonded to the rack. )f the rack is fixed, solid strap or a
heavy wire should be used as the ground conductor. For
rolling or otherwise moveable racks, flat-weave braid is an
acceptable substitute indoors, but only if water or corrosive
chemicals are not present. Keep the strap as short as
practical.



Many amateurs also build mini-rack  stations for
emergency communications and public service use. Mobile
and portable stations, such as rover  stations that operate on
many V(F/U(F/microwave bands during V(F+ contests,
also mount many pieces of equipment in portable rack-style
cabinets or containers. Whether powered from an ac
generator or a vehicle s dc power system, the station should
have a connection point on the metalwork to a ground
electrode or the vehicle s frame.

.  Lightning Protection Planning
This is an important part of the book — devising a

lightning protection plan. The following material is from the
 series of QST articles by Ron Block, KB UYT. The

complete set of articles are posted online at
www.arrl.org/lightning-protection.  Once you have a
plan, you can implement it using the techniques presented in
this book.

Repeating the caution that every station is different, there
can be no cookbook  for lightning protection. You ll have to
follow the basic principles thoroughly and carefully or your
protection plan will be flawed. A flawed plan will not protect
your equipment as you expect. Proceed step by step and
apply the information in the preceding chapters to your
specific station.

)dentify What to Protect
The goal of the planning process is to establish a zone of

protection  within a station, as opposed to the whole house

http://www.arrl.org/lightning-protection


or building. Additional zones may be considered separately.
Start by identifying what you want to protect. While you
would like to protect everything, create a priority list and
work the list from high to low priority.

First on the list are probably the more expensive items
associated with your station, usually the transmitting and
receiving equipment. What follows depends on just how you
enjoy the hobby — the antenna tuner, linear amplifier,
accessories, or computer. Further down the list might be the
antenna, rotator, and feed line. Each person s list and priority
ordering will be different. Pause here and mentally construct
your priority list, being sure to include all the elements of
your radio station. We will then work through the process of
developing your protection plan.

The first step of the plan is to construct a complete block
diagram of the equipment in your station starting with the
top priority item. You will make a separate plan for other
areas needing protection.  This is usually simple and
straightforward. )n some installations it may be necessary to
look behind the equipment to determine precisely the
connections between each element. The accuracy of the
diagram is important in determining the nature and
effectiveness of the protection plan.

Protect Yourself!

Please note: Just because equipment may survive a direct
lightning strike, does not mean that you can. You cannot
operate touch  the equipment during a strike because your
body presents a conductive path that probably breaches
the protected equipment circle to the outside world. The



resulting current could hurt both you and your equipment.

Assuming the list s top priority item is your transceiver or
transmitter and receiver, if separate . )f you have multiple
transceivers, list them in order of value. These are the heart
of your station, so make them the starting point of protection
plan which will in turn examine and diagram each element of
the station.

Assuming your primary item is a transceiver we ll refer to
separate receivers and transceivers as a transceiver for
simplicity  represent it in the block diagram as a single
rectangle. Label it with the manufacturer s name and model
number.

Next, think about the antenna connection to the primary
transceiver. )f the connection goes directly to the external
antenna, simply draw a line from the rectangle to the edge of
the paper. (owever, if the antenna is connected to the
equipment via a linear amplifier, antenna tuner, or a multi-
position coax switch, add this these  as separate rectangle s
interconnected with the primary radio equipment. The feed
line going to the antenna should still go to the edge of the
paper. Label the feed line s lowest and highest frequency
M(z or band name , the maximum transmit power in watts
rounded up , and the type of connector and gender
U(F/PL-  male or N-series male, for example .
Add a rectangle to the diagram for each additional

transceiver or amplifier in your station. Be sure to show all
interconnections and antenna connections for each of these
secondary rectangles. )f any of the secondary radio
equipment has a direct connection to an antenna, show the
feed line going to the edge of the page. Be sure to label each



rectangle with the manufacturer s name and model number
and each feed line with connector type and gender,
frequency range, and maximum transmit power. Figure .
shows a block diagram for a simple station. This chapter
assumes the station is for (F operation. The same planning
process works for V(F+, too.

The block diagram should now have a rectangle
representing each piece of radio equipment and all
accessories in the station. Each of the rectangles should have
lines representing the interconnecting cables and feed lines.
Each feed line that leaves the station and goes to an antenna
or some tower-mounted electronics should be drawn to the
edge of the page and labeled.

Take a Detailed Look
Now it is time to examine each piece of equipment

represented by the rectangles, one at a time, and to add
rectangles to the diagram for any other electronic devices,
complete with the electrical connections and
interconnections between them. Some of these will be easy
and intuitive, while others will require examining the



equipment. Every connection must be included — this is
important to the integrity of the plan and how you
implement it. The only exception is a nonconductive fiber-
optic connection.

To complete the diagram in an orderly fashion, pick a
rectangle and answer all of the following questions for that
rectangle. Then, pick another rectangle and do the same until
all of the rectangles have been examined.

 )s there a connection between this rectangle and any
other rectangle? )f so, add a line between the respective
rectangles and label its function.

 )s there a connection between this rectangle and a device
not yet included on the block diagram? This can include
standalone amplifiers, power supplies, computers, audio
interfaces, network routers and switches, USB hubs, DSL
gateways, and the like. )f so, add the new device to the
diagram as a rectangle and label it. Then add and label the
connections. Repeat this step until all connections from this
rectangle to new devices have been completed.

 )s there an ac power connection required for this
rectangle? )f so, draw a line to the edge of the page and label
it with the voltage and current required.

 )s there a requirement to supply ac or dc power through
a feed line to operate remote switches or electronics? )f so,
label the feed line at the edge of the page with the peak
voltage and current requirements.

 Are there control lines leaving the rectangle going to
remote electronics, relays, or rotators? )f so, draw a line to
the edge of the page and label it appropriately.

 )s there ac power leaving the rectangle going to the
tower for safety lighting, convenience outlets, crank-up
motors, or high-power rotators? )f so, draw a line to the edge



of the page and label it with the voltage and current
required.

 )s there a connection to a telephone line, DSL telephone
circuit, satellite TV, or cable TV connection RF, video or
data  for this rectangle? )f so, draw a line to the edge of the
page and label it appropriately.

 )s there a connection to another antenna system such as
for GPS, broadcast or cable TV, or satellite dish for this
rectangle? )f so, draw a line to the edge of the page and label
it appropriately.

 )s there a connection to other equipment elsewhere in
the house or building, such or network or telephone wiring?
)f so, draw a line to the edge of the page and label it
appropriately. You may want to do a physical inspection of
the room for overlooked phone jacks or other electrical
wiring.

 Once you have completed the process for each of the
rectangles, including all of the new ones that were added,
you should have an accurate block diagram of your radio
station. )t may be prudent to review each rectangle to verify
that nothing was left out. Your block diagram should look
something between Figure .  and Figure . .



Now step back and physically look at the equipment in the
station. (as every piece of equipment been reflected in the
block diagram? Every metallic item within four feet in all
directions  of the radio equipment must be considered as a
part of the radio equipment even if it is not actually
connected to it electrically.

)f there is such an item that has not been included, we need
to carefully evaluate it. Don t forget to include a metal
operating desk! An example of such a device could be a
simple standalone telephone on the operating desk or a
computer system CPU, monitor, keyboard, and mouse
some part of which is sitting on or near the radio desk.

Nearby devices telephone and or computer , while not a



part of the radio station electrically, are within a spark-gap s
reach of the radio station equipment and are therefore
considered connected to the station just because of their
proximity and must be added to the block diagram. Follow
the same procedure that you used to add equipment to the
block diagram.

Now that the diagram is accurate and complete, draw a
circle around all of the rectangles allowing each of the lines
that extend to the edge of the page to cross the circle as
shown in Figure . . The equipment represented by the
rectangles within the circle is to be protected. All of the lines
going from the circle to the edge of the page are called )/O
input/output  lines or circuits. Remember that everything

outside of the circle is not a part of the zone of protection.
Separate protection zones can be created using this
technique.



Ethernet or WiFi?

The cables that carry Ethernet wiring around houses and
ham stations are a common path for lightning damage —
even if they never leave the building. )n addition, cables
between routers, switches, and computer network interface
connections are all common sources of RF). )f you can,
change your network connections to a wireless technology
such as WiFi and eliminate both problems.



Now that you have identified all of the )/O lines for the
station, each must be protected and each of the )/O line
protectors must be grounded and mounted in common.
Techniques for protecting each of the )/O lines are discussed
in the chapter on Lightning Protection.

Think Like Lightning
Another part of the planning process is deciding where to

put your station in your house, how ac power will be
supplied, and where your feed lines and other services will
enter the house. )t is understood that you may have no
control over most or all of these choices! What you can
control is to do everything you can to guide lightning s
energy into the soil via the ground electrodes — without
going through your station!

A lightning pulse can come via your antenna system or
from a strike on the power lines, CATV system, or telephone
lines. Figure .  illustrates how the SPGP and bonded
ground electrodes work together to provide a low-impedance
path to dissipate the charge in the Earth. )f the bonding
conductor between ground electrodes is not present,
lightning will travel through the protected zone to any other
ground electrode.



Assume Protection is All or Nothing

One word of caution regarding the accuracy and
attention to detail; you should assume that the protection
is all or nothing.  )f an )/O line is inadvertently missed
then the protection plan is flawed and lightning energy has
a way in to your station. The resulting damage can be just
as bad as having no protection at all.

Try to keep the entry points for all systems close together
ac power, amateur antenna system, commercial

communication services . The closer together the entry
points are, the better the system works at keeping lightning
energy outside your station. Locating an SPGP next to the ac
service entry with all of your Amateur Radio and
telecommunications services passing through it is the best
arrangement.

Tom Rauch, W J) s website presents several scenarios for
lightning and discusses how he has configured his station.
(is station may be large but the many photos and drawings



show how he has successfully dealt with lightning. You may
get some good ideas from his experiences. The primary pages
about grounding on his website are:

• w ji.com/ground_systems.htm
• w ji.com/house_ground_layouts.htm
• w ji.com/station_ground.htm
)nside the station, you can avoid creating paths for

lightning by keeping bonding conductors short. For example,
if you have more than one branch circuit available to power
your equipment, choose the circuit with an outlet closest to
the SPGP or ac service entrance and connect the bonding
jumper at that outlet. )f you are going to run new or
additional circuits, locate them so the ground path to the
SPGP is short and direct. Based on examples from the
house_ground_layouts web page listed above, Figure .
shows an example of keeping ground bonding paths short by
careful placement and selection of ac power and ground
electrodes. )f you can, mount an ac line protector on the
SPGP and supply your station from that protected point.

.  Managing RF in the Station

http://w8ji.com/ground_systems.htm
http://w8ji.com/house_ground_layouts.htm
http://w8ji.com/station_ground.htm


An overview of dealing with RF from your transmitted
signal was presented in the RF Management chapter of this
book. This section will provide a few examples of successful
techniques you can use as ideas for your own station. We ll
start with bonding for reducing RF voltage differences
around your station.

Bonding for RF
As discussed previously, it is quite effective to simply bond

equipment together directly with bonding jumpers of heavy
wire or strap or flat-weave braid. See Figure . .  Ground
terminals or enclosure mounting screws with a clean metal
connection no paint or insulation  are convenient places to
attach the jumpers. One of the jumper connection points is
then used as the connection point for a jumper to the station
entry panel and/or lightning ground electrode. Use a single
terminal on each piece of equipment so that if you remove
that equipment, the jumpers can still be connected together.
Removing or replacing equipment is much easier if the
bonding bus technique is used, however.

RF GROUND PLANE
Figure .  in the chapter on RF Management shows a basic

operating table RF ground plane with a bonding bus clamped



to it. Aluminum roofing flashing is used for the ground plane
and lightweight copper pipe is used for the bonding bus.
Copper flashing or brass sheet, PC board material, fine-mesh
screen — any continuous metal surface will work well.

The ground plane is held to the plastic tabletop with self-
tapping sheet metal screws. )f you don t want to drill into the
tabletop, the flashing can be glued to thin cardboard or
poster board and held down with a clamp or just by the
weight of the equipment on it. The metal surface should
extend under the equipment as much as practical. )t is not
necessary to cover the entire operating surface — strips that
are a few inches wide will suffice. The important thing is to
get a lot of continuous metal surface close to the equipment
and interconnecting cables.

)f your equipment is on wooden or plastic shelves, create a
ground plane on each shelf and bond the individual ground
planes together. Figure .  shows some possible
arrangements. Metal shelves can serve as the ground plane
themselves. Keep the plane-to-plane connections short and
use wide strap or heavy wire. Then tie the connection into
the rest of your ground system. For connections between
equipment on different shelves, run the connecting cables
along the bonding conductors that connect the ground
planes together.



RF BOND)NG BUS
The bonding bus can be any wide conductor including

strap, angle, or tubing. Copper and aluminum are both
excellent materials for this use. Connections can be made
with screws, terminals, or a clamp intended for wire
connections. )f the ground plane material is heavy enough,
you can make grounding connections directly to it without a
separate bonding bus.

Make it easy to connect short jumpers from each piece of
equipment to the bonding bus. Figure .  in the chapter on
Lightning Protection shows a typical example of how
multiple pieces of equipment might be connected to a
bonding bus, with or without a ground plane. )n the case of
Figure . , sheet metal screws were installed every few inches
for ring or fork terminals. As long as the connection is direct
and robust, feel free to improvise and substitute materials
you have.

COMPUTERS



Computers can be quite susceptible to RF-related problems
so it is important to bond them to the ground plane and
bonding bus. Figure .  shows a typical mini-desktop PC
enclosure connected to the bonding bus with a short piece of
heavy wire. There are several enclosure screws available but
this was the closest one with a clean metal-to-metal
connection between the main chassis and the outer
enclosure.

Larger desktops may have to sit on the floor or a shelf away
from the ground plane — use a strap to connect them to the
bonding bus. Bundle the cables together, such as with hook-
and-loop strips. A ferrite RF-suppression clamp-on core with
multiple turns may be necessary on signal cables. Route the
cables along the bonding strap and route both directly to the
ground plane.

Laptop computers are not designed to be connected to a
ground system. (owever, if they are connected to the radio



equipment by audio or control connections, a bonding
conductor should be added. The laptop chassis  connection
is generally available at the locking screw terminals of a DB-
style connector such as the common -pin video output.

Most RF) problems with laptops are the result of RF being
picked up by connecting cables and can be addressed with
ferrite cores. Touchpad pointing devices can be sensitive to
RF, as well. A standalone mouse or trackball with ferrite
cores on the cable at the laptop are often a solution.

Computer cables can be difficult to manage at RF. They are
often much longer than necessary for the specific connection,
leaving lots of exposed cable to pick up RF. Since the
connectors are specialized and usually molded to the cable,
they cannot be cut to length. Multi-turn ferrite chokes can be
used to deal with RF) see K YC s tutorial referenced earlier .
Many cables include molded-on type  cores installed to
meet FCC emission limits above at V(F and U(F.  )n
addition to the ferrite core, coiling the cable and laying it
directly on the ground place as in Figure . A will reduce
RF pickup. Wire ties, twist-ties, or tape will keep the cable
coiled.



The Power Supply Negative Return

A dc power supply s negative or –  terminal is already
connected to the chassis or enclosure of most power
supplies. Some laboratory-style supplies or modular
supplies designed to be built in to other equipment leave



both output terminals disconnected from the enclosure
sometimes called floating . )f a lab-style supply with a

floating negative terminal is used for powering station
equipment, connect the negative output directly to the
largest load s ground terminal — usually the transceiver s.
Be aware that resistance in the negative power conductor
can lead to what sounds like RF feedback  and other
distortion under heavy load, such as when transmitting. Be
sure to use heavy wire and make good connections.

Only for unusual and specific instances do both terminals
need to be isolated from the station ground and this will be
specified by the equipment manuals. An ac hot or neutral
connection must never be connected to any exposed metal.
Vintage equipment with a two-wire power cord should be
treated with care — see the ARRL (andbook s chapter on
Troubleshooting and Maintenance for guidelines on
working with older equipment.

Don t assume that a negative terminal is supplied well-
connected to the enclosure. Verify that there is a good
connection with a voltmeter. )t is not uncommon for
equipment to be manufactured with paint on inner
enclosure surfaces that results in a poor or non-existent
electrical connection. When in doubt scrape off the paint
and use a toothed lock washer or terminal to make a secure
connection.

.  Practical Stations
Regardless of whether the station is big or little, permanent

or temporary, in a basement or apartment, every station
builder needs to answer these basic grounding and bonding
questions:



• Are all exposed metal enclosures and connectors in my
station connected to an ac safety ground?

• )s every path in and out of my protected zone  protected?
• Are all of my ground electrodes bonded together?
• Are my external antenna supports, antennas, and

accessories grounded properly?
• )s my equipment bonded together properly for ac safety,

lightning protection, and RF management?
• (ave ) minimized interconnecting cable length and loop

area?
Use the set of tools and techniques in previous chapters to

apply the recommended grounding and bonding practices in
your station as best you can. )f you follow those guidelines in
addressing these questions, your station should be
electrically safe, resistant to damage from lightning, and
experience a minimum amount of RF). When problems do
occur, you have the necessary information to troubleshoot
and maintain the station, as well.

Don t be afraid to try different arrangements of equipment
and grounding and bonding. As long as the basic safety
requirements are met, there are lots of different ways to
create an effective station. When you buy a new piece of
equipment or add a new antenna )s a good time to review
your station and see if there isn t a better way to do things.
Most hams rebuild their station from time to time, to
improve performance or expand capabilities. That s a great
time to improve your grounding and bonding practices, too.

Should You Disconnect?

Disconnecting antennas feed lines is frequently suggested



for stations that do not have a good grounding and
bonding system. (owever, as the experts point out, unless
you disconnect everything going in and out of the station,
disconnecting feed lines is unlikely to be as effective as
lightning protectors on an SPGP and good bonding of
equipment. )nside the station, connect both conductors of
the feed line to a grounded station bonding bus preferred
or ac safety ground. )f you decide to disconnect the feed
and control lines, be sure to disconnect them outside the
building and keep them several feet from anything that
might offer a path inside.

As mentioned earlier, you might not want or be able to
tackle all aspects of grounding and bonding at the same time.
)t can be a big job! You may also have equipment already
installed and wired. Taking apart the whole station might not
be something you want to do either. The following list
provides some suggestions for taking things one step at a
time. Start by answering all of the questions above so you
know where you need to focus your efforts. By focusing on
one type of work, you ll have all the tools and materials on-
hand at the same time which makes the job easier and results
better.

Step One — AC Safety: Do a thorough check of all your
residence s wiring and correct any problems or weaknesses.
Verify that every piece of equipment in your station has a
secure ground connection. )f there is any electrical work to
do at your ac service entry panel, get that done or at least
inspected  by an electrician.

Step Two — Comprehensive Lightning Protection
Plan: Develop your plan first, even if you aren t going to do
everything in the plan right away. )f you have a plan and



follow it, each step will improve your station and you will
avoid having to rework something later.

Step Three — AC Power Distribution: Upgrade your
station s ac power wiring, if necessary, with new circuits,
distribution strips or centers, a master power switch, and so
forth. Plan for integrating your ac power and bonding
systems.

Step Four — Ground Electrodes and SPGP: )nstall
additional ground rods or whatever is appropriate for your
station, including bonding to ac power system grounds.
Build or improve ground systems for towers, masts, and
antennas, including bonding to other ground electrodes.
)nstall an SPGP.

Step Five — Bonding Equipment and RF Management:
)nstall or upgrade your equipment bonding system. Bonding
conductors should all be strap or heavy wire as necessary.
Either bond equipment directly together or install a bonding
bus and ground plane. Tie the bonding system securely to the
ac safety ground conductor and SPGP.

First-Floor and Basement Stations
)f your station is located in a residence on the ground floor

or in the basement near ground level, following the
guidelines is straightforward, if not always easy. Start by
mapping out where your ac power will come from and where
you have access to external walls. Review your lightning
protection plan. and plan your external ground electrodes.
Some helpful suggestions are:

• Locate your station in a room with an exterior wall, if
possible.



• Minimize the length of connections to external ground
electrodes.

• Basement stations should minimize the possibility of
shock through a concrete floor or walls

Upper-Floor Stations
Stations on a second floor or higher pose a challenge to

station builders, particularly regarding lightning protection.
A connection to ac safety ground can be made through the
power wiring but the distance to the ac service entry ground
electrode is usually electrically long except at the lowest
frequencies.

RF management in an upper-floor station is handled in the
same way as for ground-floor stations. The RF fields from
your antennas will probably be stronger than at ground level,
requiring more attention to equipment and ground plane
bonding. Your RF bonding system must connect to the ac
safety ground as always. See also the sidebar Dealing with
RF (ot Spots  later in this chapter.

Lightning protection will depend on whether the antennas
enter the station directly, above ground level, and the height
of the station above ground.

Figure .  shows two common ways in which antenna
feed and control lines are protected. The preferable method
is shown in Figure . A where lightning protectors are
mounted at ground level with a very short connection to a
ground electrode. From the lightning protectors, the cables
are routed to the station through whatever entry means is
acceptable.



The second method in Figure . B is less effective because
of the long connection from the protectors at the station
entry to the ground electrode. This may be your only choice,
however! Make the ground conductor as wide as is practical
to do so — use strap, pipe, or heavy wire. As an alternative
ground electrode, use the building s steel if a good
connection to it can be made.

Getting Behind Your Equipment

Speaking from the experience of many hours spent on
hands and knees, leave room to work comfortably behind
your station, if possible. )f you don t have room to leave
space behind the station permanently, make it easy to pull
the equipment table or desk away from the wall
temporarily. (aving clear access makes it so much easier to
route power cords and connecting cables cleanly and keep
bonding conductors short and direct with good
connections.

Regardless of which method you use, route unprotected
antenna cables well clear of protected cables. Routing the



protected and unprotected cables in a single bundle may
look neater but allows lightning to jump around your
protectors with ease. )n addition, do not route unprotected
cables through the building. Run the cables outside the
building to wherever you apply lightning protectors. )nside
the station or at the cable entry point, you should still use an
SPGP connected to your RF bonding system to keep
equipment and cables at the same voltage. Cables that must
run through the structure for a considerable distance need
special consideration beyond the scope of this book.

Making an effective ground connection is unlikely to be
practical if the station is more than three floors above the
ground. Building codes will likely require a ground
connection for external building-mounted antennas.
Lightning protectors are absolutely necessary in this
situation. Connect your SPGP to the building steel if a
connection can be made or see the list of alternate ground
connections earlier in this chapter.

Wire Antennas and Ground-Mounted
Vertical Antennas

This book focuses on tower- or mast-mounted antennas
because they are exposed and grounded. Many smaller (F-
oriented stations use wire or ground-mounted vertical
antennas instead.

For wire antennas, all feed lines should be routed to an
SPGP whether they are coaxial cable or open-wire line. See
the Lightning Pprotection chapter for a discussion of open-
wire line protection techniques.  )f possible, route the cables
so they are not in contact with the building. )f the SPGP is



not connected to a perimeter ground or another ground
system, such as a tower, add buried radial wires or extra
ground rods to extend the ground electrode.

For ground-mounted verticals, even if a ground screen of
radial wires is used as a counterpoise or the antenna is a
ground independent  design, a connection at the base of the

antenna to a ground rod or other electrode is required for
lightning protection. The manufacturer of a commercial
antenna will provide instructions on how to make the
connection. For homemade verticals, a grounding bracket,
similar to those shown in Figure . , can provide the
connection point for the bonding jumper between the
ground rod and the antenna. Use heavy wire or strap to make
the connection. This extra  ground connection will not
adversely affect the antenna s performance.

Temporary, Portable, and Field Day
Stations

You will find that setting up an effective station at Field
Day or for a public service event including emergency
communications  presents a variety of RF and safety
challenges. They appear different every time but separating
them into our three categories of ac safety, lightning, and RF
will help you avoid problems.

AC SAFETY GROUND)NG
)f you are operating from commercial mains, make a visual

check and use an ac outlet tester to be sure that power is
wired correctly at the source and that the voltage is within
range. Don t assume that the outlets are in good shape and



wired correctly. )f you don t think the ac supply is safe or if
the voltage isn t right — don t use it! A building engineer or
maintenance supervisor may be able to help with problems
and identify good sources of power and a good ground
connection. Safety is not optional!

Mobile Station Grounding and Bonding

Mobile stations have a unique set of requirements for
proper installation that can t be addressed in this book.
The vehicle power and bonding environment is quite
different than for fixed or portable stations. Changes in
vehicle technology are frequent and the options for
mounting equipment in cars and trucks change with them.
Consult the service department of a dealer for your vehicle
for service bulletins about installing radio equipment,
although they primarily apply to V(F/U(F equipment.

Dealing with RF (ot Spots

The chapter on RF Management discusses using a
resonant, quarter-wavelength wire to create a low-
impedance point in a station. This technique can come in
very handy in portable or temporary operation where the
station configuration tends to change every time and
creating a full-blown ground system is impractical.

Experience will eventually teach you which bands tend to
have problems with the equipment and antennas you use.
Cut and tune quarter-wavelength wires for those bands,
insulate one end and attach the other to an alligator clip,
and bring them with the station. )f a hot spot  appears,



attach the wire for that band at the point of the hot spot.
Keep the open end of the wire where it can t be touched or
stepped on. Even QRP operation is sufficient to create
enough voltage at the open end for a tingle and the voltage
from  W operation can actually set grass or leaves on
fire! So be careful where you run the detuning wire.

Generator and inverter power pose their own problems. As
the chapter on AC Safety Grounding points out, you are not
required to use a ground rod if the generator outlet grounds
are bonded to the generator frame. Ground rods may be
used, however, if desired. )f the generator is more than a
short distance from the station or if more than one separate
station is powered by the same generator, a ground rod at the
generator and at each station may be prudent with all
ground rods bonded together  may be prudent.

As with commercial mains, inspect the generator and the
outlet wiring! Don t use the generator if it s not wired
correctly or if the voltage is out of spec. )f you are planning
such an operation, check out your generators and inverters
well in advance.

Each station should be equipped with:
• AC voltage meter — don t rely on the brightness of a light

bulb!
• GFC)-protected outlets see the sidebar GFC) )n a Box

earlier in this chapter
• Overvoltage protector see the ARRL (andbook chapter

on Power Sources for suitable designs

L)G(TN)NG PROTECT)ON
)t is not reasonable to expect a temporary installation to



provide the level of lightning protection that can be created
for a permanent station. You should be prepared to
disconnect or lower antennas if there is any chance of
lightning occurring in the vicinity. A lightning detector such
as from Weather Shack
www.weathershack.com/listing/lightning-

detectors.html  or other vendors is a good addition to your
equipment. Lightning monitoring apps for smartphones,
tablets, and PCs are widely available as well. )f lightning is in
your area — which can be a radius of up to  miles —get off
the air and protect yourself. Be safe!

Portable stations pose their own risks, since they are often
operated on hilltops or in clear, exposed locations — hams
love high places for operating! Summits On The Air SOTA
veteran Steve Golchutt, WG1AT, and his pack goats have
operated from many a high place. ) asked him about
lightning safety when operating on the trail. )f dark clouds
are in the area ) pack up and without delay head for cover.
While SOTAteering, once ) hear that familiar snap-crackle-
pop in my receiver, ) hurry up and finish the pileup
sometimes QRTing immediately!  and begin to hasten my

tear down to get ready to head down to lower elevations!
Mother Nature Rules! She will beat you! Pay her respect and
you will keep breathing!

Steve notes there are inexpensive lightning detectors but
even an old AM transistor radio tuned between stations to
listen to static will act as a detector. )t takes some practice
but once ) hear pop-pop about  –  seconds apart ) go on
alert and begin to think it s time to get to a safe location .
Clear-sky lightning is not uncommon at high elevations.

Mountain wisdom says stay off the peaks after  noon or
sooner if dark clouds appear threatening!  and you ll live

http://www.weathershack.com/listing/lightning-detectors.html


another day!  The same goes for Field Day, hilltopping, and
mobile operation.

RF MANAGEMENT
Assuming you are setting up a station from individual

pieces of equipment, treat it as a standard desktop station
and create an RF ground plane under the equipment or a
heavy bonding bus at the rear of the station. A metal folding
table works particularly well in this situation, both
electrically and mechanically. A roll of flashing strip, metal
screen, or even aluminum foil can be spread out under the
equipment. Use short jumpers with heavy alligator clips to
connect the equipment to the ground plane or bonding bus
which is then jumpered to an ac safety ground point.

Portable stations can range from collections of loose gear
assembled and disassembled at each location to stations in a
box  that are mounted in a carrying case semi-permanently.
Usually battery or vehicle powered, they are free of ac safety
grounding issues but RF management can still be
troublesome.

For popular QRP-style operation with miniature
transceivers, antenna tuners, and keyers or keyboards, some
replaceable aluminum foil or metal screen can serve as a
lightweight ground plane. A piece of heavy bare wire can
serve as an RF bonding bus. A set of flexible jumpers with
alligator clips that can act as temporary bonding jumpers,
too.

The author has built a small station that can be installed in
a car under a passenger seat or removed to operate from a
table. See Figure . .  A typical all-band  W mobile
transceiver plus an automatic antenna tuner, screwdriver-



style antenna control, and power distribution strip are all
attached to an aluminum clipboard. The transceiver s front
panel is removable and connected with a separation cable.
The equipment enclosures are all jumpered to the metal
clipboard. When the equipment package is in the car a
jumper to the vehicle body is attached at one of the wing
nuts. )t is easy to attach or remove ground jumpers for other
uses of the station. The sturdy clipboard serves as both a
ground plane and a mounting plate.



Appendix

Resources for )nformation
and Materials

The following is a list of websites and publications that you
may find useful in developing and installing safety and
lightning protection systems in your shack and your home.
This is by no means complete but provides a good sample of
resources on the primary topics for this book.

There is no guarantee that website addresses will not
change and where possible, a stable top-level address is used.
Should you find a website to be unavailable, the first step
should be to do an )nternet search using the name of the site.
This often locates sites that have been sold, renamed, or just
moved to a different host.

Professional Associations and Companies
National Fire Protection Association www.nfpa.org
)nternational Association of Electrical )nspectors

www.iaei.org
Mike (olt Enterprises www.mikeholt.com  — training and

continuing education for electricians, many tutorials
Polyphaser www.polyphaser.com/services/media-

library/white-papers  — various papers and tutorials on

http://www.nfpa.org
http://www.iaei.org
http://www.mikeholt.com
http://www.polyphaser.com/services/media-library/white-papers


lightning protection for communications facilities,
including ham stations

Lightning Protection )nstitute lightning.org/learn-
more/library-of-resources  — papers and tutorials on
lightning protection techniques

Standards
NEC (andbook  — catalog.nfpa.org/NFPA- -

National-Electrical-Code-NEC-(andbook-
P .aspx available from most libraries

FAA Document on Practices and Procedures for Lightning
Protection, Grounding, Bonding, and Shielding
)mplementation —
www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Order/ . A.pdf

Motorola Publication R  - Standards and Guidelines for
Communication Sites —
www.rfcafe.com/miscellany/homepage-
archive/ /Motorola-R -Standards-Guidelines-
Communication-Sites.htm

)EEE Std  –  )EEE Recommended Practices for
Powering and Grounding Electronic Equipment  —
www.ieee.org available from most libraries

M)L-(DBK- 9A – Grounding, Bonding, and Shielding for
Electronic Equipments and Facilities Vol  and  —
www.uscg.mil/petaluma/TPF/ET/_SMS/Mil-
STDs/M)L(DBK .pdf

Books and Articles
P. Laplante, Editor, Comprehensive Dictionary of Electrical

http://lightning.org/learn-more/library-of-resources
http://catalog.nfpa.org/NFPA-70-National-Electrical-Code-NEC-Handbook-P16530.aspx
http://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Order/6950.19A.pdf
http://www.rfcafe.com/miscellany/homepage-archive/2015/Motorola-R56-Standards-Guidelines-Communication-Sites.htm
http://www.ieee.org
http://www.uscg.mil/petaluma/TPF/ET/_SMS/Mil-STDs/MILHDBK419.pdf


Engineering Terms, CRC Press, 
Ugly’s Electrical References—pocket-sized references of

electrical infor-mation for wiring, common electrical
circuits, and materials www.uglysbooks.com

Block, R. R., The Grounds  for Lightning and EMP
Protection, Second Edition, PolyPhaser Corporation, .

Rand, K. A., Lightning Protection and Grounding Solutions
for Communica-tions Sites, PolyPhaser Corporation,

.
Uman, M. A., All About Lightning, Dover Publications, )nc,

New York, .
Uman, M. A., Lightning, Dover Publications, )nc, New York,

. Uman, M. A., The Lightning Discharge, Dover
Publications, )nc, New York, .

Amateur Resources
ARRL Technical )nformation Service sections
Electrical Safety — www.arrl.org/electrical-safety
Grounding various types and topics  —

www.arrl.org/grounding
Lightning Protection - www.arrl.org/lightning-protection
K YC tutorials on grounding, bonding, RF), and use of

ferrites k yc.com/publish.htm
W J) s web pages on ground systems

w ji.com/ground_systems.htm

http://www.uglysbooks.com
http://www.arrl.org/electrical-safety
http://www.arrl.org/grounding
http://www.arrl.org/lightning-protection
http://k9yc.com/publish.htm
http://w8ji.com/ground_systems.htm






































Glossary

Ampacity — The current rating of a conductor
Analog ground — )n circuits with both analog linear  and

digital circuits, the common reference potential for
analog signals

Antenna ground — A system of grounded and other
conductors that provides a path to an antenna feed point
for RF return current created by a radiated field

Authority (aving Jurisdiction A(J  — The local
government agency having legal authority for establishing
building codes and verifying compliance

Bonding — Establishing a low-resistance path between
equipment and metallic structures to minimize the
potential voltage  between them.

Bonding jumper — The conductor used to make a bonding
connection, usually heavy and securely connected

Branch circuit — Wiring between the circuit breaker
service entry  panel and loads

Buzz — Undesired low-frequency signals at some multiple of
the ac power frequency that are present in an audio or
instrumentation circuit

Chassis ground — A point of common reference potential
connected to the equipment or assembly enclosure

Circuit ground — A point of common reference potential
within an individual circuit. There may be several



different circuit grounds within one piece of equipment.
Common — A connection point that serves as a voltage

reference or current return path.
Digital ground — )n circuits with both analog linear  and

digital circuits, the common reference potential for
digital signals

Electrical service entrance panel  — The point or
enclosure in which a building s ac electrical system is
connected to utility power

Enclosure — The conductive chassis of a piece of
equipment, including exposed hardware, panels, metal
case, etc.

Equipment ground — See Safety ground
Green-wire ground — See Safety ground
Ground bus — A heavy conductor connected to ground and

used as common ground point for connections to
multiple pieces of equipment

Ground electrode — A conductor in direct contact with
the Earth

Ground loop — A loop formed by grounded conductors,
usually refers to a loop in which voltage is induced by
magnetic fields from ac currents.

Ground reference  plane — A conducting surface that
maintains a relatively uniform RF voltage

Ground rod — Metallic conductor driven into the Earth to
establish a ground connection see ground electrode

Ground, Earth ground — An electrical connection to the
earth or the conductor making the connection

Grounding — Connecting a piece of equipment to a ground
connection



(um — An undesired /  (z sine wave signal in an audio
or instrumentation circuit

)nformational — )n a standard, a guideline or suggested
practice that is not required informative

Lightning dissipation ground — Grounded conductors
intended to provide a path to the Earth for charge from
lightning

Listed — Devices that are designed and manufactured in
accordance with the requirements of a listing agency,
also called a Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratory or
NRTL, such as Underwriter Laboratories UL .

Low-voltage wiring — Circuits carrying ac voltages less
than  V

NEC — National Electrical Code
NFPA — National Fire Protection Agency
Normative — )n a standard, a directive that must be

complied with
Overcurrent protection device OPCD  — Power circuit

components such as fuses or circuit breakers that
interrupt excessive current flow

Return power  — The path by which dc current returns to
a power source

RF bonding bus — A heavy conductor used to make
electrically-short connections between pieces of
equipment

RF ground — An obsolete term used to refer to a
connection assumed to be at a constant zero  RF voltage

Safety Agency UL, ETL, CSA  — An independent testing
body, not affiliated with government, whose business is
to test the safety of equipment, fittings, and hardware in



their intended use.
AC  Safety ground, Power ground — A connection

intended to eliminate a shock hazard by conducting
enough current to the system ground that the protective
components remove power from the circuit.

Signal ground — The reference potential for signal circuits,
usually as opposed to power or control circuits

Single-point or star ground — The practice of connecting
multiple pieces of equipment to a single ground point

Transient — A short impulse of electrical energy
Ufer ground CEGR  — Ground connection using metallic

conductors embedded in concrete. Also known as a
concrete-encased grounding electrode.
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